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FROM THE DIRECTOR

This is our fourth annual report, prepared for our sponsors on the occasion of their Spring

meeting in Tucson at the Viscount Suite Hotel on April 24 & 25. It summarizes progress on current

research projects and proposed plans for their continuation. A new proposal on signal processing,

submitted by Max Liu of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Dept., is also included. Preprints

appear as appendices.

ODSC is currently under its first five-year "Sunset Review" by the Provost's Office, in

conformance with policies established many years ago by the Board of Regents. (We are assured that

these reviews are simply "management tools" that imply nothing sinister.) I have submitted the required

"Self-Study" report, describing the Center's accomplishments, revenues and expenditures for the five-year

period beginning July 1, 1985 and ending June 30, 1990. (You may remember that the Regents formally

established ODSC in October, 1985, and IBM initiated funding the same month.) In conformance with

Regents' policy, a committee of three (external to ODSC) was appointed to review us. That committee,

composed of Peter Franken and Don Hillman of OSC and Gary Eckhardt of IBM, has submitted its report

to R. R. Shannon, OSC Director. He will complete the process by writing his own report to the Provost.

A useful result of the review process is the bibliography of papers, presentations, dissertations,

theses and invention disclosures produced by ODSC researchers to date. This bibliography, included as

Appendix O of this report, is impressive. It includes 93 refereed articles, 73 papers in Proceedings

and/or Digests of meetings, 48 unpublished presentations, 8 dissertations, 10 theses, 7 invention

disclosures and 2 patent applications.

Mat Watson, who has been working with Pierre Meystre on direct-overwrite modeling, expects

to complete his dissertation in the next few months. He has been collaborating with Mark Schultz of

DSSC, CMU. Mat's model and Mark's experimental results seem to be converging, though final results

are not yet in. The turnaround time on the University's Convex computer has degenerated to 24 hours

for the dynamical model. It has become a laborious process, one that is causing Pierre to lose interest.

As noted in his summary of progress and plans, he would like to put his energies into more fundamental

studies of the limits of optical recording. Because of the depth and extent of his knowledge of quantum

optics, I think he should be encouraged. We await your views at the meeting.

Arne Funkenbusch says that 3M should complete its arrangement to support Neal Armstrong's

corrosion/passivation work by mid April. 3M executives have signed the appropriate papers, but the



lawyerswerestill looking things over in mid March. Arne is insisting that these are open, basic studies.

I trust his demands will be met.

John Simonds of NSIC will attend our upcoming meeting and will participate in the "blue laser"

ATP meeting the afternoon of April 25 and the morning of April 26. I have taken the liberty of inviting

Martin Fejer of Stanford University to that meeting. He has been the major contributor to the quasi-

phasematched doubling in LiNbO 3 waveguides at Stanford. His perspective should be valuable to all

participants. We're looking forward to a lively meeting. This is something new for all of us, and it will

be a challenge to make it work effectively.

George Lawrence plans to leave the University at the end of this semester. As the most inventive

of the faculty who have participated in ODSC, we will sorely miss him. He plans to devote full time to

the pursuit of his consulting business and the continuing development and support of his modeling

software program, GLAD. We wish him abundant success.

We look forward to meeting with you next month.

J.J. Burke

March 15, 1991
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DIRECT OVERWRITE MODELING

P. Meystre, H. Fu, and M. Watson

PROGRESS

The direct overwrite modeling efforts have concentrated on the collaboration recently initiated

with the Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) group, with the goal of testing our code against the direct

overwrite experiments performed at Pittsburgh. We received a direct overwrite sample (GdTbFe) from

M. Schultz of CMU, together with its thermal parameters and a description of the experimental conditions

under which direct overwrite was achieved. The magnetization and coercivity of this sample were

measured by T. Wu and R. Hajjar of M. Mansuripur's group, while domain collapse and expansion

measurements were performed by B. Bernaki and M. Watson, who used them to calculate the wall

energy.

M. Schultz was also given access to our computer, so that he can remotely log on and run our

thermal code. Specifically, he is using this code to fit experimental data obtained in dynamic writing to

determine the film's thermal constants. The close collaboration between M. Watson and M. Schultz is

expected to lead to a better understanding of both the experimental results and the theory, and to improve

the predictive value of our modeling efforts.

We also continued to work on alternative direct-overwrite schemes using microwave fields, in

particular on the "adiabatic following" scheme. In this scheme three magnetic fields acting on the domain

to be overwritten are required: 1) a strong dc field (I-Io = 5 kOe) perpendicular to the film plane; a

perpendicular anisotropy field (H W -- 1 kOe) inherent in the MO film; and an in-plane rf field (Hrf

--- 50 Oe). We showed by numerical modeling that, for sufficiently weak damping, a domain in a single-

layer disk can be switched to a desired direction by properly chirping the frequency of the microwave

magnetic field. The model we used is a single-dipole model; the dynamics are governed by the Landau-

Lifshitz-Gilbert equation.

We also simulated the direct-overwrite scheme in a two-dimensional model which consists of, for

example, 19 × 19 dipoles, each representing a small volume in MO film. This model is more realistic

than the single-dipole model, since it allows interactions between dipoles. We found that, to achieve

direct overwrite, the exchange coupling constant of the MO film should be high enough (the stiffness

constant A x = 2 - 5 x 10-7 erg/cm), that the dipoles in the domain to be overwritten move uniformly.

This knowledge is useful for choosing the MO film suitable to this direct-overwrite scheme.
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An essential element required by both this scheme and a related scheme proposed by

M. Mansuripur is a rf source producing on the order of 10 mW of microwave power. We are

investigating several approaches to this problem. A promising approach uses the mixing of optical fields

(which could be provided by diode lasers) at a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) tip. Another possibility

might be to use a waveguide that is shorted in the vicinity of the domain. Dong et al. [J. Appl. Phys.

64, 3602 (1988)], in particular, were able to generate a 360-Oe, 500-MHz microwave magnetic field in

a 4 #m × 4 um area with a 0.4-W microwave input.

PLANS

Looking to the future, we plan to extend our ODSC-related work to study the fundamental limits

of optical data storage, a goal we have had in mind for some time but had put on the back burner while

we addressed more practical questions. In particular, we want to investigate the roles that will be played

in data storage by exciting developments in quantum optics and in the emerging field of quantum noise

engineering that have taken place in the last few years.

The ultimate (optical) memory will consist of a single atom or a few atoms, switched between

two states, "0" and "1", by a very weak perturbation (probably at the quantum level). The state of the

memory will also be measured with one or a few photons. Thus, both the write and read steps will be

quantum mechanical. A number of questions come to mind. What will quantum fluctuations do to the

memory? Will a tailored reservoir (such as those used in inhibited spontaneous emission and sub-

Poissonian diode lasers) help? How important is quantum tunneling between the two states of the

memory and how can it be controlled? What about the measurement-induced diffusion between the two

states due to measurement back-action? Can we use back-action evading and quantum nondemolition

techniques to avoid this difficulty? And ultimately, what are the fundamental quantum limits to

information storage and retrieval, if any?

Although these questions may seem far-fetched, they represent the state of the art in quantum

optics and electronics, both theoretically and experimentally. In particular, it is now clear that sub-

Poissonian diode lasers, already demonstrated at NTI', will be commercially introduced in the near future.

This opens the way to subshot-noise detection schemes and signal-to-noise ratios which will surely find

their way into data storage technology. Universities are the place of choice to carry out this kind of

research. Within the framework of ODSC and with concomitant industrial feedback, we should be in a
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unique position to rapidly and efficiently translate these new fundamental developments into technological

advances.
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MAGNETOOPTIC SUPERLATTICE THIN-FILMS:

FABRICATION, STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION

C. M. Falco, B. N. Engel, C. D. England, and R. A. Van Leeuwen

PROGRESS

This past quarter has brought significant progress in our studies of MBE-grown Co/Pd

superlattices. We have used a variation of the seeded epitaxy techniques recently published by IBM (Lee.

Farrow, Lin, Marinero, and Chien) for growing Co/Pd in different crystal orientations. We have now

grown a series for each orientation [111], [100], and [110]. By varying the Co thickness, we have been

able to determine the dependence of the interface anisotropy on crystal face.

Very large anisotropies were observed in several of the superlattices, preventing saturation along

the hard direction in fields as high as 55 kOe. For these samples, the moderate fields (---20 kOe)

available in conventional torque magnetometers make determination of the anisotropy constants difficult

with this method. Instead, we have employed a technique that involves analyzing the magnitude and

curvature of the hard axis magnetization as a function of applied field. Saturation of the spins in the hard

direction is not required, allowing an accurate determination of the anisotropy energy in easily obtainable

fields. It can be shown that for a uniaxial magnetic system

H = 2KI 41_ 2_
M M;

(l)

where H is the applied field, M is the magnetization measured along the hard-axis, M, is the saturation

magnetization (determined from the easy-axis loop), and K1 and K2 are the effective anisotropy constants.

Hence, plotting HIM vs. M2 yields a linear behavior, with the anisotropy constants deducible from the

slope and intercept. The total effective uniaxial anisotropy, Ku, is then determined from K t + K 2. We

have verified the results obtained from this technique by making direct comparisons to torque

magnetometry for several samples, and find agreement to better than 10%.

To remove the effects of hysteresis and obtain a single hard-axis magnetization curve for the

above analysis, the two sections of each hysteresis loop were averaged at constant magnetization values.

The validity of this averaging was confirmed by comparison to "anhysteretic" curves measured for a few

of the samples. Above the coercive field, excellent agreement with Equation 1 was observed for all but

one of the samples (dco = 8 A, [110]). As discussed in more detail below, because of the complicating
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effect of an additional cubic anisotropy, the shape of the hysterisis curve for this one sample did not lend

itself to the above analysis, so the anisotropy energy for this sample was determined by torque

magnetometry. Figure 1 displays the hard-axis magnetization measured to high field of a strongly

perpendicular superlattice (dco= 2 .A,, [Ill]). The solid curve is a fit to equation 1, demonstrating

excellent agreement over the entire range. The anisotropy energy density in Co/Pd superlattices can be

modelled phenomenologically by the inclusion of an interface contribution, proportional to 1/dco, and a

volume term, independent of dco. This volume contribution includes the magneto-crystalline, magneto-

elastic, and shape-induced anisotropies associated with the crystal structure and geometry. The anisotropy

energy per Co volume can be written as

Co eft 2
K u dco=(K v -2xM.)dco+2K, (2)

where K_ff is the sum of the magneto-crystalline and magneto-elastic contributions, 2rrM, 2 is the

demagnetizing energy density of a sheet of Co spins, and I_ is the interface or surface anisotropy energy

density. The factor of two in this last term accounts for the two interfaces per magnetic layer. In this

convention, Ku > 0 for a perpendicular easy-axis.

tt_
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i ] t i L
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Figure I. Hard-axis magnetization measured to high field of a strongly perpendicular

superlanice (dco = 2 4, [111]).
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K u dco is linear in dco with a slope of (K_ff-2xM,Z) and anFrom Equation 3, the product co

K u dco is directly determined from the hard-axis magnetizationintercept of 2K,. This quantity, Co = tctot^

curves of our superlattices, M(H)A, and Equation 2. Figure I displays KC°dco versus dco for all three

crystal orientations and the polycrystalline multilayers. The behavior is linear for all sets of samples as

suggested by Equation 3.

Uniaxial Anisotropy

E

I1)
v

O

O

X

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
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"-,.,
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Figure 2. K_°,dco versus dco for all three crystal orientations and the polycrystalline

multilayers.

The most striking feature of Figure 2 is the convergence of all curves to a single intercept, 214,,.

These results show the contribution of the Co-Pd interface to the anisotropy, independent of crystal

orientation, is I(_ = 0.63 + 0.05 ergs/cm 2. However, as would be expected, growth along the different

crystal axes produces different magneto-crystalline and magneto-elastic contributions. The large variations

with dco of the total anisotropy energy are solely a result of greatly different volume contributions as

indicated by the slopes of the fits.

The most strongly perpendicular superlattices are the (111) series, which show a crossover to in- "

plane behavior at dco = 24 A. Because the [1111 direction (c-axis for hcp) is the easy-axis for a bulk

Co crystal, the magneto-crystalline contribution can aid the perpendicular anisotropy for films oriented
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along this direction. Correcting for the shape anisotropy (27rM, 2 = 1.27 x 107 ergs/cm 3) gives an

effective volume anisotropy of K_ff = 7.7 + . I x 106 ergs/cm 3. This value is about 20% larger than the

magneto-crystalline anisotropy for a bulk, single-crystal of hcp Co (6.3 x 106 ergs/cc), suggesting a

strain-induced, magneto-elastic contribution.

The anisotropy measurements of our polycrystalline samples agree well with other similarly-

prepared multilayers reported in the literature, and show a crossover to in-plane behavior at dco = 11 A.

To within our experimental precision, there is no evidence of an effective volume contribution other than

the shape anisotropy for these films.

In sharp contrast to the (111) superlattices, the (100) films show a crossover to in-plane behavior

between one and two atomic layers of Co; dco = 3 A. This crossover is consistent with measurements

of Co/Pd (100) superlattices grown on NaCI. In view of the large strain deduced from x-ray diffraction,

this very large in-plane volume anisotropy, K_fr = -3.2 x 107 ergs/cm 3, probably is of magneto-elastic

origin.

The (I 10) superlattices display an intermediate behavior, with a crossover of 7 A. Because of

the rectangular symmetry of the (110) face, we observe an additional cubic anisotropy when the spins are

tipped into the film plane. Hence, for the perpendicular superlattices, care was taken to align this cubic

axis along the magnetic field for proper determination of the uniaxial anisotropy from the hard-axis loops.

This cubic anisotropy also complicates the hard-axis loop shape for the dco -- 8 A sample, where the

uniaxial contribution is small. Torque magnetometry was therefore used to determine the anisotropy for

this superlattice.

These results are surprising. That the interface anisotropy is independent of crystal structure

implies that this phenomenon is an intrinsic property of the Co/Pd interface. The large variations in

volume anisotropies, together with evidence of large amounts of strain from x-ray diffraction, call into

question the role of strain in interface anisotropy. Theoretical attention to this question is needed.

This work was presented in an invited paper by B. N. Engel at the March American Physical

Society Meeting in Cincinnati.

PLANS

We have completed the integration of the in situ SMOKE chamber with the MBE machine and

will begin our studies on magnetic monolayers. Our discovery that the interface anisotropy is

independent of crystal structure suggests a pursuit of electronic effects may prove more fruitful.
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M. Mansuripur, H. Fu, R. Hajjar, B. Bernacki, F.L. Zhou, R. Uber, T. Wu and J.K. Erwin

OBJECTIVES

Our objectives are as follows.

• To measure the hysteresis loop, Kerr rotation angle, anisotropy energy constant, Hall

voltage and magnetoresistance of thin-film magnetooptic media using our loop tracer.
This equipment has a maximum field capability of 21 kOe, and can measure the

temperature dependence of the media's magnetic properties in the range of 57 K to
475 K.

To measure the wavelength dependence of the Kerr rotation angle and ellipticity for thin-

film media, using our magneto-optic spectrometer. The spectrometer operates over

wavelengths ranging from 350 nm to 1100 rim.

To measure the hysteresis loop, coercivity and remanent magnetization, saturation

magnetization, and anisotropy energy constant for thin-film magnetic media using our

vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The VSM, purchased through an equipment

grant from the National Science Foundation, was installed the spring of 1990. The range

of temperatures available for characterizing samples is 77 K to 1000 K, with a maximum

magnetic field of 12 kOe.

To perform static read/write/erase experiments on thin-film magnetooptic media using
our static test station. The test station is a commercial polarized-light microscope that

has been modified to include a laser diode, electromagnet, temperature-controlled stage,

and a television camera, all under computer control.

To perform dynamic read/write/erase experiments, using a commercial tester. Our
Nakamichi OMS 1000 test station was donated by the Data General Corporation the

summer of 1989.

To integrate the existing models of magnetization, magnetooptic effects, coercivity, and

anisotropy in an interactive and user-friendly environment. Furthermore, to analyze the
characterization data obtained in the various experiments, using this modeling package.

PROGRESS

Magnetooptic Media Characterization

A large number of Co/Pd, Co/Pt, TbFe and TbFeCo samples were characterized during the past

several months. Preliminary results of this work are summarized in appendices A, B, and C..

Appendix A contains results of magnetooptic Kerr measurements, Hall effect, VSM, and
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magnetoresistance measurements. Appendix B describes the wavelength-dependent characteristics of the

magnetooptic media. Appendix C is devoted to fractal analysis of domain-boundary jaggedness. In

Appendix C, we describe the results of the spectral method of fractal analysis and compare them with

the ruler method, which has been reported in previous ODSC reports. Agreement between the two

methods is excellent. One advantage of the spectral method is that it allows samples that usually break

up into multiple domains (and, thus, do not comply with the requirements of the ruler method) to be

measured just as easily.

During this period we upgraded our magnetooptic spectrometer by placing the magnet and the

monochromator under computer control. The system is now fully automated and a complete set of

measurements (consisting of Kerr rotation angle, ellipticity, and reflectivity versus wavelength in the

range of h from 350 nm to 1100 rim) for a sample can be performed in less than one hour.

The loop tracer also was upgraded. A new sample holder was built to allow rapid measurements

of optical and magnetic properties at and above room temperature. The old sample holder is now used

only for low-temperature measurements. Exchange of the samples in the cryogenic holder was rather

time consuming and, since in many cases one does not need the low-temperature results, we decided to

build the new holder for rapid, everyday measurements. The electronic circuits and computer interface

were upgraded. We now have a much more sensitive Kerr looper than at any time in the past. The

addition of a quarterwave plate to the system has enabled us to measure the ellipticity at the operating

wavelength of h = 6328 A as well.

Magnetooptic Ellipsometer

Construction of a new ellipsometer has been completed. This system operates at h = 6328 A

and has a variable angle of incidence from 20 ° to 88°. Amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficients

at oblique incidence are measured by this system. A computer program then converts these data to

characteristics (dielectric tensor, thickness, refractive index, etc.) of the sample under consideration. The

computer program is powerful and allows analysis of complex samples (such as multilayers) as well as

of simple thick films.

Connection Machine Simulations

An invited paper on the coercivity of wall motion was published in the Journal of the Magnetic

Society of Japan. A reprint is included in this report (see Appendix D). More recent results not yet
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published are included as Appendix E. These results describe the trapping of domain walls at the

boundary between various patches, where the exchange interaction is weak.

The process of thermomagnetic recording in amorphous ferromagnetic films is now simulated on

the connection machine. Interesting nucleation and growth patterns have been observed. The results will

be presented at the ODSC board meeting in April. A paper based on this work is being prepared for

presentation at the MORIS Conference in Tokyo.

Analysis of Noise in Magnetoopticai Readout

A chapter on noise was written for the optical storage course offered to our students at the Optical

Sciences Center. Because some of the material in this chapter is new and could be useful to persons

working in this area, we have included a copy of this material as Appendix F. One of the main focuses

of this document is separation of noise into various components according to the source of noise, and

identifying the component of noise that corresponds to "magnetic" fluctuations. Fractal analysis of the

media ultimately is related to the noise that arises from such magnetic fluctuations, whether they are on

an erased track or on the boundary of recorded domain (i.e., domain-wall jaggedness).

PLANS

The ellipsometer will be fully automated and used to characterize the dielectric tensor of the

various magnetooptic media, especially the Co/It and Co/Pd superlattice films for which this information

is presently unavailable.

F. L. Zhou is building a large database for the wavelength-dependence of the magnetooptic

coefficients. His task in the coming year will be to try to relate the observed phenomena to the band

structure of the materials. His goal is to construct phenomenological models that will explain the existing

data and that will have predictive capabilities.

R. Hajjat and T. Wu are working on models that will enable them to relate their large volume

of data to the basic structural/magnetic properties of the media. Their data include temperature

dependencies of saturation magnetization, anisotropy constants, Hall voltage, magnetoresistance, and

magnetooptic Kerr angle. Some of the models on which they are concentrating are based on the mean-

field theory, Stoner-Wohlfarth theory of magnetization reversal, and Mott theory of magnetoresistance.

B. Bernacki will compare his fractal dimension data with noise figures obtained from the dynamic

tester. Extracting the relevant noise figure from the dynamic noise measurements has proved to be a
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complicated task. What exactly corresponds to "magnetic noise _ in magnetooptical readout systems is

a subject that we have explored in Appendix F. We shall continue this effort and, with help from Komag

(D. Treves is sending us fully characterized disks for fractal analysis), we hope to shed some light on the

very important issue of magnetic noise.

R. Giles of Boston University will continue collaborating with us on the connection machine

simulations. We are finally in a position to dynamically simulate the thermomagnetic write/erase process

and to study the influence of the various sources of coercivity (i.e., inhomogeneities and defects) on the

character of recorded domains (jaggedness' dynamics of domain formation process, etc.). This is very

exciting work and the level of interest in it is, in part, demonstrated by the invitation we received to write

a paper for the Japanese Journal of the Magnetic Society (see Appendix D) and by the invitation to speak

at the upcoming MORIS Conference in Tokyo.
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T. Milster, K. Erwin, F. Froehlich, J. Kann, J. Treptau, H. Tang, M. Shi-Wang, and N. Wong

OBJECTIVE

Our objectives are: 1) to measure performance of media and optical systems, using the dynamic

testbed; 2) to model optical systems to predict performance; and 3) to investigate new components that

have potential for improving performance.

PROGRESS

This quarter we have learned a great deal about our testbed and the differential focus serve. We

presented four papers, two concerning modeling efforts, one addressing the differential focus serve, and

one describing our curved-substrate microlens. In addition, two invention disclosures were generated

from the microoptics work.

Testbed

We have been analyzing our differential serve method. A paper summarizing our results, entitled

"Differential spot-size focus serve," was presented at the ODS conference in Colorado Springs this year.

The paper is attached as Appendix G. In brief, cross talk from the tracks into the focus error signal is

reduced by a factor of three. However, we discovered a false FES from sector marks that passed through

the differential circuitry. We are investigating methods for minimizing this effect. Our diffraction

models are being used to study cross talk and alignment sensitivities.

We tried using the AMC tester to measure CNR on some grooved Chinese phase-change disks.

Two major problems were encountered. The erase/write power requirements of the medium are too high

and the tracking error signal is too low. We believe the low tracking error signal arises from very

shallow grooves. We tried modifying the dynamic testbed to meet the erase/read requirements, but the

tracking signal was still too low. Measurements of diffraction patterns conclude that the groove depth

is considerably shallower than that for several MO disks in our inventory.

To allow us to test grooveless disks, a new actuator is being implemented into the dynamic

testbed. A pinning-loop serve is included in this actuator so that mechanical coupling from the focus

actuator does not influence the tracking actuator. H. Tang has been building the necessary circuits.
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Work on the clock and data recovery board continues. A circuit is nearly completed, and is in

the process of being debugged. J. Kann is performing this task. He is interested in communication

systems, and will be testing some high-speed fiber links for the Navy over the next year.

Modeling

We presented two papers resulting from our modeling work. Both papers were presented at OE-

LASE '91 this year.

In the first paper, entitled "Measurement of laser spot quality," we analyzed several ways of

measuring spot quality and various figures of merit. Several important points relating to data storage

were illustrated. First, results from knife-edge scans and actual spot profiles differ because of integration

of the differentiated knife-edge signal. Second, width measurements are not by themselves adequate to

describe spot quality. This is because the central lobe is constrained by pupil filling for small amounts

of aberration and, for larger amounts of aberration, width measurements are difficult to interpret. Third,

the most sensitive measure of spot quality is the Strehl ratio. The Strehl ratio is difficult to measure

directly, but it may be approximated by averaging encircled energy found from x and y scans of a knife-

edge scanner. This proceedings paper is attached as Appendix H.

The second paper, entitled "Laser beam modeling in optical storage systems," discusses general

concepts of modeling ODS systems, and will serve as an introductory chapter in J. Treptau's thesis. His

work in developing the model will be completed this spring. He must complete the ray-trace analysis

portion and its integration with the rest of the model. The package will be consolidated and delivered

to NASA Langley. A copy of the paper is attached as Appendix I.

M. Shi-Wang is using the model to analyze our differential focus servo. He has made several

modifications to the model necessary for studying our system. We are attempting to understand cross

talk, which has turned out to be a challenging task. Shi-Wang will continue using the model to

understand dynamic performance with multiple beams as part of his dissertation work.

Microoptics

We are interested in two areas of microoptics. We are developing a microoptic beam deflector,

and we are continuing our research in fabrication of micro-Fresnel lenses (MFLs) on curved substrates.

This work has resulted in two invention disclosures. In addition, a paper entitled "Microoptic lens for
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data storage" was presented at the ODS conference in Colorado Springs this year. A copy of the paper

is attached as Appendix J.

The deflection system consists of a pair of identical binary lenslet arrays. Table I is an overview

of the system constraints and deflector requirements. Figure 1 is a diagram of one array, and Fig. 2

illustrates how the array will be used to deflect a beam. Table II lists construction parameters for the

array. N. Wong is working on design details, efficiency calculations, and the effect in the far field from

diffraction off lenslet edges. As part of our plan for next year, we hope to fabricate the lens at a

commercial facility. Wong will test the deflector as part of her master's thesis.

Table I. Overview of deflection system parameters.

INPUT BEAM SIZE (diameter) 4.3 mm

OUTPUT BEAM SIZE 4.3 mm

WAVELENGTH 830 :t:20 nm

RANGE OF DEFLECTION ANGLES + 1.6"

FIELD ANGLE +0.5 °

10mm

Figure 1. Diagram of one beam deflector array.
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t-a,,4..-

No Deflection Deflection

Figure 2. Beam deflection is achieved by translating one array with respect to the other.

Table II. Construction parameters for the

LENSLETS

FOCAL LENGTH

LENSLET SHAPE

LENSLET SIZE

ARRAY SIZE

# OF LEVELS

MINIMUM FEATURE SIZE

MAXIMUM ARRAY TRANSLATION

LENGTH OF SYSTEM

THEORETICAL EFFICIENCY

array.

F/5

5.0 mm

hexagonal

1.0 mm

5 × 5 elements

8

1.04 _tm

120/_m

10ram

78.8%

We have shown that a curved substrate is necessary to achieve wide-field-of-view microoptics

with a single lens. Previously, we attempted to fabricate MFLs on hollow glass microspheres. The

processing steps were difficult, but they served to verify the concept. An alternative approach is being

studied by F. Froehlich. It is the subject of an invention disclosure in preparation.
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We plan to create the MFL pattern on the thin-film substrate using an electron-beam writer or

conventional photolithography. We have recently acquired a scanning electron microscope from IBM that

will be converted for use as an e-beam writer. Currently we are overhauling the vacuum system, and

the instrument will be operating as a SEM shortly. Conversion for e-beam writing will occur later in the

year.

PLANS

Over the next year we plan to build a new optical head for the dynamic testhed, test a microoptic

beam deflector, investigate more completely our differential focus servo, look at multiple-beam setwos,

and build more microoptics.

The design for the new head for our dynamic testbed is shown in Fig. 3. The new head is more

versatile than the present design. It includes a relay lens for transferring the pupil, a deflection system

to test our microoptic beam deflector, and separate data and servo paths. The relay system transfers the

back focal plane of the laser diode collimating lens to the front focal plane of the optical disk's objective

lens, making the entire optical head doubly telecentric. The telecentric condition allows easier

implementation of laser array sources, controls magnification versus defocus at the disk plane, and

controls magnification versus defocus at the detector planes. Separate servo and data paths allow testing

of new data-detection techniques while maintaining focus and tracking. Likewise, new servo ideas can

be implemented without affecting the data channel. Tolerancing of the new system is being completed

in CODE V by N. Wong. The off-_e-shelf optics are relatively inexpensive.
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J. A. Leavitt, L. C. Mclntyre Jr., Z. Lin and B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy

OBJECTIVES

Our objectives are threefold: 1) to accurately characterize optical data storage films by MeV

ion-beam analysis (IBA) for ODSC collaborators; 2) to develop new and/or improved analysis

techniques; and 3) to expand the capabilities of the IBA facility itself.

Using 1H+, 4He + and 15N++ ion beams in the 1.5 to 10 MeV energy range from a 5.5 MV Van

de Graaff accelerator, we determine film thickness (in atoms/cm2), stoichiometry, impurity concentration

profiles and crystallize structure by Rutherford backscattering (RBS), high-energy backscattering,

channeling, nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and proton induced X-ray emission (PIXE). Most of these

techniques are discussed in detail in ODSC Annual Report (February 17, 1987), p. 74. The PIXE

technique is discussed in this report.

PROGRESS

Film Characterization

From March 1, 1990, to March 1, 1991, we provided a total of 225 equivalent backscattering

analyses of thin films provided by ODSC collaborators; Table 1 indicates the distribution.

Table 1. Total number of analyses of thin films from ODSC collaborators.

Period Falco

3/1/90 - 6/1/90 54

6/1/90 - 9/i/90 36

9/1/90- 12/1/90 77

12/1/90 - 3/1/91 16

Total I 183

Mansuripur Gibson

2 6

15

17

34 6

Armstrong

m

2

Total

62

38

92

33

225

For Falco (with Engel, England and van Leeuwen): we performed extensive channeling studies

on 15 Pd/Co multilayers on crystalline (110) GaAs, 8 rotating RBS analyses, 2 carbon depth profile

studies and 45 ordinary RBS analyses of these multilayers. We also provided RBS analyses of the

following: 8 Co/AglPdlPdCo films, 6 Pd/Au films and I each Cu/Co, BIPd, B/Ag films.
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For Mansuripur (with Hajjar, Wu, and Shieh of IBM): we performed RBS analyses of 15 TbCo,

16 GdCo, and 3 TbFeCo films. For Gibson (with Cornea): we performed 6 RBS analyses of ZrOF and

Sm/TbFeCo films. For Armstrong (with Lee): we performed RBS analyses of FeTbCoTa and FeTbCoZr

films.

In the majority of the RBS analyses, we used 4He beam energies greater than 3.5 MeV to reduce

overlap of signals from different elements; we applied our deconvolution programs to reduce the effect

of the remaining overlaps. In most of these cases, we provided complete analyses of the data (with

uncertainties), including film stoichiometry ( < 1%), elemental areal densities in atoms/cm 2 (+ 3 %), and

impurity profiles.

Technique Development

During the past year, we developed reliable methods for depth profiling hydrogen in films with

a limiting sensitivity of about 0.1%. The NRA method, using 6 to 10 MeV 15N++ analysis beams, is

discussed in detail in the June 15, 1990, ODSC Quarterly Report. This method has high near-surface

depth resolution (- 100 A). The second method, utilizing protons forward scattered by incident 4He +

ions, is briefly described in the March 15, 1990, ODSC Annual Report; this method has low near-surface

depth resolution (-700 A), but requires much less beam time than the NRA method.

We also have improved our channeling techniques in connection with the extensive studies of

epitaxial growth in Falco's Pd/Co multilayers; see the September 15, 1990, ODSC Quarterly Report for

detailed discussion.

We have returned to our program of measuring non-Rutherford cross sections for the

backscattering of 4He ions incident on light elements. We have preliminary measurements of 4He-t°B,

4HeJtB cross sections at the backscattering angle of 170" for 4He energies 1-3 MeV. The motivation

for this work may be found in the preprint (Appendix C) in the December 15, 1990, ODSC Quarterly

Report.

We attempted to adjust our Penning ion source assembly to produce 4He + + ions so we can run

with up to 10 MeV 4He++ analysis beams; we were unable to separate the 4He++ ions from I-I2+ ions.

We have continued to develop computer programs for data deconvolution, simulation and

analysis. The program for analyzing the forward-scattered proton data for hydrogen depth-profiling has

been overhauled and improved.
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Facility Development

The major facility development during the past year has been the installation of a PIXE system

for analyzing trace elements by proton-induced X-ray emission. This technique is capable of detecting

impurity elements at levels of parts per million (ppm) or even parts per billion (ppb), in favorable cases.

The PIXE effort has been a joint project with Prof. Q. Fernando (University of Arizona, Department of

Chemistry), who provided the Si(Li) X-ray detector and the funds to construct the beam-line and target

chamber. We provided the design, construction, assembly and testing of the system.

We obtained our first PIXE data at 5:07 p.m., March 1, 1991; PIXE data for a sample containing

arsenic are shown in Fig. 1. The sample was made by drying 50 /_liters of an aqueous solution

containing 10 ppm As spread over a 1Ain. diameter circle on a KAPTON substrate; the As areal density

was 1.2-by-1016 atoms/cm 2. The As K_ and Kt/ X-ray lines produced by X-rays emitted following

ejection of inner shell electrons by incident protons are prominently displayed. Acquisition time for these

data was 5 minutes. It is clear that even smaller As concentrations may be easily measured.

We are now prepared to make measurements of trace elements present in ODSC films. We will

give a more detailed discussion of the PIXE technique in a later report.

Figure 1.
2.0 MeV.

'Ill Dose: 4.5 _C

[II'_CIISI _3"

Cou_lt

X-Ray Energy in Channels

A portion of the PIXE spectrum of the As-doped sample. The incidentproton beam energy was
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Other

During October and November 1990 we conducted a 10-hour seminar on ion-beam analysis

techniques for faculty and students. The initial enrollment was 29 students.

Graduate student B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy received his Ph.D. in December 1990 and is currently

employed as a postdoctoral research associate at the University of Pennsylvania Department of Physics.

His dissertation is titled "Hydrogen Depth Profiling using the 6.385 MeV Resonance in the _H(_SN,

c_3,)12C Nuclear Reaction." Z. Lin has taken Dezfouly-Arjomandy's place on the ODSC project. Lin

is developing (or,p) and (P,3,) nuclear reaction analysis techniques for depth profiling light elements in,

or on, heavy substrates.

PLANS

During the next year, we plan the following: to continue characterizing ODS films for ODSC

collaborators (we expect some interest in the newly installed PIXE technique); to acquire experience in

using the PIXE technique; to continue measuring non-Rutherford cross sections for scattering of 4He

incident on light elements (specifically B and N) in the l-to-5 MeV energy range; and to continue work

on using (c_,p) and (p,v) nuclear reactions to depth profile light elements in a more massive matrix.

We plan no major facility development during the next year; we wish to develop expertise in

using the PIXE technique. During the following year, we may attempt installation of a micro-beam

facility that would enable us to examine spots of the order of 1/_m in size.

1990 PUBLICATIONS

. J.A. Leavitt, L.C. Mclntyre Jr., M.D. Ashbaugh, J.G. Oder, Z. Lin and B.

Dezfouly-Arjomandy, "Cross sections for 170.5" backscattering of 4He from oxygen for 4He

energies between 1.8 and 5.0 MeV," Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 44, 260 (1990).

. J.A. Leavitt and L.C. Mclntyre Jr., "High energy 4He backscattering," in High Energy and

Heavy Ion Beams in Materials Analysts, J.R. Tesmer, C.J. Majjiore, M. Nastasi, J.C. Barbour

and J.W. Mayer, eds. (Materials Research Society, Pittsburgh, 1990) pp. 129-138.

. L.C. Mclntyre Jr., J.A. Leavitt, M.D. Ashbaugh, B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy, Z. Lin, J.G. Oder,

R.F.C. Farrow and S.S.P. Parkin, "Detection and depth profiling of tgF using resonances in the
19F(ct,p)22Ne reaction," Nucl. Sci. Tech. (China) 1, 56 (1990).

. J.A. Leavitt and L.C. Mclntyre Jr., "Non-Rutherford 4He cross sections for ion beam analysis,"

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 35, 1695 (1990), and Nucl. Instr. Meth. B.
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N. R. Armstrong, P. A. Lee, and J. L. Danziger

OBJECTIVES

Interest in the magnetooptic properties of modulated metal multilayers has grown recently, due

to the discovery of perpendicular magnetism in particular systems. While waiting for samples of

FeTbCo,X from our sponsors, we have attempted to use x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to

characterize interfacial interactions in these modulated structures. Research this quarter focused on the

study of metal multilayer systems of Pd/Co supplied by C. Falco's group. Our goals in these studies

were to use angle-resolved XPS and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to characterize changes

in the XPS lineshapes of Co and/or Pd (as compared to bulk Co and/or Pd) in these structures, which

result from their interactions. In addition, we can study the extent of and effect of oxidation in these

materials. The principal characterization tool has been XPS. XPS allows us compare the lineshapes

under varying conditions and to monitor the effects of oxidation (with 02 and H20) of these metal

multilayers, or optical media, or clean metal surfaces, over distances up to about 100 A. Low-takeoff-

angle (or grazing) XPS, which allows for analysis of the materials in the uppermost surface region only

(the top 10 A - 20 A), was also used.

PROGRESS

Progress over the last quarter has been good. Characterization of the corrosion and oxidation of

FeTbCo media samples has been slowed somewhat, as we have exhausted our supply of samples. Our

goal in this area remains to understand the mechanistic role of modifiers, such as Zr or Ta, on FeTbCo

media surfaces, with media samples supplied by the sponsors. We believe that by studying the molecular

mechanism for oxide formation of these materials we can gain some insight into the protective properties

of fourth-element modifiers, and some predictive understanding that will guide the development of new

media. These studies are expected to continue very soon, as we expect to receive new samples in the

near future.

Table I describes the Pd/Co metal multilayer samples provided by C. Falco's group. Each sample

is a Pd/Co multilayer, with a Pd cap layer and Pd starting layer, deposited on Ag deposited on textured

(I 11) Silicon. Samples M43, M44, M45, and M46 were all studied after exposure to the atmosphere for
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an extended period of time, while sample M51 was characterized immediately after fabrication (less than

five minutes of exposure to atmosphere).

Table 1. Description of metal multilayer samples provided by C. Faico.

Sample No.

M43

M44

M46

M45

M51

Pd Layer
Thickness ,/k

I1

11

11

11

11

Co Layer
Thickness A N (Bilayers)

50

30

20

15

50

Figure 1 shows a representative XPS (normal) full scan, from 0 to 1000 eV binding energy, for

sample M46. (Similar scans are seen for all other samples.) The Pd (3d) peaks can be seen at 335 eV,

and the Co (2p) peaks can be seen at 781 eV. Other Pd and Co XPS and Auger peaks can also be seen.

Also seen is a large amount of contamination in the form of oxygen (O(ls)) at 532 eV and

carbon (C(ls)) at 284 eV. Larger oxygen and carbon peaks (relative to the Pd and Co peaks) are seen

with grazing XPS. This suggests that much of the oxygen and carbon is localized at the surface.

E
D
0
J

t t I t I J

1000 800 600 400 200 C

B i md 1 m_ _er_y, eV

Figure I. XPS spectrum of a full scan of sample M46, showing the presence of

oxygen (Is) (532 eV binding energy) and carbon (Is) (284 eV) on the surface along with

the Pd (3d) (335 eV) and Co (2p) (78I eV) peaks.
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Figures 2a through 2d show the normal and grazing XPS of representative Co (2p) peaks for samples

M46 and M51 respectively. The normal XPS of sample M46, which was exposed to the atmosphere for

an extended period of time, shows some oxidation of the Co peak. More extensive oxidation is seen in

the near-surface region with grazing XPS, as the Co peak, which was near 778 eV, shifts to a higher

binding energy. Surprisingly, sample MSI, which was exposed to atmosphere for only a short time,

behaves in much the same manner as sample M46. The normal XPS of the Co peak shows some

oxidation of Co. Grazing XPS of sample M51, like sample M46, shows (although less conclusively

because of the low signal-to-noise ratio) more extensive oxidation of the Co in the surface region. Figure

2e and 2f show the Co peaks for sample M46 (normal and grazing XPS respectively), after sputtering

(low-energy argon sputtering) of the surface. Sputtering significantly reduces the surface oxidation

present, even in the near-surface region, as shown with the grazing XPS in Figure 2f.

Table II displays a comparison of the Pd/Co, O/Pd, and O/Co ratios for the samples as computed

using peak areas from normal XPS and grazing XPS. One result worth noting is that the Pd/Co ratio

decreases in the samples as the Co layer thickness increases (progressing from sample M43 - M46, the

Pd layer thickness remains at 11 ,_,, while the Co layer thickness increases from 2 ,_ to 8/I_). This result

shows that these XPS techniques can qualitatively monitor changes in thickness of these multilayers.

Table II. A comparison of the Pd/Co, O/Pd, and O/Co ratios for the various

samples, computed using peak areas from normal XPS and grazing XPS. Samples

M43 - 46 showed significant oxidation of the Co. Sputtering of sample M46 (M46S)

reduced the oxide present on the Co. The Co was not seen to be oxidized for the

fresh sample (MSI) although significant oxygen was present.

Sample [

M43
M43

M44

M44

M46

M46

M45

M45

M51
M51

M46S

M46S

XPS

Normal

Grazing
Normal

Grazing

Normal

Grazing

Normal

Grazing

Normal

Grazing
Normal

Grazing

NOTES

Co oxidized
Co oxidized

Co oxidized

Co oxidized

Co oxidized

Co oxidized

Co oxidized

Co oxidized

Fresh sample, Co oxidized

Fresh sample, Co oxidized

Sputtered, Co not oxidized

Sputtered, Co not oxidized

Pd/Co

5.15
4.62

3.71

3.89

3.55

3.13

2.79
2.32

5.44

5.17

1.11

1.07

O/Pd

2.16

3.88

2.18

2.73

1.90

2.27

2.30
3.92

1.90

2.32

1.23

1.41

O/Co

11.15

17.90

8.07

10.63

6.74

7.10

6.40

9.10

10.37

12.01

1.37

1.52
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Figure 2. XP$ of the Co (2p) peaks for (a) a representative older sample, M46 (normal

XP$); (b) sample M46 (grazing XP$); (c) the fresh sample, M51 (normal XPS);

(d) sample M51 (grazing XP$); (e) sample M46 after sputtering (normal XP$); and
09 M46 after sputtering (grazing XP$).
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The most significant results from these studies are that the Co is significantly oxidized in samples

M43 through M46 and M51, and that the Pd/Co ratio decreases when grazing XPS is used instead of

normal XPS. These two results suggest that Co or a Co-oxide layer is the outermost layer. These films

were made with a Pd cap layer, however, so it is apparent that the Co has migrated to the surface. This

finding can be explained as follows. If an 1 l-/k Pd layer was the outermost layer, the Pd/Co ratio should

increase when grazing XPS is used. The XPS electron escape depth for these materials is only on the

order of 20 A for normal XPS, and would be even smaller for grazing XPS. In addition, the relationship

between XPS intensity and depth is an exponential, not a linear, relationship, so the surface species is

accentuated. Because the Pd/Co ratio decreases, even for a 2-_, Co layer under Pd, the Co layer must

be on top. One possibility is that pinholes in the Pd layer allow for oxidation of the underlying Co layer,

and this oxidation causes Co to migrate toward the surface.

Surprisingly, sample M51, placed immediately into the ultrahigh vacuum environment for XPS

analysis, with minimal exposure to atmosphere aRer fabrication, behaved similar to the older samples.

Results for this sample suggest that some mixing of the outermost layers of these modulated structures

may occur during fabrication. Low-angle x-ray scattering of these samples clearly shows that a

modulated structure exists. It is plausible that the deeper layers maintain their structure, resulting in the

x-ray pattern, while mixing may occur in the outermost layers. Further studies of these modulated

structures, directly after fabrication (as with sample M51) are needed to study the oxidation and layer

mixing which may occur during fabrication, and to reach more definitive conclusions about the nature

of interfacial interactions in these structures.
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R. K. Kostuk, T. Fujita, E. Campbell, C. Haggans, and C.-W. Han

OBJECTIVES

Our objectives are to determine the theoretical and practical performance limits of holographic

optical elements (HOEs) formed in various recording materials, and to evaluate magnetooptic read/write

head designs which use these components.

PROGRESS

Rigorous Hologram Modeling and Verification

Advances in coupled-wave models for both volume and surface-relief gratings and in verification

of these models were made during this period. The volume-hologram model effort concentrated on

including coordinate transformations for the polarization of the reconstruction beam. This situation exists

for focusing elements with high numerical apertures. Data from experimental 0.55-NA holographic

objectives were compared to theoretical calculations for an element with the same physical parameters,

and were in good agreement. To perform this comparison, it was necessary to incorporate many of the

material properties of the emulsion and changes to these properties that occur during processing. This

capability is an extremely useful design feature of this model. A paper summarizing some aspects of

these results is attached (Appendix K).

Work is proceeding on a modification to the surface-relief grating program, to allow modeling

diffraction from a volume grating having an index modulation that varies with grating depth. This

modification would allow an accurate evaluation of the performance of gratings formed in DCG.

Calculated data from the surface-relief grating model were compared to efficiency and polarization

values measured from photoresist gratings in our lab, and to experimental and theoretical data previously

reported in the literature. The values are quite sensitive to the grating relief profile, making conclusive

validation of the model difficult. Better methods for quantifying the relief profile will have to be

developed. If the model is correct, however, it indicates that grating fabrication tolerances will have to

be controlled to a reasonably high degree. During the next period we will again be emphasizing.

improvements to our polarization and profile measuring techniques.
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Planarized Head Designs and Hologram Fabrication

Several investigations are underway to demonstrate the feasibility of making a free-space (as

opposed to guided waveguide) planarized optical head. This approach has the advantage of using

lithography to accurately define the locations of multiple components to reduce alignment requirements,

but does not suffer from some of the restrictions of single-mode waveguide structures.

Two fabrication methods are being pursued. One uses multiple lithographically defined gratings

directly, and the other uses a lithographically formed grating as a master to produce an object beam for

recording in a volume-hologram material. The latter method will allow recording higher grating spatial

frequencies necessary for polarization-selective components. Currently we are studying the effects of

copying and reconstructing multiple components into the volume material at two different wavelengths.

Although this approach works for single elements, we are not sure if it can be extended to cascaded

gratings.

A Karl Suss mask aligner suitable for fabricating gratings with < 0.4 #m resolution was obtained

through a National Science Foundation equipment grant, and is currently being brought into operation.

Two e-beam mask sets were also received from AT&T, and will be used for initial characterization of

this instrument and for the etching process. After initial evaluation, new masks will be designed for

defining optical waveffonts for the copying process.

In addition to the above investigation, Dr. Teruo Fujita, a visitor to our lab from Mitsubishi, has

been assembling a specialized test instrument which will readily accept the holographic elements made

in our lab. This debrought into operation. Two e-beam mask sets were also received from AT&T, and

will be used for initial characterization of this instrument and for the etching process. After initial

evaluation, new masks will be designed for defining optical waveffonts for the copying process.

In addition to the above investigation, Dr. Teruo Fujita, a visitor to our lab from Mitsubishi, has

been assembling a specialized test instrument which will readily accept the holographic elements made

in our lab. This derease the efficiency by optimizing the development process.

A surplus humidity and temperature chamber was also identified during this period. We plan to

use this chamber to control gelatin curing, an important parameter for obtaining consistent results.
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PLANS

During the next quarter we will continue our efforts to extend and verify our models, to improve

hologram fabrication, and to implement designs using planarized substrate-mode holographic elements.

We have also reached an acceptable agreement with the DuPont Company to utilize their holographic

photopolymer, and we plan to conduct a preliminary evaluation of this material for fabricating volume

holograms.
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B. Zelinski, R. Roncone, L. Weisenbach, C Schneiker, J. O'Kelly and J. Burke

OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of this research is to develop wet chemical te,?miques to synthesize low loss

SiO2-TiO 2 planar waveguides and planar waveguides with surface relief structures. To achieve this goal

three short-term objectives currently are being pursued: 1) development of coating solution chemistries

and processing techniques that will reliably produce quality planar waveguides; 2) investigation of the

theoretical and experimental aspects of loss in these waveguides; and 3) development of suitable solutions

and techniques for embossing surface features into planar waveguides.

PROGRESS AND PLANS

Waveguide Synthesis
During the last several months we have directed work toward improving the overall optical

quality of the deposited sol-gel films. After spinning, the films often contained radial streaks (or striae)

and mottling on a macroscopic scale. We have continued to investigate the roles of solution chemistry

and surface leveling agents (SLAs) in removing these surface flaws. Our studies continue to support

earlier observations that simplifying the film chemistry to reduce the number of different solvents reduces

the extent of striae formation. This new chemistry is based almost entirely on ethanol and the ethoxides

as metal cation sources; however, some preliminary loss data suggest that attenuation in the ethoxide-

based solutions may be larger than in the earlier mixed-solvent solutions.

We have continued to use SLAs to minimize striae formation. SLAs are surface-active molecules,

such as fluoromodified monomers, that segregate to high surface tension areas and that eliminate surface

tension gradients. We have significantly reduced overall levels of surface undulations (striae) using

SLAs. This is seen clearly in Figure 1. Figure la shows the surface striae that are present in a typical

SiO2-TiO 2 film. Notice that the striae have a spacing of about 50 am and a peak to trough height of

about 20 nm to 30 run. Figure lb shows the surface topography of a film generated using the same

solution but with the addition of 0.02 wt% 3M-FCI71 SLA. The surface striae have been significantly

reduced. The surface topography varies by about 5 rim, which is approaching the noise level of the

profilometer.
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Effect of Surface Leveling Agent
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Figure I. (a) 1he striae, or surface undulations, present in a typical sol-gel planar waveguide as

revealed by surface profilometry; b) the reduction in peak-to-trough heights of the surface striae achieved

by adding SLAs to the sol-gel solution before spin coating.
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Now that the waveguide loss system is operating fully we plan to investigate extensively the

relationship between film processing and attenuation. This work will assess the lower limits of loss that

are possible in films generated by the sol-gel process. We will vary several parameters including overall

film composition (to include ternary and quaternary compositions) and the relative amounts of water and

alkoxide in the solution. We also will quantify the effects of striae and mottling on film attenuation.

Waveguide Loss System

The Automated Loss Measurement System is now operating fully. The system consists of a slit-

scanned PMT moving across the modal streak that has been imaged by a coherent fiber bundle. Voltages,

corresponding to intensities at 160 #m (or 80/_m) intervals along the streak are time-averaged in a digital

oscilloscope for 2 seconds to 8 seconds, and subsequently are sent to a computer. The raw data are

multiplied by a calibration factor (see below) and are processed to yield waveguide loss in dB/cm.

Rudimentary plotting and graphic displays are included in this automated system.

Since our primary concern is to be able to measure variations in waveguide losses induced by

variations in processing, repeatability of the loss measurement system is critical. To ensure repeatability,

interferometric alignment of the waveguide and fiber bundle (to achieve parallelism) is employed.

Consecutive scans of the same modal streak yield loss values repeatable to better than 1%. Consecutive

measurements of the same modal streak, when the fiber bundle is repositioned between trials, yield losses

repeatable to better than 4%.

The fiber bundle/PMT slit alignment was calibrated with a 2000 C Black Body source. With a

known uniform light source, we determined both the transmission fluctuations of the fiber bundle (i.e.

intensity [voltage] fluctuations in output vs. lateral distance along the bundle), misalignment (non-

parallelism) of the fiber bundle and PMT (evident in a slope of light intensity vs. lateral distance along

the bundle). From these data, multiplicative calibration factors for each measurement location were

incorporated into the controlling software.

We can now systematically study attenuation in sol-gel waveguides to pinpoint processing

techniques that yield low-loss planar films. In addition, we can begin comparing experimental and

theoretical film losses to validate the scattering models.
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Waveguide Scatter Theory

We have continued our work on the first-order boundary perturbation waveguide surface scatter

model of Ames and Hall. When this model is completed (the spring meeting is the target date), and is

used with the completed volume-scatter model, we will be able to predict the total surface and volume

loss contributions of asymmetric slab waveguides, and the tolerable microstructural dimensions (surface

and volume) required to achieve a desired attenuation.

Embossing

Work during the past quarter has focused on characterizing the new pneumatic embossing press

(see December !5, 1990, report for description). We have concentrated on: 1) identifying usable

pressure ranges; 2) identifying optimum pre-emboss bake times; 3) investigating the effects of line contact

embossing; and 4) comparing photoresist masters to ion-milled glass masters.

We have determined optimum embossing pressures and pre-emboss bake times. Additionally,

the ion-milled master gratings consistently produced better embossed gratings than the photoresist masters.

We are now investigating the cause of this and we are trying to obtain more uniform embossed gratings

over about a 2.5 mm2-by-2.5 mm 2 region.

We will continue to optimize our processing techniques to routinely and repeatably emboss

uniform waveguide gratings. We will investigate coating the master with carbon or Au/Pd to reduce the

interaction of the ion-milled master grating with the sol-gel film.
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L. Li, K. Bates, G. Ma, and N. Ramanujam, J. Burke

OBJECTIVE

Our immediate objective is to understand the limitation of guided-wave and grating-coupler

devices in their application to optical data storage heads. Our long-range goal is to develop and validate

design codes for integrated optic devices.

PROGRESS AND PLAN

Focusing Grating Coupler

K. Bates continued to work on the focusing grating coupler (FGC) project, concentrating on three

areas: construction optics, reconstruction optics, and holographic construction. He improved the FGC

construction optics by incorporating a superior spatial filter collimator assembly into the optical system,

and he designed and built a mechanical fixture to make optical alignment and sample positioning easier.

In addition, he performed a number of iterations to find a suitable reconstruction source, ultimately using

a Pencom 780 nm light pen, provided by IBM Tucson. He then characterized the wave-front quality and

output wavelength of this source. Finally, working closely with L. Li, he is learning how to make

holographic gratings in photoresist.

Ideally the FGC should be very weak, such that the grating aperture is uniformly illuminated.

The last FGC we made (reported at the last lAB meeting), had a large decay rate so that most of the

guided light coupled out of the waveguide in the first quarter of the grating aperture. It is extremely

difficult to work with, and to measure, very thin photoresist films. In principle, using ion-beam etching

techniques, we can obtain arbitrarily shallow gratings. However, because our supply of waveguides was

limited, and because at the beginning of this year our new ion-beam source was not characterized, we

continued trying to make better FGCs in photoresist. The results were not satisfactory. Now we know

better the characteristics of our new ion beam source, and Dr. J. Revelli of Kodak has kindly provided

some sputtered 7059 glass waveguides, so we are ready to attempt to produce some ion-beam-etched

FGCs. Several test etchings of FGCs into glass slides have been made. They show promising signs that

uniform and shallow FGCs can be achieved. We expect to have some results by the upcoming IAB

meeting.
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Ion-exchanged Waveguide

Since the last quarter, N. Ramanujam has continued to work on the fabrication and

characterization of single-mode planar waveguides by K+-ion exchange in soda-lime glass. An

unexpected problem--cracking of the dishes used to contain the KNO 3 melt--was resolved. The quality

of waveguides was improved by varying certain fabrication parameters (diffusion time and temperature),

and the scattering loss was measured to be 1.0 - 1.5 dB/cm for single-mode (TE) guides. Work on

optimizing these parameters is ongoing. Fabrication of shallow buried guides, made by purely thermal

migration of K+-ions (exchange with K+-ions followed by a second exchange with Na+-ions) was

attempted, but the results have not yet been successful. Finally, the experimental setup for refractive-

index profile characterization of single guides, based on a refraction method, is being completed, and

results should be available soon.

Waveguide Modeling by FEM

G. Ma continues to work on the numerical modeling of optical waveguides and waveguide

gratings by finite-element methods. Professor Cangellaris of the ECE department is teaching him some

novel techniques to handle the boundary conditions of the open waveguide structure. Development of

the FEM computer program is underway.

Grating Fabrication

The long-awaited saddle field atom (ion) beam source was finally operational in mid February.

The source has been run maintenance free for more than 25 hours with C2F 6 gas, with no signs of

deterioration in operating conditions. (The conventional Kaufman ion beam source must be cleaned every

two to three hours when working with C2F 6 gas.) To use the atom beam source efficiently, a careful

characterization is necessary, which includes determination of the etch rates at different beam voltages

and currents, at different beam angles, and for different materials (soda-lime glass, fused silica, Sol-Gel

films, etc.) K. Erwin is working on this task and plans to finish in one or two months.

Although complete characterization of the source has yet to be completed, L. Li's preliminary

characterization work has enabled him to make etched gratings for the current needs of the group.

Several linear gratings were etched into 7059 glass waveguides (provided by Kodak) as input couplers

for K. Bates's FGC project. Etched gratings were also supplied to C. Schneiker as masters in his grating

embossing experiment. Work is ongoing to etch gratings into Sol-Gel film waveguides made by
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R. Roncone and his coworkers, and into K÷-ion exchanged waveguides made by N. Ramanujam. Those

two waveguides are candidates for waveguides in our future FGC work.

Now that the atom beam Source is finally working, L. Li will concentrate on the variable-groove-

depth grating pr,,ject proposed a year ago, and on the grating groove polishing project proposed last

October. He will continue to help K. Bates in the FGC work, and occasionally provide gratings to the

other members of the group (hopefully, this task will be transferred to someone soon). One major

problem with the variable-groove-depth project is that the electronic chip on the precision, vacuum-

compatible, stepper-motor-driven linear translation stage is vulnerable to high-voltage arcing in the

vacuum when the atom source is operating. Li will solve this problem with K. Bates's help.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR OPTICAL DATA STORAGE

M. M.-K. Liu

ABSTRACT

High density is a key advantage that optical data storage has over other storage technologies. To

increase the density, the spatial resolution in writing and reading should be increased. Therefore,

reducing the laser spot size or the diffraction limit is very important. As the spot size is reduced, jitter

becomes important. Jitter is the random deviation from original marks, and has various causes, such as

noise. Because jitter may not be reduced at the same rate as can the laser spot size, jitter becomes more

important as density increases.

Compared to magnetic recording, an understanding of the jitter characteristics and the use of

signal processing techniques in optical recording are limited. In response, we have recently studied a

jitter model and several signal processing techniques. Initial simulation results indicate that the processing

techniques are effective in reducing jitter. The objectives of this proposal are to quantify the jitter

characteristics in more detail and to verify the performance of the signal processing techniques

experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

High density is a key advantage of optical data storage, and research activity has focused on this

property. The use of shorter wavelengths from a laser source is one critical thrust towards achieving high

density storage by reducing the laser spot size or the diffraction limit. However, the use of smaller laser

spot sizes alone cannot yield high density because another critical limiting factor, jitter (the random

deviation from original mark widths) exists in every optical data storage system. Jitter can be caused by

noise, fluctuation of rotational speeds, disk material jaggedness, and intersymbol interference. As storage

density increase, jitter becomes more important, because the degree of jitter may not be reduced at the

same rate as storage density increases.

Therefore, a clear understanding of jitter characteristics and a good combination of signal

processing techniques axe of fundamental importance in the pursuit of higher storage density. As jitter

is reduced to its minimum, data can be stored in its highest spatial resolution.

Although optical recording and magnetic recording have many similarities, such as the two-state

modulation (i.e., two magnetic polarization states in saturated magnetic recording and magnetooptical--
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MO--recording), the understanding of jitter characteristics and the use of signal processing techniques in

optical recording are relatively limited. There are many distinct physical characteristics peculiar only to

optical recording. For example, in optical recording the channel is not inherently a differential (or AC

coupling) channel as it is in magnetic recording. It can be a low-pass channel 2,3 if the basic Kerr effect 4

is used in M-O systems.* Also, the jitter characteristics in optical recording due to media noise, photon-

shot noise, and intersymbol interference during the write and read processes are quite different from that

in magnetic recording.

In this proposal, we will focus on pulse width modulation (PWM), where information is stored

through modulating sizes of sequential marks alternating in magnetic polarization or in material structure.

In PWM, jitter or mark size deviation is the key factor that results in error detection. We have studied

a jitter model and several signal processing techniques to reduce the error rate. t These processing

techniques can be integrated in a single chip by advanced VLSI technology. Initial simulation results

have been obtained and the signal processing techniques are found to be effective.

PAST WORK AND NEW APPROACH

Traditionally, in detecting a mark size in a PWM readback signal, the peak detection technique

is used. 3,6 In peak detection, a peak will be first generated at the recorded mark boundary if the channel

is differential, such as that in magnetic recording. A detected peak or the derivative of a step function

can be either positive or negative, depending on the step transition at the mark boundary. From these

peaks, a readback clock will be generated by a phase lock loop (PLL), 6 and this clock provides the

necessary detection "timing window" in recovering the original data. As a result, from the positions of

the timing windows within which peaks fall, original mark sizes can be recovered and the original data

can be decoded. Based on this detection approach, various equalization techniques have been used to

improve the detection accuracy. In general, equalization techniques are used either to preshift the peaks

(write equalization) or to reduce detected peak widths. The latter is call pulse slimming (read

equalization). 7-1°

In this proposal, a different approach is taken to retrieve the stored data. Instead of generating

a readback clock and timing window to identify the position of each peak, time marks are first quantized

from the readback signal. To quantize a time mark, a high-speed counter driven by a high-speed clock •

*It can also be a differential channel if the edge detection is used instead. 5
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is used. A triggering signal is used to reset the counter and to latch the counter output to the register.

This triggering signal can be derived from the same peak-detection technique described above if the

channel is differential, or it can derived by a simple threshold detection with threshold adaptation if

necessary. An integer proportional to the time mark size will be generated for each mark. Therefore,

this quantization step transforms the readback signal from time marks to amplitude marks. With these

quantized marks, various digital signal processing techniques can be used to equalize and recover the

original mark sizes.

There are two important advantages of this quantization approach. First, it converts an analog

signal of temporal marks to a discrete digital signal. As a result of this conversion, time domain noise

(or jitter) is at the same time converted to amplitude domain noise, and digital signal processing can be

used to recover the original data. For example, an increase in size of a temporal mark has a strong

correlation with the decrease of its adjacent temporal mark. Two simple signal processing techniques,

called Differential Interleaving Detection (DID) and Additive Interleaving Detection can be used to take

advantage of this strong correlation.l The second advantage of this approach is it allows us to use the

VLSI technology in implementing and integrating various equalization, detection, and demodulation

algorithms. For example, the intersymbol interference (ISI) in the signal can be strongly nonlinear. This

nonlinear ISI can be easily programmed in digital signal processing algorithms for cancellation.

One may point out one disadvantage of this new approach: the added quantization error.

However, if the clock is fast enough, this quantization error is negligible. For example, if the clock has

a period of one nsec and mark sizes are multiples of 100 nsec,'" we have a signal-to-noise ratio of SNR

= 101og10(1002/(1/12)) = 50.8 db. I1 Therefore, this quantization error is practically insignificant

compared to other noise such as thermal and media noise. With 16 bits in quantization, mark sizes can

be as long as 65.5 _ec or 655 times of 100 nsec, which is sufficient for most modulation codes.

RESEARCH IMPACTS

The success of the proposed research will enable us: 1) to effectively integrate the proposed signal

processing techniques with other techniques such as modulation and error correction codes; and 2) to

realize these techniques in practical systems. With a better understanding of jitter characteristics and with

**If we assume the disk linear velocity is 4 m/sec, this 100 nsec time unit corresponds to 400 nm

mark unit. For a system using (2,7) RLL code, the minimum mark size is 1.2 #m. If we compare this

with a typical diffraction limit at 1 jzm, this 100 nsec is a reasonable assumption.
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the use of signal processing techniques, we will be able to find additional modulation codes and error

correction codes that can maximize the density at a specified bit error rate. The best modulation and

error correction codes will be those that can best match the jitter characteristics and take advantage of

the proposed sig,,al processing techniques.

In addition to modulation and error correction codes, more complicated detection techniques, such

as the maximum likelihood (ML) method and the Viterbi algorithm, can be used to decrease the error rate

further. These additional techniques can be used in addition to the proposed signal processing techniques

whenever the storage density can be further improved.

From recent state-of-the-art reports for both the magnetic and optical recording technologies, t__

the linear density of SONY's magnetooptical (1989) systems is 950 bits/ram or 1 /_m per bit. This is

quite close to the diffraction limit with a typical laser diode at a wavelength of 890 rim. Therefore,

success of the proposed work in signal processing becomes very important and can help real system

implementation based on the VLSI technology to achieve higher storage densities.

WORK PLAN

The proposed work will be based on the study described in Ref. 1, where a jitter model and

several signal processing techniques have been proposed. Work is planned over a two-year period and

consists of two tasks: (1) quantification of the statistical jitter distribution of each jitter source in real

systems; and (2) experimental verification of the proposed signal processing techniques.

Quantification of Jitter Distribution

In the first year, we will first quantify three types of jitter: noise jitter, bit-shift jitter, and

intersymbol-interferencejitter, l Currently, we have a time interval analyzer (TIA) and digital scopes that

allow us to measure a time mark with resolution to one nsec. The TIA is programmable in a way that

helps to identify each jitter source. For example, we can repeat the measurement of a given mark many

times to get the jitter distribution in the read process, or we can repeat the measurement of a sequence

of marks many times and take an average to get the jitter distribution in the write process. We can

further use different data patterns to investigate the jitter distribution in the write process. We can further

use different data patterns to investigate the ISI jitter in both the write and read processes. This jitter

quantification step is tedious but is very important and requires extreme carefulness. Our experience in

measurement 13 has prepared us for this step.
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Verification of the Signal Processing Techniques

In the second year, we will use the jitter distribution and build necessary circuits to quantize and

process the temporal marks. This step will help us to verify the proposed techniques and provide us with

the information for making necessary modifications. We expect to see significant improvement in storage

capacity at the end of this second step.
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Amorphous rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) alloys and compositionally modulated T If Tl!

films (prepared in the laboratories of the ODSC sponsors) are characterized in terms or" their

magnetic, magneto-optic and galvanomagnetic properties. The loop tracer, vilcrating samp:e

magnetometer (VSM), and the Rutherford Backscattering facility (RBS) have been used to

characterize and analyze the various properties of these magneto-optical storage media.

The loop tracer consists of a 21 kGauss electromagnet (4" diameter pole piece, 2" gap). The

magnet has a rotating stage that allows its field to be applied both perpendicular to and in the plane

of the sample. Samples of up to 1" in diameter can be analyzed in a cryogenic dewar cycling

temperatures from 80 K to 475 K. The DC differential detection technique is used to measure the

magneto-optical Kerr effect at the 633 nm HeNe wavelength. Ellipticity can also be measured with

the insertion of a quarter-wave-plate. The magnetic properties such as coercivity and anisotropv

constants at various temperatures are determined form the perpendicular and in-plane measurements

of the polar Kerr effect x (KE). Galvanomagnetic and transport properties such as the Hail effect

(HE), magnetoresistance (MR) and resistivity are measured with two mutually orthogonal pairs of

point contacts at the sample surface _.

a) Co/Pt Films : The Co/Pt films were prepared by Dr. C-J. Lin of IBM Almaden Research Center,

These are multilayered films consisting of alternating ultrathin Co and Pt layers. The films were

deposited by e-beam evaporation from Co and Pt sources onto glass substrates 3. The periodicity and

crystallographic structures were obtained by X-ray diffraction analyses and the composition was

measured by both XRF and RBS. The total thickness of these films was nominally set to 30 nm

where the thickness of the Pt layer was set to about 1.0 nm and the thickness of the Co layer varied

from 0.2rim to 0.4 rim.

All samples show perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and rectangular hysteresis loop in

perpendicular magnetic fields. Figures-1 through 4 show the various chracteristics of these films

versus Co thickness. The remanent Kerr angle and Hall resistivity at room temperature are displayed

in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the saturation magnetization M= obtained from the VSM hysteresis loops

and AMp longitudinal obtained from the MR measurement when the field is in the plane of the

sample. The value of Ap/p is obtained from the peak of the longitudinal MR curve as shown in
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Fig. 5. The linear trend of ek, PH, M', and Ap/p (longitudinal peak) correlate v,ith the increase of C,_

content in these films. From the magnetization data we find that the effective Co moment is around

1750 emu/cc which is considerably enhanced relative to that of bulk cobalt. This enhancement is

believed to be due to the stretching of the cobalt lattice which makes it more atomic like (atomic spin

polarization of Co is about twice as large as that of bulk Co) 4. There is little evidence that P: i,

polarized as far as we can tell from the ,_,[s data. Evidently, more data points are needed in order to

give a quantitative assesment of the Pt polarization.

Figure 3 displays the nucleation coercivity (He) and anisotropy field (H k) for these films. Both

H c and H k can be determined from four different measurements, namely : Kerr, Hall, VSM and MR

measurements with the applied field being either perpendicular to or in the plane of the sample. The

nucleation coercivity can be obtained from KE, HE or VSM hysteresis loops. We can also obtain Hc

from the perpendicular MR measurement as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The linear part of the curve

in Fig. g has a negative slope of 3.1 x 10-8 per Oersted, which has its origin in the s-d scattering

phenomenon as interpreted by Mott 5. The peaks centered around the coercive field are caused by the

scattering of the conduction electrons from the magnetization within the domain walls. These walts

cause the resistivity to increase provided that their magnetic moments, while in the plane of the film,

are also parallel to the direction of the current. Thus the height of the peaks in Fig. 8 is a measure of

the volume fraction covered by the domain walls, while the width of the peaks corresponds to the

transition region observed in the vicinity of H e in the hysteresis loop.

The anisotropy field is determined from the initial part of the KE or HE in-plane measurement*

(Fig. 6). Also, H k can be roughly determined from the perpendicular and in-plane VSM

measurement by extrapolating the intercept of the in-plane measurement with the saturation part of

the hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 9. H k is also obtained from the longitudinal MR measurement as

shown in Fig. 5. In this measurement, the sample is first saturated along the easy axis. The initial

increase of resistivity with the applied field is due to the alignment of magnetization with the field.

The maximum of Ap/p (longitudinal) is reached at H,, H k. Once the magnetization and the field

have been aligned, further increases in H cause a linear decrease of &p/,o which, as mentioned before,

is related to the s-d scattering. As shown in Fig. 3, the anisotropy field decreases with increasing

cobalt layer thickness. As expected, H k decreases from a positive value towards negative values,

corresponding to an in-plane easy axis of magnetization for thick cobalt layers. A rough

extrapolation shows that the crossing point between the perpendicular and in plane anisotropy regimes

lies at about 0.7 nm of Co. For ultrathin Co ( < 0.25 nm), the anisotropy field is reduced mainly due

to the island-like formation of the Co layer,s that become discontinuous.

Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the slope due to s-d scattering obtained from the perpendicular

MR measurement (see Fig. 8). The data obtained correlate to a certain extent with the total thickness

of one period over the thickness of cobalt, (ted + tpt)/tco. Note that for pure cobalt, where this ratio

is equal to !, the slope obtained is 3 x 10-8 per Oersted.
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We have also measured the electrical resistivity using the Van der Pauw technique< The

resistivity reflects the character of the interfaces in superlattices. For reference, the resistivity of a

thick (sputtered) cobalt sample (175 am-thick) was found to be 14 _fl.cm, and those of pure Pd and

Pt films (sputtered) were around 17 Ml.cm. The typical room temperature resistivity for a multiIa.ver

film is in the range of 30 - 60 pO.cm. From this behaviour, we can assume that multilayers with

abrupt interfaces should have a resistivity intermediate to those of the constituent metals _vhile mixed

interfaces will have resistivities as much as a factor of 10 higher. For the samples studied here, the

Co/Pt films (30 am-thick) have a typical resistivity of 45 _fl.cm, while similar Co/Pd samples (see

next paragraph) have a resistivity of 37 ffl.cm. Adopting the above argument, we attribute the larger

resistivity of the Co/Pt films to interfacial mixing between platinum and cobalt layers, and conclude

that Co/Pd films have sharper interfaces.

b) Co/Fd Films : A series of Co/Pd multilayer films were fabricated by Dr. Charles Brucker of

Kodak Research Laboratories. These are sputtered Co (0.2 nm)/Pd (.9 am) films with thicknesses

ranging from 5.5 nm to 87.5 am. Figures 10 - 13 display the thickness-dependence of the magnetic,

magneto-optic, and galvanomagnetic properties of these samples at room temperature. The Kerr

rotation angle Ok measured from the film side is remarkably enhanced around 11 nm of thickness.

This enhancement is due to optical interference between the rays reflected from the film surface and

those reflected at the interface between film and substrate; the enhancement is not related to the

multilayer structure of the film. Even though the concept of Kerr effect enhancement due to optical

interference is well known, we revisit this topic for the sake of completeness.

Consider a magneto-optic film sandwiched between two mediums of indices n 1 and nx The MO

layer has two indices of refraction denoted by n2÷ and n2-, corresponding to left and right circularly

polarized light. Knowing that linearly polarized light may be decomposed into left and right circular

polarization, we write the Fresnel coefficients as :

n_±) - nl

rt') = hi±)+ n,

for reflection off the top surface of the MO layer and :

for the reflection off the bottom surface of the MO layer. Assuming multiple reflections within the

MO layer, we obtain a general expression of the total reflectivity as follows :
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,t±)+ rl  -,6C:11
I • rt ±) 4 ±) exp (-i_(+/)

where 5(-') = 4r 4 ±) x thickness/),. Calculation of Kerr rotation angle and ellipticitv from the abo_e

equation is straightforward T. Figure 14 shows a calculated curve of @k and % versus film thickness

The magneto-optic refractive indices (at A = 790 rim) are obtained from the literature for the tilm

structure Co_0.2nm)/Pd(O.9nm) with a total thickness of 50 nm.

The electrical resistivity is displayed in Fig. 12 and shows a rapid increase for thicknesses belo_

16.5 nm. This increase in resistivity can be explained by the change in the film morphology, namely

the film growth from an island structure to a continuous structure 8. The change in the film

morphology can also be observed in the magnetic properties such as the anisotropy, coercNity and

saturation magnetization where a sharp decrease is observed below 16.5 nm (see Figs. 11 and 13!.

Note that, as expected, the Hall resistivity in Fig. 10 is independent of the magneto-optical

interference effects discussed above and is closely related to the resistivity data. It can be shown 9 that

Ph = "tP2, where the coefficient 3' is related to the spin-orbit coupling and goes to zero in the absence

of spin-orbit coupling. Good agreement is obtained by fitting the data with the theory.

The s-d slope observed in these films is significantly larger than in Co/Pt films of approximately

the same structure as shown in Figs. 15 and 16. This might be attributed to three different

phenomena: The d-band structure of cobalt is becoming steeper and closer to the Fermi level _see

reference 4), the induced magnetic polarization of Pd, or the extreme proximity of the Pd Fermi

level to the edge of the d-band.

c) TbFeCo Films : A study of the thermomagnetic properties of TbFeCo films is currently

underway. These are films of variable Tb content (ranging from 22.5% to 28%), and were prepared

at the IBM Almaden Research Center. The films are deposited onto quartz substrates and consist of a

quadrilayer structure of AICr with an MO layer sandwiched between two dielectric SiN layers.

Figure 17 displays the saturation magnetization M I versus temperature for these films. Figure 18

shows the Teo,,,p and Ms as a function of Tb content. The sum of the anisotropy energy constants K,

and K, at room temperature is displayed in Fig. 19. These parameters are obtained from the in-plane

Kerr measurement 1. The apparent reduction of Ku (i.e., K1 + K2) at the compensation point is not

real, but is due to the fact that the maximum field strength in our experiment (-,, 21 KOe) is

insufficient to tilt the magnetization away from the perpendicular direction.

Figure 20 shows a typical set of perpendicular and in-plane Kerr effect measurement results for

the TbFeCo samples. The bottom frame in Fig. 20 shows the fitting of the normalized in-plane data

to the theoretical model (normalization is by the height of the hysteresis loop); it is from this kind of

fitting that the anisotropy constants K1 and K: are determined.

O;;{!GINAL p .....

OF POOR QUALITY
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Plots of the remanent Kerr angle and coercivity, obtained from the hysteresis loops, are sho_ n in

Fig. 21. We are currently measuring the temperature-dependence of the various properties of these

films in order to determine their anisotropy constants as function of temperature.
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WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCIES OF THE KERR ROTATION

AND ELLIPTICITY FOR THE MAGNETO-OPTICAL RECORD[NG MEDIA

Feng Lea Zhou, J. Kevin Erwtn, and M. Mansuripur

Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

I. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous rare earth-transition metal alloys are the conventional media of erasable

optical storage. Recently there has been a flurry of activity in the area of thin film

superlattice-type structures, such as Co/Pt and Co/Pd, suggesting that these materials

may be used in second generation devices. In both cases, understanding the wavelength

dependence of the megneto-optical Kerr rotation and eilipticity is important for the

application of these media, as magneto-optical recording has the potential for higher data

density at short wavelengths. Also understanding the physics of the magnetooptical

interactions is dependent on the availability of accurate measurements of the spectral

characteristics of the Kerr rotation and ellipticity 1,2. In this paper we will present

wavelength dependence measurements of Co/Pd and Co/Pt superlattice samples with

different compositions. We will explore the relationship between the composition, and

magneto-optical spectra. The induced magnetization in the Pt of Co/Pt or in the Pd of

Co/Pd samples plays an important role in the magneto-optical activity 3 and it will be

discussed for the samples we measured. In section II we present the experimental set up

and describe the samples we used. In section III the measurement results of one Co/Pt
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sample and a series of Co/Pd samples are discussed. Finally V,re present conclusions in

section IV.

II. Experimental Procedure and Samples

Kerr rotation, ellipticity and reflectivity are measured simultaneousl? y a novel

method of Kerr spectroscopy I. The spectral range of measuring system is from 350 nm

to 1100 nm and the whole operation is fully automatic. The resolution of the system is

about _.005 degrees for Kerr rotation and _0.01 degrees for ellipticity.

The Co/Pd samples we used here are made by a sputtering process and have film

thicknesses from 5.5 nm to 33 rim. They have a layer structure of 0.2 nm Co and 0.9

nm Pd. All of them are sputtered on glass substrates and have no overcoating. The

measurements are done from both the film side and substrate side. All the samples have

square hysteresis loops and have coercivity fields betweena.3 KOe and 2.5 KOe. A

domain can be written on the 33nm thick samples. Table 1 shows the full list of all the

Co/Pd samples. For the Co/Pt sample the composition of the sample is .4 nm Co and 1

nm Pt with a total thickness of 19.1 nm. It has no dielectric overcoating. The hysteresis

loop is square for this sample and the coecivity field is 1.5 KOe. Good domains can be

written on the sample. Disks made of this sample have a CNR value of 53.5 dB (with

dielectric coating). The substrate material is glass.

III. Measurement Results and Discussions

w
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The wavelength dependence of the Kerr rotation, ellipticity and reflectivitv always

consist of two contributions: one is the interference of the overcoatlng, the film and the

substrate and the other is the electronic structure of the material. The interference effect

has been knov, n for years'; and it plays an tmportant role in enhancement of the magneto-

optical signal in practice. To investigate the effect of the electronic structure of the

materials, we need to separate these two effects. The material properties are determined

by the dielectric tensor while the interference depends on the overcoating, the film and

the substrate. For superlattice Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples without dielectric overcoating.

it is well known that for samples thinner than 50 nm, there is enough light transmitting

through the superlattice film, and the interference effect due to the substrate needs to be

taken into account. The spectra for these types of samples are a combination of the

substrate interference and the electronic structure of the materials. While for samples

with more than 50 nm thickness, the absorption of the materials allows little or no light

to transmit through the substrate. Therefore there is no interference effect from the

substrate, and the spectra is determined by the electronic structure of the materials only.

The wavelength dependence curves of Kerr rotation, ellipticity and reflectivity for

sample 4 of Co(2)/Pd(9) samples are shown in the Fig. 1. This sample is quite thin and

the interference has a strong effect on the spectra. This is a typical figure for all the

Co(2)/Pd(9) samples we measured in this paper. From this curve we can see some

interesting characteristics. The reflectivity curve has a dip between 750 nm and 850 nm

range while the Kerr rotation and the ellipticity curves also have a bump and dip

respectively in the same range. These phenomena arise from the fact that when more

light is trapped in the film, it gives more internal bouncing back and forth, and reflection

and the magneto-optical Kerr rotation grows bigger. The ellipticity is quite large and it

is negative for very short wavelengths and it becomes positive for longer wavelengths.

The error bars on the curves are generated by standard deviation calcualation of several

measurements. Fig. 2 is the Kerr rotation curves for all the 6 Co/Pd samples. There are
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several points v,e can draw from this figure. All the samples have similar wavelength

dependent shapes and the difference is that the peak Kerr rotation positl,on shifts from

about 400 nm for the 33 nm thick film to about 540 nm for the 5.5 nm thick film. This

peak shift _s purely interference effect and it only depends on the refractive index and

absorption coefficient of the material. For 150 nm thick film, there is no interference

effect andthe Kerr rotation peak is located at a wavelength less than 350 nm as shoran in

the Fig. 7 of Ref. I. The Kerr rotation vs. film thickness for each wavelength can also be

seen in this figure. For wavelength below 560 nm the Kerr rotation peak is at thickness

of 16.5 rim (curve 3) while for wavelength above 560 nm value, the peak is at thickness

of 1 l nm (curve 2). The two curves in the Fig. 3 is the Kerr rotation vs. film thickness

curve for wavelength of 450 tam and 750 nm respectively. The phenomenon that the

peak of Kerr rotation vs. film thickness shifts to thicker film thickness as the wavelength

decreases can be explained quanlitatively by interference. For a fixed refractive index n

and absortion coefficient k material, as film thickness increases, the corresponding anti-

reflection wavelength will decrease and the anti-reflection wavelength is also the peak

Kerr rotation wavelength for the reason that the Kerr rotation is inversely proportional to

the reflectivity.

Fig. 4 is the ellipticity curves for all the Co/Pd samples. For film thickness increase

from 5.5 nm to 33 nm, the ellipticity curve shifts upwards with a little tilt downwards on

the long wavelength side. Fig. 5 is the reflectivity curves for all the Co/Pd samples. It

is clear that the reflectivity curves are similar for all the different thickness samples and

the value increases as the film thickness increases. The interference effect is less

pronounced in the reflectivity curves, and only the small drop of relative values on the

short wavelength side gives the indication of interference effect. For applications the

parameter with more direct relation to the signal-noise-ratio is called the Figure Of Merit

(FOM) and it is defined as _v'_ _k2 The wavelength dependence of the FOM

for all the Co/Pd samples are plotted in the Fig. 6. From the curves we can see that they



all havethesameshapeandall theFOMpeakat aboutthesamewavelengthof 480nm.

The highest FOM for all the wavelength between 350 nm and 1050 nm is the film with

16.6 nm thickness.

We also measured all the Co/Pd samples from the substrate side. The Kerr rotation,

elliptlclty, reflectivity, and figure of mertt curves are shown in Fig. 7, 8, 9, and 10

respectively. From these figures we can see clearly that the interference effect is much

smaller than the results from the film side. The reason is that from the substrate side

there is a much better index match between the glass and the first layer of the M-O film

than from the film side measurement case, in which the matching is between the air and

the first layer of the M-O film. The Kerr rotations are higher from the substrate side

due to the lower reflectivities from this side. The above differences are purely optical

effect and magnetic properties are the same.

Fig. 11 is the Kerr rotation, ellipticity and reflectivity measurement for the Co/Pt

sample. Compared with the Co/Pd staples, the Kerr rotation wavelength dependence

shape is quite different, which indicates the different inter-layer interactions for these

two types of materials. The Kerr rotation values of the Co/Pt sample are much larger

than the Co/Pd samples with the same Co content of Co/Pd sample 6. it is very

interesting to notice that the wavelength dependence of reflectivity is very similar for the

Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples, which indicates that their refractive index and absorption

coefficients have similar wavelength dependence.

IV. Conclusions

The wavelength dependence of Kerr rotation, ellipticity and reflectivity for Co/Pd and

Co/Pt superlattice samples are measured with a new technique. The series results of

differernt thickness of Co/Pd samples clearly show the interference effect on the spectra.
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The clear understanding of 9,¢ the interference effect cleared the way for further

investigating the material properties. By getting the wavelength dependence of the

refractive index and absorption coefficient and together with the Kerr rotation and

ellipttctty results, the dielectric tensor can be calculated and the physical properties can be

studied directly. Comparing the spectral dependence of the two Co/Pd samples and the

Co/Pt samples, we can see that the interactions between the Co layers and the Pd layers

are very strong and the magneto-optical properties for the superlattice samples are

determined by these inter-layer interactions.
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Table i

Sample

Composition
Co/Pd

Number of

Layers

Total

Thickness (nm)

2/9

5

5.5

2

2/9

10

11

2/9

15

16.5

4

2/9

5

20

22

2/9

25

27.5

6

2/9

30

33
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COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT FRACTAL DIMENSION MEASURING ALGORITHMS FOR
RE-TM M-O FILMS

Bruce E. Bernacki and M, Mansuripur

I. INTRODUCTION

As outlined in an earlier paper 1, noise in magneto-optical _M-OI recorziing

de,,ices is classed as that which is system-related (laser, electronic, and shot noise_.

and _hat _,hich is media-related. Media noise is rooted in the magnetic and \I-Q

properties of the recording media. The measure of the fractal dimension, D. t,>v

domain boundaries was proposed to investigate media noise and its relatlon :o _he

microstructure and micromagnetics of thin films. Some of the possible sour,zes ,:t

domain boundary jaggedness, and hence, different measures of D, might include

structural/magnetic inhomogenieties as well as competition between domain v,all

energy and demagnetization.

Earler work concentrated on the conceptually simple divider method for

measuring the fractal dimension, D, of binary images of M=O domains, beth circular

and line. To review this method, recall Richardson's z comparisons of the

measurements of the coastlines of Europe. He discovered that when the boundary

,,,,as measured with rulers of different lengths, substantially different values for the

coastline length resulted. If the logarithm of the boundary as a function of ruler

length was plotted versus the logarithm of ruler length, the points lay on a line of

constant slope, m, that was related to D, the fractal dimension in the following way:

D-I -m.

However, certain films, notably, those which are nucleation-dominated, do

not produce images that are particularly well conditioned for application of the

divider method. Also, domain structure can occur within the interior of the major

domain wall, and this is not measured by the divider method. A two-dimensional

technique is clearly required. Two such 2-D techniques that can be employed are the

amplitude spectrum method, and the box counting method.

The amplitude method (or power spectrum method) is based on Fourier

methods. Using the same binary (or even grey-level) image, the 2-D FFT is

computed, with only the amplitude of each frequency component of interest. Then,

these frequency amplitudes are averaged for each integer frequency component to

form an array of radial wave vectors. The log of amplitude components is then

plotted versus the log of the radial wave vectors. A least _uares line fit results

provides the slope of the line, and D is calculated using the following relationship:

OF POoR QU#.Li'Ff
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D=E,32+m

_here E is the Euclidean dimension. The value of one (l) is used for the '.alue et" E

5o that this techniqe can be compared with the divider method.

Tb.e b,Dx counting method is probably the simplest technique of all. At'ter the

binary Image is gotten, one slides squares with edge size _ through the image I( the

box contains an,,' of the domain pixels, the count for the number of boxes is

incremented. A plot of the logarithm of image area as a function of box area ,.ersus

the logarithm of the edge dimension is plotted, and a line fitted to determine its slope

The fractal dimension, D, is then calculated using the equation

D=l+m.

The box counting method was not used in this study. 3

If. EXPERIMENT

For a group of seven (7) different amorphous, RE-TM magneto-optical thin

films, fives images were recorded with different domain radii for each sample,

ranging from approximately 40 #m to 120 #m. Then, the fractal dimension, D, for

each expansion was measured and averaged using two measurement techniuqes: the

divider method, and amplitude spectrum method. An additional metric was utilized,

which is termed the local fractal dimension, or local D. In this measurement, a

window is moved through the data, and then D is calculated for each window. That

is, for a I0 component window, one calculates D for data points 1 through I0, then 2

through II, 3 through 12, and so on. An average and standard deviation are then

found for the data. Typically, the local D is used as a figure of merit to rank the

goodness of one's fractal measuring algorithm, with a perfect result being a horizontal

line. Here, it is used to compare the average D against that calculated for a specific

range of data that was selected after examination of the log=log plot for both

techniques. In this way, a less skewed measure of D might be possible, since the

influence of the experimenter is greatly reduced. The data for these seven samples is

summarized in Table I. As can be seen in the table, there is good agreement between

the local D, and that calculated for a narrow bcmd of data. Figure 1 graphically

compares the two approaches of narrowband and average of local D for the two

fractal algorithms. In Fig. I, the sample number corresponds to the numbering in

OR{GINA- PAGE iS
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Table I. Figure 2 shows representative images of each sample. Figures 3 and 4 a:e

examples of the log-log plots for the divider method and amplitude spectrum method,

respectively.

III. CONCLUSION

In general, it appears that either the divider technique or amplitude spectrum

technique may be used interchangeably to measure the D inherent in domain _al[

structure of ideal images. However, some caveats must be observed for best results.

The divider technique is attractive for its simplicity and relatively modest

computation requirements. But, it is sensitive to noise, in that noise pixels that touch

the domain boundary are interpreted as being part of the boundary, skewing the

measurment. Also, it is not useful in measuring nucleation-dominated films or

domains that have significant amounts of structure within the interior of the domain

wall.

The amplitude spectrum method is more complex, and less intuitive than the

divider method, and somewhat more expensive to implement computationally.

However, since the camera noise tends to be white, the noise can be avoided in the

measurement of D by avoiding that portions of the curve that is flat (due to the white

noise) when the least squares line is fit to the plot. Also, many image processing

software packages include an FFT facility, while the user will most likely have to

write his own edge extraction routine for the divider method. The amplitude

spectrum method is a true two-dimensional technique that probes the interior of the

domain wall, and in fact, can measure arbitrary clusters of domains. It can also be

used to measure grey-level images, further reducing processing steps needed to

threshhold the image.
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Table 1

SAMPLE No.

[ 12990G

Tblg._Fev4.sArT.z

4 12990A

Tb2z.sFe77.6

5 830

Tb ir.zFeso.aCor.4A r Is._

6 821

Tb2:.4Fesr.eCos.sAr lo.s

7 819

Tbz2.gFesa.4Co_.4A rg.:

Ruler (D)

Local (D)

1.293 -+ .027

1.279 _+ .011

1.281 _+.040

1.284 _+ .050

1.095 -+.005

1.086 + .007

! .015 ± .006

1.016 ± .006

1.051 +- .006
1.052 + .009

1.149 ± .014

1.151 ±.018

1.163 ± .024

1.187 ± .041

Spectral (D)

Local (D)

1.288 ± .022

1.309 t .024

1.272 _+ .047

1.318_+ .031

1.129 + .011

1.113 + .019

1.037 ± .003

1.045 ± .012

1.054 -+.009

1.081 -+.009

1.099 + .01 I

1.134 + .003

I.I18±.030

1.188 ± .081
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Coercivity of Domain Wall Motion in Thin Films of Amorphous

Rare Earth-Transition Metal Alloys

X[. X[.k',;SL RIPL R.= R. C GILES =. and G. P._.TTERSON ="

"f_ptzcal 5c=ence',Center. Lmverslty of Arizona. Tucsrm, \r_m na '_,5721

="College of Engineering. Boston Lnivers]ty. Boston, \lassachuset_-, ,)2'215

/
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I

Computer simulations of a two-dimensional lattice

of magnetic dipoles are performed on the Connection

Machine. The lattice is a discrete model for thin films

of amorphous rare earth-transition metal alloys.

which have application as the storage media in eras.

abte optical data storage systems. [n these simula-

uons the dipoles follow "he dynamic Landau-Lifsh-

ktz-C-ilbert equation under the influence of an effec-

[we field arising from local amsotropy, near-

neighbor exchange, classical dipole-dipole interac-

tions, and an externally applied field Various sou-

rces of coercivity, such as defects and or in-

homogenemes in the lattice, are introduced and the

subsequent motion of domain walls tn response to

external fields is investigated.

Key words: coercivity, magnetization reversal

1. Introduction

Magnetization reversal in thin films of amorphous

rare earth-transition metal (RE-TMI alloys is of con-

siderable importance in erasable optical data stor-

age. L-_' The success of thermomagnetic recording

and erasure depends on the reliable and repeatable

reversal of magnetization in micron-size areas within

the storage medium. A major factor usually en-

countered in descriptions of the thermomagnetic

process ts the coercivity of the magnetic medium.

Coerctvity. however, ts an ill-defined concept general-

ly used in the phenomenology of bulk reversal, but

its usefulness and relevance to the phenomena occ-

urring on the Sl_tial/temporal scales of thermo-

magneuc recording are seriously in doubt. To begin

wRh. there is the problem of distinguishing nuclea-

t_on coercivtty from the coercivity of wall motion.

Then there is the question of speed and uniformity of

motion as the wall expands beyond the site of its

origination. Finally one must address the issues of

stability and erasability--also mttmately related t,)

coerc]vlty--m a framework wide enough [o allow the

consideration of local instability and partLal erasure

[t is fair to say that the existing models and ,-_r

theorms of coercivity L_j_' are generally incapable _f

handling the problems associated with thermo.

magneuc recording and erasure In our vmv,. the

natural vehicle for conducting theoretical mvest_-

gallons m this area is dynamJc computer s_mulat_ons

based on the fundamental concepts and equations of

micromagnet_cs. We have conducted several such

studies in the past _z_' and have succeeded in clari-

fying some of the issues involved in the nucleauon

stage of the magnetization reversal process. Also

tr_ .ed in these studies were the dynamics of v-all

mouon in homogeneous media. The purpose of the

present paper is to investigate the coercivity of walt

motion at the submicrometer scale and in the pres-

ence of defects and,or tnhomogeneities, using large

scale computer simulations.

The simulations were performed for a two dimen-

sional hexagonal lattice of magnetic dipoles follow-

ing the Landau-Lifshitz--Gilbert equation. _*) In addi-

tion to interacting with an externally applied field.

the dipoles were sublect to effective fields arising

from local uniaxial antsotropy, nearest neighbor ex-

change, and long range dipole-dipole interactions.

Details of the micromagnenc model have been prev)-

ously published az' 31_3_, and will not be repeated here.

Su_ce it to say that the massive parallelism of the

Connection Machine on which these simulations

were performed, together with the fast Fourier trans-

form algorithm 3r _' which was used to compute the

demagnetizing field, enabled us to accurately simu-

late a large f256 • 256_ hexagonal lattice of dipoles.

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. 1. 1991 17
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Since the lattice constant gas chosen to be IOA in

the_e 91mulatl(,ns. the total area of the lattice c(_rre-

-p,)p.,1.; ',, I ,,_'Ltlon Ol the :*;i,t;n,.-'r. tc film ,.'.lth dl.qleR-

-_,.r'-/, ,_Z._6um. L, ,!_'_'2z:n Pcmodi_.'b_undar,.

.(_rld!tt_,ri'_ ,_,_'r'. _ irnp,r',st,(1 ,n t_Tt, _atIicc in Q(qh \ and

} dlruLtl,,n,. :}u[ [he him rmckr_e:.,:-, at£m4 Z ',,.as

_inltt'a,'idthe ::la_m..!]/.ltl,,n .h-trtbuHon m [hi.> ;J>

rt?ctl(,ll ',t.a- l--:;:!it [ ' ' _ ..:i[!_,rrrl

lrl a pc,..,. It,u:- paper ,_nure nucJeatlon (if reverse-

magnetized domains was under consideration, it was

,ho,, n that the fields reqwred to initiate the reversal

princess m a umform material are generally higher

than thoseobser',ed m practice. Varioussubmicron-

size "defects" were then introduced m the magnetic

state of the lattice and the values of nucleation coer-

cp, ity corresponding to different types, s_zes, and

strengths of these "defects" were computed. Voids.

for instance, were found to have an insignificant

effect on the value of the nucleation field, but re-

verse-magnetized seeds, formed and stabilized in

areas with large local anisotropy, could substan-

tially reduce the nucleation coercivity. Similarly,

the presence of spatial variations in the magnetic

parameters of the material, such as random axis an-

tsotropy, was found to affect the coercivity of nucle-

ation.

Random spatial fluctuations and structural,,mag-

nettc defects also create barriers to domain wall

motmn. These barriers are overcome only when

sufficiently large magnetic fields (in excess of the

so-called wall motion coercivity_ are applied. Simula-

tions reveal that wall coercivity in amorphous

RE-TM alloy films is generally less than the corre-

sponding nucleation coercivity. This finding is in

agreement with the experimentally observed square

shape of the hysteresis loops in these media. The

strength of wall coercivity, of course, depends on the

type and size of fluctuations and/or defects. The

results reported in the next section are intended to

clarify some of these relationships

Magnetization-pattern-disptays in this paper uti-

lize a color coding scheme. Since the magnitude of

the magnetizataon vector M will be fixed throughout

the lattice, the Color Sphere is used to represent its

local orientation The Color Sphere is white at its

18

Fig. 1 The Color Circle is used to encode the

direction of magnetization m the plane of the

lattice. [n this scheme a red pixei is associated

with local magnetization direction along -X,

light green corresponds to - Y. blue to X, and

purple to - I,'. When a vector is not completely

in the plane of the lattice, but has a perpendicu.

lar component along -Z (or -Zk its assocmted

color is obtained by mixing the color of _ts m-

plane component with a certain amount of white

tor black), the strength of white (or black, de-

pending on the magnitude of the vertical com.

portent. A vector fully aligned with the -Z

direction ts shown by a white pixel, while a

vector in the -Z direction is displayed as black.

north pole, black at its south pole, and covers the

visible spectrum on its equator in the manner shown

in Fig. 1. As one moves from the equator to the north

pole on a great circle, the color pales. _.e, it mixes

with increasing amounts of white, until it becomes

white at the pole. Moving towards the south pole has

the opposite effect as the color mixes with increasing

amounts of black. Thus. when the magnenzauon

vector at a given site is perpendicular to the plane of

the lattice and along the positive fnegative_ Z axis, its

corresponding pixel will be white Iblack). For .if in

the plane of the lattice the pixel is red when pointing

along -X, light green along - Y, blue along -X, and

purple along - Y. In the same manner, other orienta-

tions of M map onto the corresponding color on the

Color Sphere.

J. Mag, Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. 1. 1991
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Fig. 2 Formation of domain walls in a medium with random axis anisotropy (cone angle 6= 45°/and in

the absence of an applied field. (a) Dipoles in the white region are initialized along -Z, while dipoles in the

dark region are initialized along -Z. Ib) The state of the lattice at t=0.8 ns. Each wall contains three

vertical Bloch lines IVBLs) at this stage. (c) The state of the lattice at t= 1.7 ns. The number of VBLs has

not changed since the previous frame, but they have moved along the walls. (d) The steady state of the

lattice at t =4.56 ns. The number of VBLs in each wall is still three.

2. Structure and Motion of Domain Walls

The following set of parameters lused in all simula-

tions reported in this paper) are typical of amorphous

films of TbFeCo used in magneto-optical recording:

saturation magnetization M,= 100 emu/cm _, aniso-

t ropy energy constant Ku = 10_erg/cm 3, exchange

st,ffness coefficient A,= 10 -7 erg/cm, film thickness

h =500A. damping coefficient a=0.5, and gyromag-

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. l, 19gl

netic ratio 7 = -107Hz/Oe. In subsequent discus-

sions the term "random axis anisotropy" is meant to

imply that the anisotropy axes of the lattice are

distributed randomly and independently among the

lattice cells (or among various groups o[ these cellsi.

By keeping the deviation angle 0 of the anisotropy

axis from Z below a certain maximum angle 6. the

random assignment of axes preserves the perpendic-

ular nature of the overall anisotropy. Thus 0 is

19
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,b,

Fill. 3 Collapse of the stripe domain depicted in Fig, 2(d_ under the external field H, - 1000 de Frames

_a) and _b_ show the state of the lattice at t =0.96 ns and t =3.58 ns. respectively.

Fig. 4 Patchy lattice with 346 patches. Colors
are used solely for the purpose of identification

of different patches, otherwise they have no

meamng or szgmficance.

selected with equal probability from the values in

the mtervat _0. _9]; for brevity. _9 will be referred to as

the cone ang_ in this paper. No constraints are tin-

posed on the distribution of the azimuthal angle ¢

and its values are therefore selected lalso randomly

and independently) from the interval [0. 360_]. It is

perhaps worth mentioning at this point that the

random ass.gnment of the axes of anisotropy to indi-

vidual dipoles does not automatically result in rapid

20

variations of the direction of magnetization in space

In fact. the strong exchange field in our simulauons

gives rise to a smooth distribution of the magnetiza-

tion vector across the lattice, even when large cone

angles are involved.

Figure 2 shows the structure of domain walls in a

uniform medium with the aforementioned set of pa-

rameters. The lattice for this set of simulations had

random axis anisotropy over individual ceils with a

cone angle of _9=45 °. that is. the axis of local an

isotropy was selected randomly for each cell of the

lattice with 0_-[0.45 _ i. ¢_ [0. 360 ° I. and the values of

0'and ¢ chosen for one cell were independent of those

selected for all the other cells. InitiaUy the central

band of the lattice was magnetized in the -Z direc-

tion while the remaining part was magnetized in the

-Z direction, as shown in Fig, 2(a>. When the lattice

was allowed to relax for 08 ns, the pattern in Fig. 2

ib_wasobtatned. Notice that there are threeverucal

Bloch tines (2= VBLsl in each wall and that the walls

are no longer straight. By allowing the tatuce to

relax for another 0 9 ns we obtained the pattern of

Fig, 2icL which shows significant VBL movements

along the wails. Finally. Fig. 2[dl shows the steady

state situation at t=4.56 ns. Both walls are now

straightened considerably, but the number of VBLs

in each wall has not changed: no amount of relaxa-

tion can unwind a 2,r Bloch line.

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. t. 1991
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A perpendicular tield H, 200 de. appiied ',o the

state of Fig. 2Ida. moves the walls somewhat closer to

each other, but fails to eliminate them. The force of

dema,_netlzation apparentl,. _pposes the external

rit, ld m t_,_llapsm_ the reveme ma_rnetized stripe The

d,,mum',_fllcollapse, hu_e_er under an applied field

,_t ![, IC,O0 (}t,. as ,_hown m Fig 3 Frames :a, and

b: _i/ _h'.-, :i_4_re c:-,rr,-<p,;nd, respectively, to t 096

ns and t .tS, Sns. ;_here t is che elapsed time since

the application of the field. Although not shown in

this figure, the walls proceeded to collide and an-

nihilated each other at a later time.

[n the above example the randomness in the lattice

parameters _s clearly too weak to cause significant

coercively for the wail motion. To remedy this prob-

lem. we increased the fluctuations' correlation length

by introducing large patches, that is, patches whose

dimensions are large compared to the width of the

domain wall. Figure 4 shows a typical Iattice cov-

ered with 346 patches of random shape and size.

These patches were created by selecting at random a

number of lattice sites as seeds, and growing out-

ward from them fin a random fashioni until every

site in the lattice belonged to one patch or another.

By assigning different attributes to different patches

one can thus create spatial variations in the structure

magnetic properties of the lattice over lengtr- ares

comparable to the average patch size.

Figure 5(al shows a stripe of reverse magnetization

in the patchy lattice of Fig. 4. For the sake of clarity.

_he boundaries of the patches are highlighted in the

figure. Each patch is assigned an axis of anisotropy,

randomly and independently of all the other patches.

with a cone angle of O=45 °. The walls in Fig. 5 are

somewhat more iagged than those in Fig. 2, where

the patches were essentially the size of an individual

lattice cell. Under an applied field of H, = - 1.5 kOe

the walls in Fig. 5(a) moved slightly and then came to

equilibrium as shown in Fig. 5(br A plot of ".i._f,,'. the

average magnetization of the lattice along the Z axis,

rersus time is shown in Fig. 5(c1. This plot indicates

that the initial (M,), which is slightly above zero,

has increased to about 20% of its saturation value in

the first 0.5 ns after the application of the field, but

has stopped growing at the point. Compare this

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. 1. 1991

-,l_'ua[l_)n ;_th :ha[depzcted m Figs 2and 3. _.here !

kOe of field was suf_cient to anmhflate the ,_,alls

Clearly it ts the presence of patches and not the

demagnetizing force_ which _s responsible for b_ock

in_" the wall motion Thus the wall m,_:lOncoercLv_t_

has increased as a result _)f mcrea_,ed c,',rre[at_,m

among the Local easy axes ',Vhc.n the. tit.td ',,.a_,

further increased,oil, 2k(]e. lt b_-came p_,,,,,ibh: ',,_

push the walls beyond the bamers and :(:_rcv 'h_m '._

collide and disappear. ,Because of the periodic r:_)un

dary condition, the walls collide :_',rer v, ranp_n,_

around the lattice._ Figure 5_d, st_ov._, an Jd_ance'J

state of domain expansion under the 2 kOe tield t

1.154nsl. Note that the lower wail has remmnefl

almost intact, while the upper wail has mo_ed -,un-

stantially The plot of 3,[,._,ersus t_me _n FIR 5_e

starting with the application of the 2 kOe field

reveals that the movement is slow in the beginning.

as the field struggles to overcome the pruning of the

wails. Once released, the wall moves rapidly for a

period of about [ ns until either another ptnnmg

occurs or the demagnetization force begins to push

the walls apart iremember the periodic boundary

conditlonk [nany event, the motion slows down at

t=l.2ns and the growth rate of M, drops by

nearly a factor of 2. The walls, however, contmueto

move out. wrap around at the boundary, and eventu-

ally anmhilate.

In order to understand the effect of patch size on

coercivity, we repeated the preceding simulation for

another }attice which had the same set of parameters

as the lattice in Fig. 5. but whose total number of

patches had increased to 1300. Again we found that

I-t,= 1.5 kOe could not move the walls significantly.

but that t-I,=2 kOe could. [t is probably safe. there-

fore. to assert that the average size of the patch does

not affect the coercivity in a substantial way. so long

as it is larger than the characteristic width of the

domain wall in the given medium.

Figure 6_a_ shows another strip of reverse mag-

netization in the patchy lattice of Fig. 4 This time.

however, a few of the patches have been made void

by assigning the value of zero to their magnetic

parameters. These void patches are shown as gray

regions in the figure. (No special property is assumed

2t
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Lattice at H,=0. (b} At t= L5 ns atter the apphca

tion of a 1.5 kOe field. (c_ Average magnetization

(M,) eersus time under the applied field of H, -

1.5 kOe. (d) The state of the lattice 1154 ns after

the application of H,=2 kOe. _e_ Average mag-

netization (M,2 versus time under the applied

field of H, =2 kOe.
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FiK. 7 Lattice with 662 patches, of which 24
are "defective". A normal patch is assigned an-

isotropy axis within a cone o{ O = lO ° from the

perpendiculardirection,whereas theeasy axisof
a defectivepatch is nearly in the plane of the

lattice.The color coding scheme depicts the

directionofanisotropyfortheindividualpatches.
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.hp

Fig. 8 Magnetization distribution in the patchy lattice of Fig. 7. LaJ The remanent state at H, =0. {b) The

steady state under H,= -8900 Oe. The remaining frames show the time evolution of the lattice under H,

= -8920 Oe. (c) At t=0.24 ns the reversal is underway with a nucleus forming in the lower left corner.

The periodic extension of this nucleus in the upper right corner of the lattice is also visible. (d) At t =0.72

ns. (e) Att=l ns. (f) Att=l.08ns. (g) Att=1.248ns. lhIAtt=1.32ns.

for the dipoles at the void boundaries, their magnetic

parameters being the same as those elsewhere in the

lattice. Of course no exchange field is exerted on the

boundary dipoles from the neighboring cells on the

void side. and the magnetic charges that accumulate

on the void boundaries are automatically accounted

for when the demagnetizing field is computed.) The

remaining patches are all identical in their magnetic

properties except for the value of the anisotropy

constant K, which fluctuates randomly and inde-

pendently from patch to patch. (The standard devia-

tion of these fluctuations is 20% of the average value

of A'_.) No other spatial variations in the parameters

have been assumed and, in particular, all axes of

anisotropy are perpendicular Iz.e.. 8--0).

The walls in Fig. 6(a) have automatically adjusted

themselves to minimize their lengths by attaching to

the voids in the neighborhood. Minimization of

length is tantamount to minimization of total wall

energy and is therefore favored by the magnetic

system under consideration. Figure 6_b) shows the

state or the lattice under an applied field of ['Jr, = -'- 1.5

kOe at t _- 5 ns. ApparentLy. the walls have continued

to seek voids to attach onto. while expanding in

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15, No. I. Iggl

response to the external field. Figure 6(c) is a plot of

the total magnetic energy of the lattice during this

growth period. It is marked by slow declines, charac-

teristic of continuous wall motion, and rapid drops,

corresponding to detachments from or attachments

to the voids. It is thus observed that void-like defects

in real media can create jagged domain boundaries,

increase the coercivity of wall motion, and cause

discontinuities in the propagation process.

As another example consider the case of a patchy

lattice with a different kind of "defect". The 662

patches in this case were divided into two groups as

shown in Fig. 7. The first group, consisting of 638

patches, were assigned nearly-perpendicular axes of

anisotropy, as has been our practice so far. Each one

of the patches in this group was assigned an axis.

randomly and independently of the others, with a

cone angle of 8= I0 _ The second group of 24 pat-

ches were assigned axes of anisotropy that were

nearly parallel to the plane of the lattice. The ran-

domly and independently chosen values of 8 and

for these patches belonged to the intervals [80 °. g0 ° ]

and [0. 360 ° ]. respectively. (In the color-coded distri-

bution of the anisotropy axes shown in Fig. 7. the

25
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_d_

0 Q

Fig. 9 Evolution of the magnetization state of Fig. 8(el after the removal of the external field. /at t =044

ns. Ibl t = 1.12 ns. Icl t = 1.16 ns. (d) t =5.83 ns.

patches with prominent colors are those with nearly

in-plane axes.) The remaining parameters of the

lattice were the same as before. In the following

discussion this lattice shall be referred to as "the

lattice with m-plane defects".

The entire lattice with in-plane defects was initial.

ly saturated along the -,-Z axis and then allowed to

relax in zero field, until the remanent state of mag-

netization, shown in Fig. 8(ai, was arrived at. The

strong exchange interaction has clearly forced the

magnetization of the in-plane patches towards the

-Z axis. but the tendency towards the plane is still

visible in some areas. We subjected the remanent

26

state to a reverse-magnetizing external field along

-Z. and searched for the critical magnitude of this

field that would initiate the reversal process. The

critical field for nucleation was found to be 8910 Oe

It is important to note that in the absence of the

in-plane patches the same sample had a nucleation

coercivlty close tO 18 kOe. The in-plane reglons.

therefore, facilitate the nucleatlon process. In Fig. 8

(bl we show the pattern of magnetization distribu-

tion under an applied field H_=-8900Oe. which is

only slightly weaker than the crltical field. The

defects are seen to have been pushed toward the

plane, yet the field is not quite strong enough to

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. l. 1991
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Fig. 10 Ia) Total magnetic energy ET and aver-

age magnetization (M[' of the lattice during the

relaxation process shown in Fig. 9. The total

energy is the sum of exchange, anisotrop.v, and

demagnetizing energies which are shown sepa-

rately in (b) and (c).

cause them to reverse. When the field was raised to

H, = -6920 Oe. the reversal began, as the time evolu.

tlon series in Figs. 8fcl to 6{h) shows. First the defect

at the lower left corner of the lattice (with its periodic

extension at the upper right) nucleated. Then the

nucleus grew until the entire sample was reverse-

magnetized. Note how the defects seem to attract the

domain wall as it approaches them. and then try to

pin the wall to prevent its further progress. The

applied field, however, is strong enough to overcome

the pinning of the wall and bring the reversal to

completion. A hysteresis loop with high squareness

is the hallmark of this type of reversal.

[n order to investigate the pinning process and the

phenomenon of wall coercivity, we took the state of

the lattice in Fig. 6(e) as the initial state for another

simulation and set the external field to zero. Note

that because of the periodic boundary condition im-

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. I. 1991

posed on the hexagonal lattice, the several black

regions in Fig. 8iel are in fact different pieces of one

and the same reverse-magnetized domain. This

(roughly circularl domain must begin to collapse

immediately after the removal of the external field.

The reason for the collapse is that the domain wall

energy density of the material _o. = 4_ _ = 1,265

erg<cm _) is greater than the demagnetizing energy

density at the wall I_6rthM_, =0,943 erg'cm21 and,

therefore, energy minimization favors the shrinking

of the domain. Figure 9 shows the tlme evolution of

the shrinking process, with frames la} to id) corre-

sponding to t=0.44 ns. 1.12 ns, 1.16 ns. and 5.83 ns

after the external field is reset to zero [n the absence

of defects the collapse would have been complete.

but in the present situation after an initial period of

shrinking, the defects trap the domain wall and pre-

vent its collapse. Note in Fig. 9(cL for instance, how

27
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ra_ qb_

Fig. 11 !a_ Magnetization distribution pattern corresponding to the relaxation of the state in Fig. 81f_

under zero applied field. The steady state shown here is obtained after 4 ns of relaxation. _bl Dot product

of the mittal state of magnetization shown in Fig. 8If} and the final {relaxed_ state shown in Fig. 1 l!aJ. The

color coding scheme for this figure which is different from that used elsewhere in the paper is described
in the text.

the defect in the lower central part of the lattice

attracts the wall and keeps it pinned there after-

wards. Therefore. like the other types of defect

described in previous examples, defects with in.plane

antsotropy are likely responsible for the observed

wall coercivity of the RE-TM media. A comparison

of Fig. 9td) with Fig. 7 clearly indicates that the

domain is fully anchored on a number of defects.

The fact that the domain in Fig. 9(d) is stable has

practical significance in data storage applications.

since _t provides one possible mechanism for the

stability of very small thermomagnetically recorded

marks.

Figure 10 shows plots of energy E and average

magnetization .!4,) during the relaxation process

depicted in Fig. 9 As expected, the total energy Enyr

of the system decreases in time, while the average

magnetization along Z increases. A sudden jump in

the curve of energy {such as the one at t--- 1.14 ns) is

an indicator of the capture of the wall by a defect.

Plots of the various components of energy in Figs. I0

(bl and lO(cl show that the exchange and anisotropy

energies of the system generally decrease with time.

while the demagnetizing energy increases. This is to

be expected of course in the present situation since.

28

as was pointed out earlier, during relaxation the total

length of the domain wall must decrease.

Finally, starting from the state of Fig. 8If), we show

in Fig. I I the result of relaxation under zero applied

field. The magnetization pattern in Fig. IIIa) is the

steady state of the lattice obtained after 4 ns of relax-

ation. The reverse domain here is somewhat larger

than the one in Fig. 9(d), simply because it started

from a larger initial domain. The jaggedness of the

wall in Fig. 1 l(a) is particularly striking, Figure 11

(b) shows the difference between the initial state in

Fig. 8(f) and the final relaxed state

a different color coding scheme.

here is the dot product between

directions of the initial and final

in Fig. 1 [(a). using

What is depicted

the magnetization

states: each pixel

represents a scalar value in the interval E- I, -I]

corresponding to the dot product of the two umt

vectors. In this coloring scheme - l corresponds to

purple, -l to red, and the values m between are

mapped continuously to the color wheel of Fig I

Figure i l(bl clearly shows the nonuniform motion of

the wall during zero-field relaxation. While some

regions of the wall have not moved at all, others have

travelled by as much as a few hundred angstroms. In

general, the wall seems to have remained pinned on

J. Mag. Soc. Japan. Vol. 15. No. I, 1991
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several defects, while reg'lons of the wail m between

those defects have relaxed toward a state of mini-

mum energy Once ag'am, the observed behavior

confirms that _mail patches of material with in-plane

amsotropv are effech,,e m capturing' and stabilizing'

:he small d_mam'_

3. Concluding Remarks

Hypothetical mechantsms of wail coerclvlt,, m

thin films of amorphous rare earth-transition metal

alloys were examined in th_s paper Using computer

stmulatmns, we found that reg'ions as small as a few

hundred ang'stroms :n diameter, with certain devla-

tionsofthe_rstructure magnetic attributes from the

rest of the film. could trap domain walls and cause

significant changes in the value of the coercive field.

Values of the coercive field obtained by simulation

are comparable to those observed in practice.

VChether or not these hypothetical sources exist in

real materials is a question whose answer must await

further progress in experimental "nanomagnetics".

Among' the existing tools for observation of the mag-

netic state in thin films. Lorentz Electron

Microscopy 4°_ and Magnetic Force Microscopy 4_'

have the potential to clarify this situation in the near

future
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1 Motivation

The coercivity at the micron scale is a very important property of magneto-optical media [1, 2].

It is a key factor that determines the magnetic domain wall movement and domain reversal. In

this report we discuss how the coercivity is influenced by a special type of patch borders. Patch

formation is a general phenomenon in growth processes of amorphous rare-earth-transition-

metal thin films [3]. Different patches may stem from different seeds and the patch borders are

formed when they merge. Though little is known about the exact properties of the borders,

we may expect that the exchange interaction at the patch border is weaker than that within a

patch, since there is usually a spatial gap between two patches. This is the practical background

of our work.

2 The System

Our computer simulations were performed on a two-dimensinal hexagonal lattice consisting of

37 complete patches with random shape and size. Though we used the same lattice for the

results to be represented in Figs. 1 and 2, the patch borders are only highlighted by the grey

lines in Fig. 2. Some of the patches appearing in the boundaries of the lattice are actually

different parts of the same patch, because of the periodic boundary conditions. Each patch has
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its own axis of anisotropy, which is oriented randomly within a cone angle of O = 45 ° about

the perpendicular direction. Since the lattice has an area 0.256/_m × 0.222#rn, the average

dimension of each patch is about 390 ,It. This dimension is large in comparison with the width

of domain wall (_ 100 _) in the present situation.

The following set of parameters were used in the simulations: saturation magnetization

M, = 100 emu/cm 3, anisotropy energy density constant lf,, = 106 erg/cm 3, exchange stiffness

coefficient within the patches A_: = 10-rerg/cm, film thickness h = 500 A, Gilbert damping

constant a = 0.5, gyromagnetic ratio 3' = -10rHz/Oe. Different values are assigned to the

stiffness constant A_, at the patch borders. For the five patches containing a reversed domain

(see Fig.l), starting from the lower left corner and moving counterclockwise, the stiffness con-

stant on the patch borders are 10 %, 20 %, 50 %, 40 % and 30 % of the nominal value (i.e.

10 -r erg/cm). The stiffness constant on all of the remaining patch borders are 50 % times 10-r

erg/cm. There are two reasons for setting different exchange constants at the borders. One is

that in reality the borders may be different, the other is that we can simulate different cases in

a single computer run. The anisotropy constant at the central disk of each reversed domain is

10 r erg/cm 3 (i.e. 10 times the nominal value of K,,), because otherwise these initial nuclei will

not be stable.

3 Results

Fig.1 (a) shows the initial magnetization state. Five reversed domains were artificially built

in the above mentioned special patches. The patch borders are not highlighted. Following the

direction change in each of the domain wall, we see that the accumulate winding angle is equal

to 2r for each domain wall. Now we let this initial magnetic state relax for t = 0.5 ns to the

remanent state. To make sure that this state is close enough to the equilibrium state, we also

made snapshots of the magnetization at t =0.3 ns and 0.4 ns and found no difference between

them. The remanent state is illustrated in Fig.1 (b). Now we see that the lower left domain
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has two dramatic changes, while the remaining four domains remain more or less unchanged.

One change is that the domain expands to the north border of the patch. The reason is that,

the domain wall is initially very close to the border which has a very low exchange energy (10

%). Therefore, it sticks to the border, just as a domain wall sticks to a void region [1, 2],

to make the minimum wall energy. The other change experienced by this domain is that the

winding number becomes zero, i.e. the dipoles in the domain wall region align in the same

direction. If there were no border, the winding number would not have been changed, since

changing a winding number must experience a stage where anti-parallel dipoles are generated,

which corresponds to a higher exchange energy. In the present case of weak exchange coupling,

the winding angle can be changed because there is no such energy barrier.

In order to investigate the coercivity of domain wall motion, we applied a magnetic field in the

negative z-direction to the lattice. At first, we applied a field of Hz = -1000 Oe. Fig.2(a) is a

snapshot of the steady state at t = 1.3 as. Here we see that the lower left domain expands to

fill the whole patch. This means that, when the reversed domain is near a border with weak

exchange interaction, the coercivity of domain wall motion is very low. The reason is that the

magnetization outside the patch cannot exert a sufncient exchange force to keep the dipoles

inside the patch upwards. At the next stage, we increase the strength of the applied field to

Hz = -1500 Oe and let the system start from the state of Fig.2(a). Fig.2(b) shows the new

steady state at t = 2.45 ns. Since the exchange interaction is too weak, the reversed domain in

the lower left corner does not influence too much on the magnetization outside the patch. This

means that, for the magnetization outside (and near) that patch to reverse, i.e. the domain wall

moves beyond the patch, the external field must overcome the nucleation coercivity, but not

the wall motion coercivity. To estimate this nucleation coercivity, we neglect the demagnetizing

field and the 10 % exchange interaction and consider the patch border as a straight open border.

Then it is easy to find out that the critical magnetic field strength to reverse the magnetization

at the open border is about 40 % of the anisotropy field. In the present case this critical field

is equal to -S kOe, which is obviously much stronger than what we applied to the film (-1.5
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kOe). Therefore, for a patch with weak exchange borders, we can conclude that the inside

reversed domain can easily expand to fill the patch, but it is difficult to move beyond tile patch

border. This picture also applies to the patch whose borders have 20 70 exchange constant, see

the reversed domain in the lower right corner in Fig.2(b). In contrast to these two cases, the

reversed domain in the extreme right with borders of 50 70 exchange strength and that in the

upper central patch with borders of 40 % exchange strength do not expand too much. because

for stronger exchange borders, the coercivity of wall motion is higher.

The reversed domain in the upper left corner whose borders have 30 % exchange strength in

Fig.2(b) shows a compromise case. In this case, we see that the coercivity of domain wall

motion is less than 1500 Oe and yet, when the domain reaches the borders, the exchange force

produced by the reversed domain inside the patch and the external field together makes the

domain expand a little bit outside the patch borders. It then stops because the exchange

interaction inside a patch is strong and so is the coercivity of domain wall motion. Now we

increase the applied field to Hz = -2000 Oe and let the system start from the state of Fig.2(b).

Fig.2(c)-(e) are snapshots of systems at t = 0.95 ns, 1.25 ns and 1.55 ns. Now we see that

the applied field is stronger than the coercivity of wall motion and the four domains with

relatively stronger exchange interaction borders expand, and until eventually all the lattice is

reversed (not shown in the figure). In the process of domain expansion, we see that the domain

in the lower left corner does not expand, because the applied field is still weaker than the

corresponding nucleation field, i.e. _ -8 kOe, as was mentioned before.

From this series of simulations we may conclude that the domain in the patch with borders

of 30 % exchange strength can expand most easily to the whole lattice, because the exchange

strength of the border is not too high to prevent the domain from growing within the patch

and it is not too low to prevent the domain from expanding beyond the patch.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 (a) The initial state has five reversed domains. These domains are located inside patches

whose borders have 10 % (lower left), 20 % lower right, 30 % (upper left), 40 % (upper right)

and 50 % (middle right) exchange strength. (b) The remanent state after relax from the state

(a) for 0.5 ns.

Fig.2 Evolution of the magnetization under an applied field. (a) The steady state under H. =

-1000 Oe is reached after t =1.3 ns starting from the state of Fig.l(b). (b) The steady state

under H_ = -1500 Oe is reached after t = 2.45 ns starting from (a). (c)-(e) Evoluiton starting

from (b) under Hz = -2000 Oe at t = 0.95 ns, 1.25 ns and 1.55 ns.
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(a)

Fig. 1

(b)
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Fig. 2

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 2

(d)
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(e)

Fig. 2
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In this document we analyze the various sources of noise which are often encountered in magneto-

optical readout systems. Although the focus is on magneto-optics, most sources of noise are common

among the various optical recording systems and one can easily adapt the results of this work to other

media and systems. A description of the magneto-optical readout system under consideration is given

in Section 1; also described there are the standard methods and the relevant terminology of signal and

noise measurement. After these preliminary considerations, the characteristics of thermal noise,

which originates in the electronic circuitry of readout, are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we

consider the most fundamental of all sources of noise, the shot noise, and give a detailed account of

its statistical properties. Shot noise, which is due to random fluctuations in photon arrival times, is an

ever=present noise in optical detection. Since the performance of magneto-optical recording devices

in use today is approaching the limit imposed by the shot noise, it is important that the reader have a

good grasp of this particular source of noise. In Section 4 we describe a model for the laser noise,

and present measurement results which yield numerical values for the strength of the laser power

fluctuations. Spatial variations of the disk reflectivity and random depolarization phenomena also

contribute to the overall level of noise in readout; these and related issues are treated in Section 5.

The final section is devoted to numerical simulation results, describing some of the more frequently

encountered sources of noise which accompany the recorded waveform itself, namely, jitter noise and

signal-amplitude-fluctuation noise.
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!. Preliminaries :

depicted in Fig. 1.

Appendix F

Throughout this chapter, frequent reference will be made to the readout system

The light source in this system is a semiconductor diode laser which operates at a

constant (CW) output power levetf. The reflected light from the magneto-optical disk consists of a

polarization component parallel to the direction of incident polarization X, and a perpendicular

component Y which carries information about the recorded data.

For the purpose of monitoring the laser power fluctuations, the leaky polarizing-beam-splitter

directs a small fraction -12 of the emitted light towards a photodetector;, the output of this detector is

fed back to the laser in order to stabilize its radiation level. The light transmitted by the leaky PBS is

linearly polarized along X but, upon reflection from the disk, it acquires a Y-component as well. In

the return path, the leaky PBS provides the detection module with a fraction ? of the X-component

as well as the entire Y-component. The latter is the magneto-optically generated signal which carries

the desired information; the former, although barren of such information, is needed in the scheme of

differential detection in order to properly extract the data.

To eliminate the ellipticity of the beam, a phase compensator (either quarter-wave plate or

adjustable Soleil-Babinet retarder) is employed. A regular PBS, with its axes at 45 o to X and Y,

together with detectors #1 and #2 comprise a balanced differential detection module. These detectors

are low-noise, photodiode/preamplifier integrated circuits whose outputs are fed to a differential

amplifier for subtraction and further amplification.

Let us now describe the units of signal and noise which ate commonly used in practical

measurements. A constant (DC) voltage V or current I is specified in terms of the power P that it

delivers to a fixed resistor R, that is, P. VZ/R or P = RI z. The standard value of R is 50 O and the

power thus measured may be stated either in Watts or in milliWatts. In the logarithmic units known

I'For the purpose of noise reduction in practice the laser drive current is modulated at a frequency in

the range of several hundred MHz. Generally, the modulation frequency is well beyond the

bandwidth of the detection system and is ignored by the detectors. Signal and noise analysis,

therefore, may proceed by ignoring the modulation of the laser and treating its beam as CW.
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as deciBell (dB) the strength of the signal is defined as 10 logzo P, if P is in Watts the logarithmic

unit is called dBw, and if P is in milliWatts it is known as dBm. For example, the power of a l Volt

DC signal is 13 dBm, while that of a I Amp DC current is 47 dBm. The same rules and definitions

apply to single-frequency (AC) signals, provided of course that one remembers that the effective

(root-mean-square) amplitude of a sinusoid is l/v/'2 times its maximum amplitude.

When the dimensionless ratio of two quantities such as Pz/P 2 or Vz/V 2 or Ii/I 2 is expressed on the

logarithmic scale, the units are specified as dB. It must be emphasized that the ratio of powers in dB

is defined as 10 log PI/P2, whereas for currents and voltages the correct definition is 20 log (11/I 2)

and 20 log (Vx/V2).

If a signal is amplified prior to the measurement, then the gain G must also be taken into account.

Generally, when one uses a logarithmic scale, one must subtract the value of 20 Iogso G from the

signal power in order to eliminate the gain factor. It is important here that the gain be dimensionless,

that is, voltage be amplified to voltage and current be amplified to current. If, on the other hand,

current is amplified to voltage (or vice versa) then the gain must be adjusted to take account of the

resistance R. For instance, if the initial noise current has a power of RI t, after amplification (and

conversion to voltage) its power will become G212/R. Therefore, the proper gain coefficient in this

instance is not G but G/R (where R is typically 50 t"l).

Unlike the signal, noise has a broad spectrum and its strength (or power) depends on the

bandwidth within which it is being measured. The spectral density of the noise is usually defined as

the average noise power delivered to a 50 fI resistor within a bandwidth of 1 Hz, and is denoted by

R ( in" ) or (v n 2 )/R, depending on whether the noise is due to fluctuations of current or voltage. We

shall denote the rms noise current by in , although formally the appropriate notation is _/( in 2 ).

Similarly the rms noise voltage shall be denoted by vn . It is customary in practice to measure the

noise power not in a 1 Hz bandwidth, but in a 30 kI..Iz bandwidth, and express the result in dBw or

dBm. Thus, a noise current of 10 pA/Vt-H"_ will have a power of

10 lOgso(50 x 10-:: x 30000) - -158.24 dBw I, -128.24 dBm .
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Similarly, the measured power of a noise voltage with the spectral density of 1 nV/v/H_, will be

10 1o81o(10- x8 × 30000/50) = -152.22 dBW = -122.22 dBm .

In the above example, if one assumes that an amplifier with a gain of G = 100 VIA is used to convert

current to voltage, then the normalized gain G/R will be equal to 2. This means that the noise current

must be 6 dB below the level of the noise voltage, as is indeed the case.
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2. Noise in the Electronic Circuitry: The fluctuating conduction electrons within resistors and

transistors of an electronic circuit create a random voltage or current at the circuit's output terminal.

When these fluctuations are caused by thermal motion of the electrons the resulting noise is referred

to as Johnson noise. A resistor R at an equilibrium temperature T exhibits a noise whose spectrum is

flat for practically all frequencies of interest. If the Johnson noise of this resistor is measured within

a bandwidth B, the resulting magnitude of the noise current will be

4k_ TB
< itha >'= R

I)

In the above equation the brackets (.) indicate statistical averaging or averaging over time, k8 is

Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10 -:_ Joule/°K), T is the absolute temperature (in degrees Kelvin), B is

the bandwidth (in Hertz), and R is the resistance (in Ohms). For simplicity's sake we shall denote

the root-mean-square value of the noise current by ith instead of v/_ ith 2 >. Since the frequency

spectrum of thermal noise is flat, one usually specifies the strength of the noise in a ! Hz bandwidth.

Thus the noise amplitude of a 1 kfl resistor at room temperature is about 4 pA/v/-_. If the

bandwidth of the measuring system happens to be B = 1 MI-Iz, then the measured noise current will

be 4 hA. The corresponding rms noise voltage is then given by vth = R ith = 4 #V.

An amplifier, in addition to multiplying the input noise amplitude by a gain factor, introduces a

noise of its own. This is because in transistors, for instance, random generation and recombination of

electrons and holes, or the random arrival of these carriers at the collector, create current and voltage

fluctuationst .The excess noise of an amplifier is generally characterized by the noise factor F, which

is the ratio of the available output noise (including contributions by the amplifier) to the available

output noise arising from the input alone [I]. Although every stage of the amplification process

t The terms shot noise and flicker (or l/f) noise are often used in referring to these fluctuations. The

1// noise is limited to the very low frequency range of the spectrum and, for all the practical

situations considered in this chapter, it makes negligible contribution to the overall noise level.
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contributes to the overall noise level, it is usually the case that the preamplifier (i.e., the first stage)

makes the most significant contribution, simply because the noise from this stage is amplified more

than that from the following stages. In any event, since the electronic noise ks independent of the

readout signal, there shall be no need to analyze its various components separately; instead, it shall be

treated in its entirety as one source of noise. By measuring the spectrum of noise at the differential

output of the system while blocking the laser beam from reaching the detectors (see Fig. 1) one

obtains an accurate picture of the total electronic noise contribution.

Another manifestation of the thermal noise is the so-called dark current of photodetectors. Within

the bulk of the semiconductor crystal constituting a photodiode, some valence electrons are thermally

excited into the conduction band, giving rise to a current similar to that generated by photo-induced

electrons. Unlike Johnson noise, however, the average value of the dark current is nonzero.

Fluctuations of the dark current around its average value are known as dark-current-noise. These

fluctuations are very similar to the shot noise which will be described in the next section. For the

purpose of analysis, dark current and its associated noise may be treated by adding an equivalent

(constant) light power level to the incident power on the photodetector. We will return to this topic at

the end of section 3.
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3. Shot Noise in Photodetection : Direct detection of optical signals usually entails their conversion

into electrical signals by a photodetector. Photodetection is a quantum process whereby incident

photons cause the release of electrons, which then go on to produce an electric curren_

Unfortunately, the photons do not arrive at well=defined instants of time; rather, their arrival times

are random. The random arrival of photons at the detector creates fluctuations in the res'=!.'ing

photocurrent, which is generally known as the shot noise [2]. In this section we study propert._s of

the shot noise as casued by coherent light. The basic property of coherent light is that the number of

photons arriving during any time interval, say It, t + r], is independent of the number arriving during

any other (non=overlapping) interval. If the interval is sufficiently short, then there is either one

photon arriving in that interval or there is none at all. Assuming that the incident beam is

monochromatic with frequency u, and that its power at time t is Po(t), the probability of a single

photon arriving during the short interval At is given by

} Po(t) Atp n,= l,[t,t+At] ,= hu
(2)

where hv is the energy of individual photons of frequency _. Not every photon of course creates one

photoelectron. The quantum efficiency )7 of a photodetector is defined as the probability of a free

electron being generated by an incident photon. Thus the chance that one photoelectron is released

during the short interval At is given by

p{ n = l,[t,t+ At]} ,, ()7/hu) Po(t) At .
(3)

Next we derive an expression for the probability that a number n of photoelectrons is produced in the

interval [0, t] by the incident laser power Po(t). The probability of having n + 1 electrons in [0, t + At]

is related to the course of events in [0,t] by the fact that either there axe n electrons in [0,t], in which,

case the extra electron is created in [t, t + At], or there axe n + 1 electrons in [0,t] and none in [t,

t + At]. (Since At is assumed very short, the chance of two or more photoelectrons being generated in
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[t, t + At] is ignored.) From Eq. (3) we know the probability for the generation of one electron in a

short interval; the probability of having no electrons at all in the same interval is l minus the

probability of having one electron. Combining these arguments, we arrive at the following equation :

which, after some rearrangements, yields :

_-_p n+ l,[0,tI = ())/hu)Po(t)p n,[O,t] -p n+ l,[0,t] .
(4)

When thereareno electronsin theentireinterval,Eq. (4)simplifiesto

d p{ n . O, [O,t]} m - 07/ho) Po(t) p{n l O, [O,t]}
(5)

whose solution is readily obtainedas follows :

The integration constant A must be equal to 1, since at t - 0 the probability of having no electrons

must be unity. Therefore,

where

p{n.O,[O,t]}= exp(°l) (6)
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t

It = (rl/hu) fO P°(t) dt (7)

(

We nov,, replace Eq. (6)in Eq. (4) and calculate p in = 1, [0,t] _.
Afterwards we calculate the

then for n 3, and so on. The general solution is found to beprobability for n = ,., =

{ } Anp n, [0,t] ,, exp (-A) -_-.).
(8)+

Several important properties of the shot noise may be derived from the above distribution function.

For instance, the average number of photoelectrons generated in [0, t] is

That is,

n [0,t] = Aexp(-A) ,,A

n=0 n-0

t

< n > - (rl/hv) IO P°(t) dt
(9)

Thus the average number of electrons released in [0,t] is proportional to the total optical energy

collected in that time interval. Similarly, the variance of the number of electrons is

an=<n s>-<n>: = nap n,[O,t] - <n>: = n: 7. exp(-A) -

n 0 n 0

= exp (-k) (n .7 _)! - exp (-A) A _ + _ ,,,i

n-O _ n-O n 0

t The probability distribution in Eq. (8) is known as the Poisson distribution.
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The standard deviation an of the number of photoelectrons released in [O,t] is thus given by

O'n I (rl/hv) Po(t) dt (10)

Equations (9) and (10) are very important in the analysis of shot noise insofar as they relate the

incident laser power Po(t) to the strength of the photocurrent signal and the inherent shot noise which

accompanies it.

The sensitivity r/s of a photodiode is generally defined as the average photocurrent (in Amperes)

produced for 1 Watt of incident power. From Eq. (9),

_e (ll)_s" h_

where e = i.6 x 10-x9 Coulomb is the electronic charge, h = 6.62 x 10=_( erg. see is Planck's constant,

and v is the frequency of the incident light. For a typical value of _/ = 0.85 at a = 800 rim, the

photodiode sensitivity is found from Eq. (11) to be _/s = 0.55 A/W. Now, if the signal S and the noise

N are defined in terms of the integrated current (instead of the integrated number of electrons), and

if the detector sensitivity r/, is used in place of the quantum efficiency r/, we find

l

S - e ( n ) = rls IO P°(t) dt (12)

N=eo n = erls Po(t) dt . (13)

Example 1 : Let a 1 roW, 100 ns pulse of laser (a - 800 rim) be incident on a photodiode with

quantum efficiency 17= 0.85. If the pulse is uniformly integrated, the ratio of signal to noise
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(averaged over many repetitions of the experiment) will be •
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= (n/hv)

I

Po(t)
dt = 1.85x 104 -- 85.34dB.

This is a healthy signal-to-noise ratio for most practical applications.

Spectral Analysis of Shot Noise : Another characteristic of the shot noise is its power spectrum,

which we are about to describe. Let each photoelectron generated within the detector give rise to an

output electric current or voltage waveform h(t)t. The collective output ¢_t) is thus written as

y...--.

¢,(t) = ___ eh(t - ti) )

i

(14)

where e is the electronic charge and ti is the instant of time at which the i'th electron has been

released. Let us confine attention temporarily to that part of _(t) which belongs to the finite time

interval [-T, 2"]; later, T will be allowed to approach infinity in order to eliminate the consequences of

this truncation. The Fourier transform of the truncated _(t) is given by

I _t) exp (-i2xft) dt - e E exp (-i2_rfl i)
_r('t') = -T i

= e H(/) E exp (-i2x[t i)

i

h(t) exp (-i2x[t) dt

(15)

t Quite generally, h(t) may describe the response of a cascade of elements from the detector itself to

amplifiers, to filters, to signal processing circuitry, so long as all these elements are linear.
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H(/') is the Fourier transform of h(t), which is usually referred to as the detection system's transfer

function. The power spectral density of ¢(t) is defined as

:#,(/) = _,,,, < _ it,r(/')[ z >, (16)
T -=,,co

where the brackets signify statistical averaging over all possible output functions ¢(t). In Eq. (16) the

normalization by 2T ensures that the integral of the spectral density function J'¢(f) over the entire

range of frequencies remains finite. Now, replacing for )T(/') from Eq. (15) into Eq. (16) yields

1

T--, oo
i j

Separating the terms with i = j from those with i _, j, Eq. (17) is rewritten as

(18)

The first bracketed term on the right=hand-side of the above equation is the average number of

photoelectronsreleasedin [-T,TI. As for the second term,itmay be decomposed and expressedas

the productof terms containingi and j only,sincedifferentelectronsare releasedindependently.

Thus

_'1 (/,) I e | [H(/)l | _

7',-,,,oo
2__ 1<n) , (.(n-I))

T

f_:o(t) exp (-i2_r.ft)dt

T

f.:o (t)dt

,

(19)
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Replacing for ( n ) and ( n2 ) from Eqs. (9) and (I0), we obtain

131

T-=. oo

er/_ rls
_T _ o(0at+ _y

T

f=/o(t) exp(-i2rft) dt
(20)

Equation (20) is the main result of this section and contains several important pieces of information.

First, it shows that the transfer function of the system, IH( I', simply multiplies the total spectrum.

Second, the shot noise spectral density (first term on the right-hand-side) is independent of

frequency, but proportional to the average incident power. Third, the spectrum of the optical signal

Po(t), aside from the addition of the shot noise and multiplication by In( l', is fully reproduced

within the spectrum of the signal _t).

The power spectral density of the shot noise is flat (i.e., frequency-inde_ndent) and is given by

Nsna, (f) - e_, (Po(t) ) . (21)

In Eq. (21) the brackets are used to indicate time=averaging (as opposed to ensemble averaging).

Assuming that the overall gain is unity, the system's bandwidth B may be defined as follows •

(22)

The factor

components. The total (integrated) shot noise power within a given bandwidth then becomes

.2 fB< *,hot > = N,hot (/) a� = 2en, (t'o(t) ) g.
=B

1/2 in this equation is due to H(f) having both positive and negative frequency

(23)
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The total signal power is the integral of its spectral density over the entire frequency range.

Assuming that the system transfer function H(f) does not enhance, attenuate, or otherwise modify the

spectrum of Po(t), we write

, fooSignal Power ,, rls g_
T-.oo -OO _'_ T 12f Po(t) exp (-i2x/t) dt d/

-T

T

2 I f poZ(t) dt" rts ;£,:,,_ _-f
T-.oo -T

2

- qs (Po_(t) ) . (24)

In writing the second equality above we have invoked Parseval's theorem [2], which states that the

area under the graph of the squared modulus of a given function is equal to the area under the graph

of the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of that function.

Using Eqs. (23) and (24), one can now write the signal-to-shot-noise ratio as follows :

( t',, (t)) ]SNR - 10 logx. 2.er/s(Po(t) ) B

(25)

Example 2 : Equivalent noise power (ENP) for a photodetector is usually defined as the incident

light power which produces a signal amplitude equal to the noise amplitude. For shot noise, the ENP

can be calculated from Eq. (25) as 2eB/rls. Thus for a typical value of r/s - 0.5 A/tt', ENP for a shot-

noise-limited detector is 6.4 × 10"xg W/Hz.
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Dark-Current Noise : As mentioned in theprecedingsection,dark-currentnoiseof photodiodesis

closelyrelatedto the photon shot noise. Their similarityarisesfrom the factthatdark-current

electrons,which are thermallygenerated,are produced randomly and independentlyof each other.If

the bulkof thesemiconductorwhich comprisesthephotodiodeiskeptata constanttemperature,then

the rate of generation of the dark-current electrons is constant. Denoting the average dark current by

I_, the corresponding noise spectral density (in Amp�K) will be

ictark = 2v'_a . (26)

In practice the noises of the entire electronic circuitry (including the dark-current noise of the

photodiodes) are lumped together and treated as a single component of the total system noise.
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4. The Laser Noise • The laser light amplitude E is not constant, but varies randomly with time. Its

fluctuations are rooted in the instabilities of the laser cavity which results in mode hopping and mode

competition [3-5]. One can write the following expression for the amplitude of the light beam •

E(t)= Eoll +6e(1)]exp (-ia:t) (27)

where 6e(t) is a dimensionless, complex quantity with 16,(t)[ << 1 for all times t. Figure 2 is a

diagram showing i + 6,(0 as the sum of two vectors in the complex plane. Assuming that the

complex phase of Be(t) can assume all values between 0 and 2x, it is observed that 1 + 6e(t) is

confinedtoa smalldiskcenteredat(I,0) inthe complex plane.

The laserpower isproportionaltotheelectricfieldintensityand isthereforegivenby :

(28).

The rms fluctuationsof the laserpower arethusequalto 2PoA, where

A, = J< Real a ['6¢(t)] > (29)

Unlike the spectraof shotnoiseand Johnson noise,the spectrum of 6,(t)isnot necessarilyflat.In

general,the frequency responseof any measurement system has a finiterange and a nonuniform

magnitude,thusrequiringthatthe spectralcontentof 6,(t)be properlytrimmed and adjusted,before

usingitinEq. (29)tocalculatetherms noisevalue.

When one measures the spectrum of the laser power fluctuations using a photodetector (i.e.,

intensity detection), one obtains a trace on the spectrum analyzer which, in addition to the desired

spectrum, contains contributions from the shot noise and the thermal noise of the detection circuitry.

The thermal noise, however, may be measured independently by observing the detector output when

the beam is blocked, and the shot noise may be estimated from Eq. (23) using the average incident
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light power Po" It may also happen that the fluctuations of 6e(l) have a limited frequency content, in

which case the noise outside the range of frequencies of 6e(t) is identified as the sum of shot noise

and electronic noise. Since both the shot and thermal noises have flat spectra, one can then proceed

to subtract their contributions from the total spectrum and obtain the spectrum of the laser power

fluctuationst.

Example 3: Figure 3 shows the measured noise spectra at the output of the laser monitor in a

typical experiment (see Fig. 1). The lower trace corresponds to the electronic noise which is

monitored in the absence of the light beam, and the upper trace shows the total noise with an incident

light power of Po = 380 _W. The PIN photodiode/amplifier used for these measurements had a

sensitivity of r/s = 0.42 A/W at the laser wavelength of 680 rim, and a gain (i.e., current to voltage

conversion factor) of G = 104 VIA. The electronic noise level read from Fig. 3 is -84 dBm. This is

the power delivered to a 50 fl resistor in a bandwidth of 30 kHz; thus the rms thermal noise voltage at

the amplifier output is vtn = 80 nV/v/-ff'i, and the corresponding noise current at the output of the

photodiode prior to amplification is ira = 8 pA/v_'z. The shot noise current density is calculated

from Eq. (23) as follows :

ish - ._2e _s Po = ,12 x 1.6 x 10-zg x 0.42 x 380 x 10"- 7.2 pA/vrH'z.

Since the total noise power in Fig. 3 is about 14 dB (i.e., a factor of 25) above the thermal noise level,

we have

.| .1 .l
ith 4. 1511 4. Ilase r

lth

,- 25,

t Since the shot noise spectral level is proportional to Po, whereas that of the laser power fluctuations

is proportional to Po2, it is tempting to suggest that a plot of the total noise power versus Po should

behave as a 4.bPo + cPo2, from which one can sort out the individual contributions. The problem with

this approach, however, is that 6e(t) itself may depend in an unknown manner on Pg, causing the

argument to fail.
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from which we find ilasee = 38.5 pA/_/-_.. This is the rms current fluctuation caused by the laser

noise at the photodiode output (prior to amplification). The laser noise may be normalized by the

average laser power and stated as a relative intensity noise (RIN), that ks,

RIN = 20 log (itaser/rls Po) = 20 log
38.5x 10-12

0.42 x 380 x 10-e
-_ -132.5 dB.

Since the laser noise spectrum in Fig. 3 is relatively flat through the frequency range /= 0 to

/ = 10 MHz, one can easily integrate the RIN over the entire 10 MHz bandwidth of the system and

obtain the figure of -62.5 dB for the integrated RIN. Comparison with Eqs. (2g) and (29) then shows

that the rms value of Real [6e(t)], confined to a 10 MHz bandwidth, is &e " 4 x 10-4.

Example 4 : The spectra shown in Fig. 4 correspond to the output of a laser monitor which is a

low-noise, hybrid PIN photodiode/amplifier with a sensitivity of rls = 0.5 A/W at A = g30 nm [7].

The detector's current to voltage conversion factor is G = 3.64 x 104 V/A. The lower trace shows the

spectrum of the detector output in the absence of light. The -88 dBm electronic noise level

corresponds to vtn ,, 51 nV/v_ at the amplifier output and to t'ts = 1.4 pA/v/_ at its input. The

upper trace was obtained when 39/_W of laser light was incident on the detector. From Eq. (23) the

shot noise current density (prior to amplification) is found to be isn = 2.5 pA/v/"_., thus

.1 .1 .3
(_tn + t_n)/_tn _- 4.2 = 6.2 dB.

Therefore, the thermal-plus-shot noise level must be about 6.2 dB above the thermal noise level in

Fig. 4. The remaining noise is due to fluctuations of the laser power, which may now be separated

out. Let us approximate the frequency-dependence of the total noise density in Fig. 4 with a linear

function as follows :

ittn + tsh + Iiaser '_' 23 1.3 f (f in MHz).10 log .9 - -
lth
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This expression leads to the following frequency-dependence for the laser noise :

137

(itaser/ith) _ _- -4.2 + 200 exp (-0.3 f) (f in MHz).

The above function is now averaged over the frequency range from f = 0 to/" ,, 10 MHz, yielding the

average value of 59 for (itaser/ith) 2. Thus the average noise current arising from the laser power

fluctuations (within a 10 MHz bandwidth) is itaser _- 10.75 pA/V'H-_. Normalization by r)s Po yields an

average RIN of -125.2 C3, and the rms value of the E-field fluctuations over the 10 MHz bandwidth

of interest is Ae -_ 8.7 x 10-4.
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5. Noise Due to Disk Surface Reflectivity Fluctuations and Depolarization : In the following

analysis it will be assumed that the disk spins at a constant speed, and that the noise is measured on

an erased track, that is, one with no reverse-magnetized domains. The effective light power incident

on the disk surface is denoted by Po, and the losses due to reflections from or transmissions through

the various optical elements in the system are ignored. (If need be, however, such losses can easily be

incorporated into the results later.) The three sources of noise considered here include : i) amplitude

and phase variations of the X-polarized reflected light; ii) random depolarization of the incident (X-

polarized) beam; and iii) amplitude and phase fluctuations of the magneto-optically generated

component of polarization along Y[8-11]. The physical mechanisms responsible for these noises are

described below.

For various reasons, there will be fluctuations in the effective reflectivity rx for the X-component

of polarization. First, the material composition and/or structure varies across the disk. Second, if

there are grooves on the disk surface, their edge roughness is likely to scatter the light in a random

fashion. Third, there are residual amounts of off-track and defocus errors that vary with time and,

therefore, cause the reflectivity to fluctuate. Some of these noise sources are fixed on the disk and,

consequently, their time-dependencies scale with the disk velocity;, others, such as those due to

mechanical vibrations or focus/track errors, are caused by fluctuations elsewhere in the system and do

not scale with the velocity. In any event, assuming that these fluctuations are small, one writes :

where _x(t) is a small, dimensionless, complex coefficient, representing the fractional variations of rx .

There exit3 the possibility of conversion of some of the X-polarized incident light into Y-

polarized reflected light due to depolarization, as distinct from the magneto-optic conversion. This

phenomenon is partly due to substrate-birefringence, but is also caused by the various scattering

mechanisms at work on the disk surface. Perhaps the best way to characterize the depolarization

contribution to noise is by defining a disk reflection coefficient rxy as follows :
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rxy (t) = rxo 6xy(t) ; [6xyl << 1
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(31)

where, as before, 6xy (t) is a small, dimensionless, complex coefficient.

Finally, there is the magneto-optic contribution to the Y-polarized reflected

completely erased track, one may write the Y=component of the reflectivity as follows •

light. For a

r,,,>- : Isy] << i. (3"-t

Some of the fluctuations in ry originate from the structural/magnetic variations of the disk material

along the length of the track, but there is also a correlation between fluctuations in ry and those in rx.

For instance, if more X-polarized light is reflected, then less light will be available to interact with

the magnetization of the material and produce the Y-polarized component. For the sake of simplicity,

we shall ignore all possible correlations among 6x , 8xy, and 6y, and treat these parameters as

independent random variables.

The phase compensator in the data detection branch of the readout system of Fig. 1 eliminates the

nominal ellipticity of the beam by bringing rxo and ryo in phase with each other. Consequently, we

assume at the outset that ryo/rxo is real and, to emphasize its realness, we shall write it as Iryo/rxo].

The compensator will have no influence whatsoever on the noise coefficients 6z and 8y, and will

modify 6xy only by the addition of an irrelevant constant phase angle. The power incident on

individual detectors is thus written as :

where the plus (minus) sign applies to the incident power P: (P:) on detector #1 (#2).

above expression and ignoring the second order terms in the noise variables,

photocurrents S x and S 2 of the detectors as follows :

Expanding the

we find the
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Real + 6x ) ± 6xy (33)

The sum of the two detector signals is thus given by

S 1 + S z = ,7_Po'_2 Ir, olZ Il + Iryo/'/r, ol']

+2e'P°lrx°lz '/ZReal[6e+_x] + "xo [ ] +
2

(34)
J

The first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (34) is the average photocurrent signal of the two

detectors. The second term represents the fluctuations of this signal, and consists of three

contributions: The contributions due to the laser noise 6e and the noise in the X-component of

reflectivity 6x are proportional to ,/2. The second contribution comes from depolarization noise 6xy

and is proportional to [ryo/rxo [. Note that individual channels have a much larger noise component

arising from depolarization, but in adding the two channels, much of this noise cancels out. The third

contribution is a combination of the laser noise 6e and the noise in the magneto-optic component of

the reflected light 6y; it is proportional to [ryo/rxo[ z. In practice, [ryo/rxo [ is usually much smaller

than ,/z and, therefore, the second and third contribudo_ to the noise may be neglected. Under

these circumstances the total fluctuations of the sum signal arise from electronic noise, shot noise,

laser noise, and the rx noise. Since all but the last of these fluctuations can be measured when the

disk is stoPl:_d, the excess noise observed upon spinning the disk is attributed to the rx contribution.

The output of the differential detection system is proportional to the difference of the two

detector signals, namely,

Sx- Sz _- 2_sPo,/ [rxo[ [ryo[{ l + Real[2_e + 6x + _y] +[rX°[Real[_xy]}"ryo
(35)
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The first term on the right-hand-side of this equation is the magneto-optic signal, observed in the

erased state of the disk. The second term is the combined contribution of the laser noise 6e and the

reflectivity noises 6x and 6y; depolarization noise 6xy constitutes the third term. Note that the

depolarization term has a larger coefficient than the other noise term, and may therefore be the

dominant noise in magneto-optical readout.

One observes that in going from the sum signal of Eq. (34) to the difference signal of Eq. (35_,

the contribution of (6e + 6x) is attenuated by a factor of [ryo/'_rxo [. The reason is that the laser noise

and the rx noise are identical in the two channels and, for a balanced system, they cancel out. The

residual noise observed in this instance is due to the interference with the magneto-optic component,

ryo. The same thing, of course, happens to the ry noise, but there the interference with rx creates a

term larger than the original ry noise; that is why the coefficient of (6e + 6y) in the difference signal

is larger than that in the sum signal by a factor of ["/rxo/ryo[. Similar considerations apply to the

depolarization noise 6_y.

The signals S 1 and Sz of the individual detectors may themselves be written in terms of the sum

and difference signals in the following way :

Sz, Sz- _(Sz+Sz) + ½(Sz-Sz) (36)

Itthusbecomes clearthatthesum signalisthecommon-mode signal,sharedby thetwo detectorsand

rejectedonly by the differentialamplifier.Practicaldifferentialamplifiers,unfortunately,have a

finitecommon-mode-rejection-ratio(CMRR), and thenoiseaccompanying thesum signalinEq. (34)

alsoappearsat the output,albeitaftera substantialattenuation.In the remainderof thissectionwe

shallassume thatthe differentialamplifierhas a largeCMRR, and thus proceed to ignorethe

common-mode noise.

The rms valuesof the variousfluctuatingparameters(withinthe bandwidth of the system)are

now definedasfollows:
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A . _< Real 2 E6x(t)] > (37a)

Ay = i< Real 2 [ty (t)] > (37b)

Axy " _< Real 2 [6xy (t)] > (37c)

The total signal and the rms noise (including thermal and shot noises but excluding the residual

common-mode noise) at the differential output are thus written as

%,,,, -. 2,7,po'_l,',ol Ir_,ol (38)

., (.. J},.o,. -. 2,,h+_,_,t'o.7, I,.o1' l + I,'yo/'f,xol' n

+ I2qsPo7 ]rxo ] ]r,o 1]' [4A_+ d+ A_+ ]rxo/ryol' A_y] (39,

From a practical system design standpoint, there is an advantage in choosing 7 as small as

possible, so that the most light can get through to the disk during the writing process. However,

Eqs. (38) and (39) indicate that "7 cannot be made too small either, since in that eventuality the

thermal noise becomes dominant and the overall signal-m-noise ratio (SNR) suffers. _t must therefore

be large enough to bring the total noise level well above the level of the thermal noise. In the ideal

case, when "t is sufficiently large to make the thermal noise negligible, the SNR becomes independent

of _ and can be expressed as follows:

2_,P,Ir_ol' (40)SNRiaea 1 ""

eBEl + Iryo/_/r.ol'] + 2r/sPolr),ol'E4A l+d+_,_+ ]r.o/ryo[' dy]
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Of course, the ideal SNR is never attained in practice, but it can be approached closely. From

Eq. (39) the critical value % of "7, at which the thermal noise strength equals the combined strength

of all the other noises, is given by

.2

z tth (41)

": ( Ee ))sPo [rxo[ z l + [ryo/'lrxo[ z + 2 (q,/eB) Po [ryo[ = 4A_ + A_ + _ + Irxo/r ol=_

When '7 = ?c, the SNR is only 3 dB below its ideal value; when ,_ = 2"_c, the gap shrinks to 1 dB, and

with "1= 3"Yc, the ideal SNR is only 0.5 dB away. Further increases of ? beyond these values are

hardly justified; in fact, for large values of "y, the common-mode noise begins to appear in the

differential output, causing the SNR to deteriorate.

According to Eq. (40), beyond the shot noise limit one is in a regime where the dominant noise is

proportional to the signal; therefore, increasing the laser power Po does not enhance the SNR. In this

regime, if the depolarization noise 8xy happens to be an important contributor, then increasing ryo

will diminish the noise. On the other hand, if the laser noise 8e and/or the reflectivity noises 6x and

8y are dominant, increasesin ryo willhave no effecton the SNR. These are some of the issuesto

contemplateinoptimizingthe readoutsystem.

Example 5 : Considerthe readoutsystemof Fig.I,operatingunder the followingconditions: laser

wavelength ,_,,680 nm, effectivelaserpower incidenton the disk Po " 2 roW, disk reflectivity

rx - 0.5,diskmagneto-opticreflectioncoefficientry - 0.005,leakageparameterof thebeam-splitter

= 0.4,photodetectorsensitivityr/s-0.42 A/W, preamplifierconversionfactorG ,.3.3x I04 V/A,

and differentialamplifier'sgain,,13. The lasernoiseforthissystemwas analyzedinExample 3,and

the rms fluctuationsof the E-fieldwere found tobe Ae --4 × 10-4.

Figure 5(a)shows the spectraof the differentialamplifier'soutputvoltage,measured with the

lightblocked from both detectors(lowertrace),and with the lightreachingthe detectorswhile the

disk was stopped (upper trace).The electronicnoiselevelat -65 dBm isthe sum of contributions
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from the two detectors and the differential amplifier. Referred to individual photodiode currents

(prior to amplification), this thermal noise has a density of ith .'., 1.2 pA/v/'_. The shot noise current

density for the 40/zW of incident power on each photodiode is calculated as is^ __ 2.3 pA/_. This

means that the thermal-plus-shot noise level is about 6.7 dB above the thermal noise, as is indeed the

case in Fig. 5(a). Apparently, the laser noise does not contribute much to the upper trace in Fig. 5(a),

in agreement with Eq. (39) which predicts a laser noise current density of 0.4 pA/_ at the output

of the differential amplifier. (The common-mode contribution of the laser noise, estimated from

Eq. (34), is also negligible. Assuming the reasonable value of CMRR ,, 100, the common-mode laser

noise appearing at the differential output is only about 0.04 pA/_.)

Figure 5(b) shows two spectra of the differential amplifier's output with the disk spinning. The

lower trace corresponds to an erased track, while the upper trace contains a recorded 8 MHz carrier

signal. The erased track is about as noisy as the recorded one, leading one to believe that jitter and

other signal fluctuations do not contribute much to the noise. Integrating the erased-state noise over

the frequency range from f =, 0 to .f ,= 10 MHz, we obtain the figure of -30 dBm. This is the total

noise power delivered to a 50 f) resistor at the amplifier's output, and corresponds to an rms noise

voltage of 7 inV. Dividing by the net gain of the system, the equivalent rms noise current is found to

be 16.3 nA. After subtracting the contributions from thermal and shot noises, we find the remaining

rms noise to be 11.5 nA which, according to Eq. (39), can arise from a small amount of depolarization

noise (Axy __ 0.7 x 10-4). Of course, reflectivity fluctuations could as well be responsible for the

observed noise, but the necessary values of Ax or Ay must be laxger than Ax), by a factor of

I",,o/r,,ol"lOO,

Finally, Fill. 5(c) shows the spectrum of the differential output with one of the two detectors

blocked. Although the erased-track spectrum is not shown here, it is reasonable to neglect the noise

associated with the signal (i.e., jitter and signal amplitude fluctuation noise). The integrated noise

power within the 10 MHz bandwidth of the system is -30 dBm, corresponding to a preamplification

rrns noise current of 16.3 hA. Subtracting the thermal noise (of two detectors) and the shot noise (of

one detector) from this figure, we find the remaining noise current to be 13.6 hA. According to

Eq. (33), this noise is almost exclusively due to laser power fluctuations, thus ruling out the possibility
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of a large rx noise. One concludes, therefore, that the differential output noise (with neither detector

blocked) is due either to a small Axy or a large _y, but not a large Ax.

Example 6 : Consider the readout system of Fig. I, operating under the following conditions : laser

wavelength A = 830 nm, effective laser power incident on the disk Po = 2 mW, disk reflectivity

rx = 0.4, disk magneto=optic reflection coefficient ry = 0.004, leakage parameter of the beam=splitter

= 0.35, photodetector sensitivity )Is = 0.5 A/W, preamplifier conversion factor G = 3.3 x I0 ( V/A,

and differential amplifier gain = 18. The laser noise for this system was analyzed in Example 4, and

the rms fluctuations of the E=field were found to be Ae = 8.7 x I0 =(,

Figure 6 shows the measured spectra of the differential amplifier's output voltage under various

circumstances. With the light blocked from both detectors the electronic noise level is at =62 dBm

(lower trace in Fig. 6(a)). Referred to individual photodiode currents (prior to amplification), this

thermal noise has a density of ith = 1.2 pA/v_. The shot noise current density for the 20 _W of

incident power on each photodiode is calculated as ish ", 1.8 pA/v_. This means that the thermal-

plus-shot noise level is about 5 dB above the thermal noise. (See the middle trace in Fig. 6(a) which

shows the output noise spectrum with light reaching both detectors while the disk is stopped.) The

laser noise contributes only 0.5 dB in this case since, according to Eq. (39), its current density is

0.6 pA/v_. (The common-mode contribution of the laser noise, estimated from Eq. (34), is

negligible: if CMRR = I00, the common=mode laser noise at the differential output is only about

O.l p.4/v'-_..)

The upper trace in Fig. 0(a) shows the spectrum of the differential output with the disk spinning

and the track containing a 4 MHz carrier signal. Assuming the erased track has the same level of

noise as the recorded one (i.e., ignoring jitter noise and other signal fluctuations) we integrate the

noise from f = 0 to f = 10 MHz and obtain the figure of -27 dBm. This is the noise power delivered

to a 50 fl resistor at the amplifier's output, and corresponds to an rms noise voltage of 10 mV.

Dividing by the net gain of the system, the equivalent rms noise current is found to be 16.8 nA.

After subtracting the contributions of the thermal noise and the shot noise, we find the remaining rms

noise to be 13.7 nA which, according to Eq. (39), can arise from a small amount of depolarization
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noise (Axy _ 1.2 x 10-(). Of course, reflectivity fluctuations could as well be responsible for the

observed noise, but the necessary values of Ax or Ay must be larger than Axy by a factor of

=lOO

Figure6(8)shows the spectrum of thedifferentialoutputwith one of the two detectorsblocked.

Again,theerred-trackspectrum isnot shown here,but itisreasonabletoneglectthenoiseassociated

with thesignal.The integratednoisepower withinthe 10 MHz bandwidth of thesystem is-24 dBm,

correspondingto a preamplificationrms noisecurrentof 23.7hA. Subtractingthe thermalnoise(of

two detectors)and the shot noise(of one detector)from thisfigure,we find the remainingnoise

currentto be 22.4nA. According to Eq. (33),thisnoisearisesfrom laserpower fluctuationsAe,

reflectivityfluctuationsAx, and depolarizationAxy. Using the known valuesof Ae and A,o, in

Eq. (33),we find A ,.6.6x I0-(. One concludes,therefore,thatthe output noisewhen neither

detectorisblockedisdue eithertoa smallAxy or a largeAy, but not a large_x.
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6. Jitter and Signal-Amplitude Fluctuation : In this section we present computer simulation

results pertaining to the noise arising from fluctuations of the information-carrying signal.

Distinction will be made between jitter, which is caused by random variations of the zero-crossings of

the signal waveform, and signal-amplitude-fluctuation noise. The basic waveform considered here is

a 4 MHz, 50% duty-cycle carrier signal whose amplitude alternates periodically between the values of

+1 and -1, transitions between the two levels of the signal being infinitely sharp. The power

spectrum of this waveform was computed numerically, and the result is shown in Fig. 7. The

(approximate) sampling intervals in the time and frequency domains were, respectively, 0.5 ns and

30 kHz, corresponding to a total number of samples Nmax ,. 65536. The spectrum contains the first

and third harmonics of the waveform at 4 MHz and 12 MHz. With the unity power of the square-

wave signal corresponding to 0 riB, the fundamental and the third harmonic power levels are at

-0.912 dB and -10.455 riB, respectively. In Fig. 7 the spikes at frequencies other than 4 and 12 MHz

are numerical noise due to truncation errors, their very small magnitudes attesting to the basic

accuracy of the numerical routine.

Next, we introduced jitter in the transition times of the signal. A random number generator

selected values in the interval [_At, At] with uniform distribution. These random numbers were then

added independently to individual transition times of the ideal signal, creating a waveform with jitter

magnitude of ,_t. As an example, Fig. 8 shows a section of the signal between t ,. 0 and t = 2 _,

with At = 25 ns of jitter. The computed power spectra of the resulting noisy signals are shown in

Figs. 9(a)-(d) which correspond, respectively, to jitter magnitudes of At -, 3, 5, 15 and 25 ns. (The

spectral power densities are computed in a 30 kHz bandwidth.) Note that within the bandwidth of

interest the spectra are relatively flat and that, understandably, their levels rise with the increasing

magnitude of jitter.

Effects of amplitude fluctuationq on the signal waveform and its power spectrum are shown in

Fig. 10. Figure 10(a) is a section of a jitter-free waveform, exhibiting random amplitude variations

in its upper half; the values of these signal amplitudes were chosen randomly and independently from

the interval [0.85, 1.00] with a uniform probability distribution. The corresponding power spectrum

in Fig. 10(b) shows a significant noise contribution only at low frequencies. A similar conclusion is
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arrived at upon inspecting the spectrum of Fig. 10(c), which corresponds to a signal whose positive

amplitude Huctuates within [0.70, 1.00] and has, in addition, a jitter noise component with _t - 3 ns.

Comparison with Fig. 9(a) clearly indicates that the high frequency noise is solely due to jitter,

whereas at low frequencies the noise may be attributed to the amplitude Huctuations.

Finally, Fig. l l(a) shows a section of a signal waveform with positive amplitude fluctuations

within [0.70, 1.00], negative amplitude Fluctuations within [=I.00,-0.70], and jitter magnitude of

At. 3 ns. The corresponding spectrum in Fig. l l(b) shares its general features with that in

Fig. 10(c), but it has a larger noise content in the low frequency regime which is, of course, expected.

The spectrum in Fig. If(c) is obtained when the jitter magnitude is increased to _ ,= 15 ns while

amplitude fluctuations are maintained at their previous level. The noise in this instance is almost

exclusively due to jitter, as a comparison with Fig. 9(c) indicates.

Effects of Finite Beam Size on Signal and Noise Spectra : Up to this point we have ignored the

fact that the focused spot on the disk surface has a finite diameter. The effects of the finite spot size

are readily incorporated into the preceding results if one ignores the diffraction effects. The signal at

the output of the readout system is then obtained by convolving the intensity profile of the spot with

the recorded pattern of information on the disk. For the sake of simplicity let us assume a Gaussian

intensity distribution for the spot as follows :

l
l(x) .. _ exp (=xS/os). (42)

Vxp=

Here x is the si_tiai coordinate on the disk surface along the track, and p is a measure of the spot size

(FWHM-, 1.66 p). The function in Eq. (42) is properly normalized so that the integrated spot

intensity is unity. If the actual pattern of recorded data along the track is denoted by _o(X), and if v o

is the disk velocity, then the output signal will be
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O0

(rot) = [ I(x) % (x - rot) dx .
,/-00
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(43)

The function ¢_x), the result of convolution between l(x) and Co(X), is scaled along the horizontal axis

by the factor vo in order to yield the time dependence of the observed signal. Upon Fourier

transformation, the convolution turns into the product of the Fourier transforms of the individual

functions, that is,

•gr{q_ (Vot)}.. vo,_" (' (vot)},gr{_bo (rot)}. (44)

The transform of the Gaussian function is readily calculated as follows :

(..,vo,,.} (45)

If the spectra of _bo (vot) and _b(vot) are denoted by J'%(.0 and oe,_(D, respectively, we will have

,,f,/,(f) = exp {-2 (x,O/Vo)=P} J'%(f)
(46)

Equation (46) shows that the spectrum of the signal (including jitter and amplitude noise) is

attenuated by a multiplicative factor that is the Fourier transform of the spot intensity distribution.

In the literature, this effect is usually attributed to the Modulation Transfer Function (M'I'F) of the

optical readout system. The frequency at which the spectrum is attenuated by a factor of 2 is a

measure of the width of the MTF. According to this definition, the width of the Gaussian function

in Eq. (46) is approximately equal to vo/Sp.

Example 7 :

vo = 14 m/s.

In Fig. 5(b) the recorded carrier is read from the disk at the constant velocity of

Assuming a Gaussian profile for the focused spot with F'WHM = l wn (i.e.,
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p = 0.6 _m), we find an MTF attenuation of 10 dB at /= 8 MHz. Similarly, in Fig. 6 where

vo = 10 m/s and p = 0.7 _rn, the attenuation of the 4 MHz carrier is found from Eq. (,16) to be

6.7 dB.

Of the various noises discussed in the present chapter, the spectra of the electronic, shot, and laser

noise are obviously unaffected by the MTF. The spectrum of the disk noise, on the other hand, is

attenuated in a manner similar to that of the information signal as described by Eq. (46). An example

of this phenomenon may be seen in Fig. 12, where the spectrum of an erased track is shown for three

different disk velocities [12]. In each case, the tail of the trace corresponds to thermal + shot + laser

noise, which is velocity-independent. The low frequency magnitudes of the spectral density functions

drop by 3 dB each time the velocity is doubled. This reflects the fact that the noise power is

constant; in other words, when the velocity is doubled (causing the spectrum to stretch over a range

of frequencies twice as large) the magnitudes of the spectral density drop by a factor of 2 (i.e., 3 dB)

in order to maintain the total (integrated) power. If one assumes that the underlying sources of disk

noise have flat spectra, then the curves of Fig. 12 are simply plots of the MTF.

Example $ : In Fig. 12 the curve corresponding to vo = 6 m/s drops by about 12 dB between f = 0

and f = 4 MHz. Assuming that the curve represents the actual MTF of the system and that the MTF

has the Gaussian form of Eq. (46), we find p = 0.56/_,n, corresponding to FWHM = 0.93 t_,n.
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PROBLEMS
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9.1) In deriving Eq. (19) from Eq. (18) several steps were left out. Describe the missing steps and

fill the gaps in the derivation.

9.2) Photomultiplier tubes (or avalanche photodiodes) multiply photo=induced electrons (or electron-

hole pairs) and output G electrons for every captured photon. In general, G is not the same for

all photons; instead, it should be considered a random variable with average (_ and square-

average (G: The multiplication process is rapid enough to be assumed instantaneous, and the

value of G for a given photon is independent of that for any other photon. Assuming an

incident laser beam with power Po(t), determine the spectra of signal and shot noise at the

photomultiplier output.

9.3) Equation (33) was derived from the equation immediatelyprecedingit,but the detailsof

derivationwere leftout. Examine the approximationsinvolvedin thisderivationand the

conditionsunder which the second-orderterms in 6e, 6x, 6y and 6xy may be ignored. Pay

specialattentionto thoseremainingterms thatcontainryo, sincein practicethe magnitudesof

Iryo/rxo[and [ryo/'frxo[are likelytobe comparable to6e,6x,etc.

9.4) Obtain the firstfew terms in the Fourierseriesrepresentationof a periodicsquare-wave

functionsuch as the one whose spectrum isshown in Fig.7. Assume thatthe functionhas

frequency/o with 50% duty cycle,and thatitsamplitudeisconfinedto the valuesof +I and

-I. Show thatthe firstand thirdharmonicsof the waveform have power levelsof -0.912dB

and -I0.455dB, respectively,as thenumericallycomputed spectrumin Fig.7 indicates.

(The numericalresultsare basedon thefollowingformula:
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Nmax- 1 12

Nmax ¢ (n) exp Nmax .I
n-0

v.here the function _b(t) is uniformly sampled at times t - n At, its power spectrum '.f,(f) is

sampled (also uniformly) at frequencies /" - m A,/, the total number of samples is Nmax, and

the various parameters are related by the equality At A[. i/Nmax.)

9.5) Figure 12 shows three traces of the noise spectral density, obtained from the same erased track

at three different disk velocities. According to Eq. (46) the Modulation Transfer Function

(MTF) should not affect the low-frequency end of the spectrum, yet the DC noise level in the

figure drops by about 3 dB for each doubling of the velocity. Clearly, the spectrum J'_o (/3 of

the signal itself is responsible for the observed behavior. Explain this phenomenon on the basis

of the definition of the spectral density function in Eq. (16).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a magneto-optical readout system. In the forward path the leaky

PBS provides a fraction 72 of the X-polarized light to the monitor of laser power. In the

return path. 100% of the magneto-optically generated Y-component of polarization plus the

fraction 72 of the returning X-polarized light are deflected towards the differential

detection module.

Fig.2 Complex plane diagram showing the locus of l+6e(t), where 8¢(t) is a small complex

quantity whose phase can assume arbitrary values in the interval [0, 2x]. The radius of the

circle which is the upper bound on the magnitude of 6¢ (t) is exaggerated.

Fig.3 Spectrum of the combined electronic + shot + laser noise as well as that of the electronic

noise alone at the output of a laser power monitor [6]. The operating wavelength is

_, - 680 nm and the incident light power level is 380 #W.

Fig.4 Spectrum of the combined electronic + shot + laser noise as well as that of the electronic

noise alone at the output of a laser power monitor [7]. The operating wavelength is

,, 830 nm and the incident light power level is 39 9W. Since the spikes on the upper

trace were generated by the electronic circuitry within the laser power supply, they were

ignored in the noise analysis.

Fig.5 Measured noise spectra at the differential output of a magneto-optical readout system [6].

The operating wavelength and the light power incident on the disk were A - 680 nm and

Po = 2roW, respectively. Other system varameters are given in the text (see Example 5).

In (a) the disk was stopped. In (b) the spectrum of an erased track shows little deviation

from that of a recorded track (carrier frequency = 8 MHz). The spectrum in (c) was

obtained with the light blocked from one of the detectors.
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Measured noise spectra at the differential output of a magneto-optical readout system [7].

The operating wavelength and the light power incident on the disk were A = 830 nm and

Po = 2mW, respectively. Other system parameters are given in the text (see Example 6).

The traces in (a) were obtained with the light blocked from both detectors (lower trace),

with the disk stopped but the light allowed to reach the detectors (middle trace), and with

the disk spinning and the light reaching both detectors (upper trace). The track under

consideration was recorded with a 4 MHz carrier signal. The spectrum in (b) is similar to

the upper trace in (a), but the light in this case was blocked from one of the detectors.

Fig.7 Computed power spectrum of a 4 MHz, 50% duty cycle, square=wave signal in the absence

of jitter and other signal fluctuations. A total of 65536 samples were used in this fast

Fourier transform (FFT) computation. The exact duration of the signal waveform was

33.25 _s, which is an integer multiple of the carrier period (0.25 _). The approximate

values of the sampling intervals in time and frequency are, therefore, 0.5 ns and 30 kHz,

respectively. (The exact values of the sampling intervals are slightly different from those

quoted above; these are adjusted to fulfill two requirements : i) the duration of the signal

in time is an integer multiple of the carrier period, ii) the total number of samples is an

integer power of 2.)

Fig.8 Section of a square=wave signal in the time interval [0, 2/_s], with jitter magnitude

At = 25 ns. A random number generator is used to select the deviation of each zero-

crossing point from its nominal position. The deviations are uniformly distributed in the

interval [=At, At], and the random number corresponding to any given point is

independent of that for any other point.

Fig.9 Spectraof square-wavesignals(suchas theone shown in Fig.8) with differentamounts of

random jitter.The noisedensityshown here iscomputed withina 30 kHz bandwidth. (a)

At = 3 ns, (b) At = 5 ns, (c) At = 15 ns, (d) At = 25 ns.
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(a) Section of a square-wave signal in the time interval [0, 5 ps]. The waveform is free

from jitter, but its positive amplitude fluctuates randomly within the interval [0.85, !.00].

(b) Spectrum of the signal in (a), showing that the noise appears only at low frequencies.

(c) Spectrum of a signal waveform with At ,, 3 ns of jitter in addition to positive

amplitude fluctuations in the interval [0.70, 1.00].

Fig. 11 (a) Section of a square-wave signal in the time interval [0, 5 _]. The waveform has

At ,, 3 ns of jitter, its positive amplitude fluctuates randomly within the interval

[0.70, 1.00], while its negative amplitude fluctuations are confined to the interval

[-1.00,-0.70]. (b) Spectrum of the signal in (a). (c) Spectrum of the same signal when

jitter is increased to _t ,, 15 ns.

Fig.t2 Measured noise spectra from an erased track on a magneto-optical disk [12]. The traces

are obtained from the same track under identical conditions with the exception that the

disk velocity is different for different traces. The velocities corresponding to these

measurements are v o I, 3 re�s, 6 re�s, and 12 m/s.
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Differential Spot-Size Focus SeDro 9 2 -1 4

T.D. Milster, M.S. Wang, F.F. Froehlich, J.L. Kann, J.P. Treptau, and K.E. Erwin

Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, 85721

We describe performance of a differential spot-size (wax-wane) focus servo. Cross

talk from the tracks are analyzed in the single detector and differential focus circuits.

Magnitude of the cross talk is reduced by a factor of three in the differential circuit. A false

FES signal is present when the spot crosses sector marks at an angle.

/

2. Introduction

There are several techniques that can be used for focus-error detection in an optical

data storage device. Astigmatic, knife-edge, critical-angle prism, pupil obscuration, and spo,-

size detection are common techniques (1)(2)(3). These methods sense the focus

error by manipulating reflected light from the disk and creating an electrical focus-error

signal (FES) with sectioned detectors. If a continuously pregrooved disk is used, the

reflected light also contains diffracted orders that are used to provide a tracking-error signal

(TES). It is difficult to completely separate the focus-error information from the tracking-

error information, regardless of the focus-error detection method. The residual amount of

TES observed in the FES is called cross talk. Other kinds of pattern noise, such as

diffraction from sector marks, beam motion, and partial obscuration, can also lead to false

FES signals. Prikryl (4) has modeled the sensitivity of several focus-error detection

methods to sources of cross talk. Cohen (l) and Stahl (5) have modeled cross talk

sensitivity of astigmatic focus-error detection. In this paper, we discuss the characteristics

of a differential spot-size measurement technique, which has better cross-talk rejection than

the single-detector spot-size measurement technique. Similar differential techniques have

been presented in the literature (6), but they have not been analyzed with respect to cross
talk.

Our differential spot-size technique is illustrated in Figure 1. Reflected light from the

objective lens is focused through a polarizing beam splitter onto two quadrant detectors.

Detector 1 is slightly inside focus, and detector 2 is slightly beyond focus. Representations

of spot sizes through focus are sketched in Figure 2. For the in-focus conditicn, the spots

are approxima, tely the same size, but they are displaced slightly from the center of the

detector. Displacement on detector 1 is opposite from the displacement on detector 2. As

the disk moves outside of focus (farther away from the objective lens), the spot on detector

1 becomes smaller, and the spot on detector 2 becomes larger. AS the disk moves inside of

focus (closer to the objective lens), the spot on detector 1 becomes larger, and the spot on

detector 2 becomes smaller. An error signal is generated from :

\

Prepr4n t from SPIE Proceedings Volume\1499
'x "",

!'/ .#'tt_'_ _ ,",
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Figure I. Detector optics layout for the

differential spot size technique.

i" 1 Outside

ioT

fx ¢"_ In
J x, J Focus

F-_ InsideFocus

L,_ctc_.ttlt I DClCtttll 2

Figure 2. Spot shapes on the quad
detectors for three different focus conditions.

2(A ÷ B)-(C ÷ D)
et: A +B ÷C ÷D

(A 4. B)-2(C ÷ D)
_: A+B÷C÷D

_:t[1 -@'2

(11

where A, B, C, and D are detector voltages, e 1 and e2 are FES signals for detectors 1 and
2, and • is the differen;ial FES. This method can also be considered as a differential wax-

wane focus scheme. We subtract the combined quadrant signals from each detector to
generate the magneto-optic read-back signal.

The following paragraphs describe modeling and experiment used to evaluate the

differential spot-size technique.

3. Modeline

Our model is a scalar diffracti_-n implementation of the servo path from the disk to

the detectors. We use a Fresnel approximation to describe the propagation from disk to

objective lens and from detector lens to detectors. The A, B, C, and D signals are found by
integrating the squared absolute value of

the amplitude over detector quadrants.
An important consideration for servo

design is gain, G, expressed in volts per
micron. If one assumes a uniform beam, an
expression for G in spot-size focus detection
is given by

G:ae
AZ

0.976[/,.)5: o,x--_ x To)

Table I

Gain

(measured)

Gain

(calculated)

Residual FES

(p-p)

Cro_talk (p-p)

Single spot
size setvo

Differential

spot size servo

0.36V/t_m 0.71V/_m

0.37V//zm 0.74V/_m

0.14V 0.085V

0.38_m 0.12_.m

v

tq;Is*er 2_
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Figure 3. Calculated FES curves for single
detector and differential circuits.
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Figure 4. Calculated Lissajous envelope for

the single-detector circuit.

where G E is electronic gain (5), I is distance

from detector to nominal focus (11 ram), f_

is focal length of the detector lens (124 ram),

fo is focal length of the objective lens (4.3

nun), and Az is disk displacement. Our

calculated G is 0.37 V/_rr,, which corresponds

well to the measured value of 0.36 V/_m.

Gain for the differential spot-size locus

technique is twice G, or 0.74 V/_m. The

measured differential gain is 0.71 V/_m.
Table I summarizes these results.

Figure 3 displays FES versus defocus

for both detectors individually and the

differential FES. Single-detector FES is a
nonlinear function of position. The
differential FES is more linear.

,OA

_e

0A

I _Q.|

-0.4

-0 •
-O • -0.1 -0.4 -O[ • • Z 04 O •

FES

Figure 5. Calculated Lissajous envelope for
the differential circuit.

We studied the interaction of focus and tracking signals by calculating the envelope

of the IJssajous pattern formed between the FES and the TES. Figure 4 displays the

Lissajous pattern for the single-detector case. Due to nonlinear gain of the FF_, the TES

signal approaches zero rapidly as the system goes out of focus in one direction. In the

opposite focus direction, the TES falls off more slowly. The envelope of the differential FES

is displayed in Figure 5, which is nearly symmetrical around best focus.

4, Exper_ental Procedure and Results

The measurement o[ cross talk on the FES (focus error signal) requires lmowledge
of the focus servo gain and the peak-to-peak voltage fluctuation of the FES as a result of
track crossings. The servo gain is measured on the linear region of the open-loop FES. The
actuator-to-disk spacing is varied by translating the optical head with a micrometer screw,
and the change in open-loop FES voltage at a fixed time reference is noted. The time

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY
3
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Figure 6. Open loop FES signals. A: single
detector, B: differential circuit. X: 10ms/div, Y:
5V/div.

Figure 7. _jous patterns. A: single-
detc_or X=lV/div, B: differential circuit
X=2V/div. X: FES, Y: TES 1V/div.

reference is established relative to the synch
pulse from the disk spindle. The gain is then

computed as the change in open-loop FES

voltage for a given displacement of the actuator and is expressed in volts per micron. The

peak-to-peak voltage fluctuation of the FES is measured directly on an oscilloscope with the

focus servo locked and the tracking servo unlocked. The peak-to-peak cross talk is then
calculated by

Cross talk (umm) = FE$ Voltage (Vpp)
Servo Gain (V/urn)

We made most measurements on a

glass substrate magneto.optic disk spinning
at 1800 rpm. Figure 6 displays the open-
loop FES signals for the single-detector and

differential circuits. Figure 7 displays the
Lissajous patterns for single-detector and

differential circuits. The single-detector

Lissajous pattern consists of nominally

straight lines with small oscillations.
Vertical lines correspond to smaU values of
cross talk (7). The nonlinearity of the

gains corresponds to the envelope predicted

in Figure 4. At this time we have no

Hgure 8. Open-loop TES servo signals from
the differential circuit. A: differential FES,
Y--0.1V/div. B: TES, Y=2 V/div. X=2ms/div.
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Figure 9. Cancellation ofcrosstalkforthe Figure 10. False FES due to diffraction
differential spot size technique. A: detector 1, from the sector marks.
B: detector 2, C: differential circuit. X=I

ms/div, Y--0.1 V/div.

explanation for the oscillations or the skew of the pattern. The differential-detector

Lissajous pattern is more symmetric, but there is still some asymmetry due to a small

imbalance in the gains. The lines making up the patternare nearly vertical, and there are
no observable oscillations.

Oscilloscope traces of servo error signals for the single-detector spot size technique

are shown in Figure 8. The lower trace is the open-loop TES (tracking error signal), and

the upper trace is the closed-loop FES showing cross talk. The cross talk was minimized

by rotational and lateral alignment of the quad detector. The cross talk was found to be
0.38

U"_e" improved cross talk performance for the differential spot size technique is

illustrated in Figure 9. The lower two traces are individual FES signals from quad detectors

1 and 2. Track crossings are in phase on these signals. The upper trace is the differential

FES, which shows cancellation of the track crossings. The residual cross talk was 0.12 umpp,
which is a factor of three improvement over the single-detector technique.

In the course of measuring the cross talk for the differential technique on a plastic

disk, we discovered an FES signal generated by sector marks. This excitation yields the

focus servo response shown in Figure 10. The response acted like a true focus error, thus
the individual FES signals are out-of-phase, and the response is doubled in the differential

FES. We believe that this response is due to diffracticn as the spot crosses the sector mark.

5. Conclusions

We have analyzed a differential spot-size (wax-wane) focus error technique for

sensitivity to cross talk from track crossings. The single-detector circuit exhibited cross talk

of 0.38_mpp. The differential circuit exhibited cross talk of 0.12_mpp, which is approximately
a factor of three improvement. An undesired signal was discovered as the spot crosses a
sector mark. It is believed that diffraction from the sector mark causes a false FES signal.

We are investigating how to minimize this effect.
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Measurement of Laser Spot Quality
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T.D. Milster, Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

J.P. Treptau, Optical Sciences Center. University of Arizona. Tucson, Arizona 85721

Abstract _.__, _-5, _

Several ways of measuring spot quality are compared. We examine in detail various figures
of merit such as full-width-at-half maximum (FWHM), full-width-at-l/e" maximum, Strehl ratio, and

encircled energy. Our application is optical data storage, but results can be applied to other areas

like space communications and high-energy lasers. We found that the optimum figure of merit in
manv cases is Strehl ratio.

/"

Introductioq

There are several methods useful for measuring laser spot quality, such as interferometry,

CCD cameras, and knife-edge scanners. Interferometric methods commonly use a lens to recollimate

the light, as shown in Figure la. Measurements are highly precise with better than M100 wavefront
variation. However, there are certain difficulties involved in using an interferometer. The numerical

aperture (NA) of the collecting optics must be greater than the NA of the beam. The collection

optics may introduce aberrations into the beam. Also,

it is tedious to align the interferometer. In some

situations, the physical size of the interferometer is not
convenient. CCD cameras avoid some of the alignment

problems associated with interferometers. As shown in

Figure lb, a laser spot can be focused directly onto the

CCD array. However, the sampling of the spot is
limited by the pixel size, which is typically about 10pm

by 10 tim. Spot diameters of less than several hundred
microns are difficult to measure accurately with a CC'D.

An auxiliary lens can be plac,ed between the spot and
the CCD, as shown in Figure lc, but the NA of the

collection optics must be greater than the NA of the
beam. The alignment must also be done very carefully,

and the optics must be carefully considered. For

example, Bobroff et aL have constructed, with some

difficulty, a very high quality system for measuring

spots from lithographic lenses (1). A third option for

measuring spot quality is to use a knife-edge scanner.

The spot profile is estimated by scanning an opaque

edge through the spot, as shown in Figure ld. A
detector records transmitted power versus time. The

derivative of the knife.edge scan with respect to time,

8i/gt, is the line scan of the spot, which is an estimate

of the spot profile. The line scan is equivalent to

scanning an infinitely thin slit, as shown in Figure 2.

The slit integrates irradiance in the y direction.
Therefore, the line scan is not exactly equivalent to the

true spot profile. However, because of its small size

To be published in Proc. SPIE 1414. "_

(b)

CCD

(c)

CCD

(d)

Figure 1. Measurement methods: (a)
interferometric; (b) CCD direct; (c) CCD

with aux. lens; (d) knife-edge scanner.
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and direct output, the knife-edge

technique is very, convenient in the laboratory.
We can understand differences between the

knife-edge scan and the true spot profile by analyzing

the spot irradiance distribution in Figure 3a. Various

amounts of aberration add to yield a wavefront standard

deviation , o. of o = 0.077, which is just at the

diffraction limit. The spot is slightly elongated in a

diagonal direction, which is most easily observed in the

5% irradiance contour level. The true spot profile and

the knife-edge scan (8i/8t) are shown in Figure 3b.

Since the knife-edge scan integrates the spot

distribution in one direction, it indicates a wider profile

than the true spot.
Each measurement method can produce various

figures of merit for the spot. The standard deviation of
the wavefront, o, can be found from interferometric

data. The full-width.at-half maximum (FWHM) is

shown in Figure 4a. The fuil-width-at-1/e 2 maximum
(FWl/e') is shown in Figure 4b. The Strehl ratio is
defined as the ratio of the maximum irradianee of the

aberrated spot to the maximum irradianee of an

unaberrated spot, as shown in Figure 4c. Encircled

energy is defined as the ratio of the power delivered in

di/dt

I

Figure 1 The derivative of the knife-

edge scan is equivalent to scanning an
infinitely thin slit across the spot. (a) slit

scan; (b) 8i/bt.

a circular area surrounding the maximum of the aberrated spot to power in the same area around the

maximum of the unaberratedspot,asshown inFigure4d.

Our applicationismeasuring sub-micronspot profilesforopticaldatastoragedevices.The

NA istypicallybetween 0.45and 0.60.Wavelengths are inthe rangeof 780rimto830rim. Spot sizes

are typicallytoo smallfordirectCCD measurements. Interferometr/cmethods arecommonly used
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Figure3. (a)An aberratedspotthatshows an asymmetricirradianceprofileisanalyzed.The

value o = 0.077isnear the _n limit;(b)Differencesbetween the kn/fe-edgescanthrough

the spot and the truespot profileare shown.
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to test collimated light beams in the optical path, but they
are not used for testing the focussed spot. Instead, some

form of knife-edge scanner is used. Modified CCD devices

are of questionable utility due to the large NA. Size and

quality of the focused spot is very important because small

spots yield high data densities. Historically, FWHM has
been used as a metric for spot quality.

Other applications use similar figures of merit. In

high-energy laser work and space-laser communications, the
full width of the far-field divergence angle is typically used.

The motivation is to deliver as much energy as possible to
the receiver. However, it is often the case that a substantial

amount of energy falls outside of the central peak.

This paper addresses differences between various
figures of merit for measuring beams with small amounts of

aberration. We consider only spherical, coma, and

astigmatic aberrations. We restrict our attention to beams
that are near or under Marechal's criterion for diffraction-

limited performance (2), that is o • 1/14 waves. For

larger amounts of aberration, some figures of merit become

difficult to interpret. For example, it would be very difficult

to determine FWHM for Figure 5, which illustrates a spot
aberrated with 0.8 wave of coma, 0.8 wave of astigmatism,

and 1.6 waves of sphericaL Piston, tilt, and defocus have
been added to minimize wavefront variance. This brings

the spot into best possible focus. Our results are based on

a computer simulation.

F'WHM

Figure 4. Various figures of

merit. (a) FWHM; (b) FW1/e2: (c)
Strehl ratio - I,dI.; (d) encircled

energy -- P,_:Po.

Silnulation

We analyze an optical data storage system that

focuses light from a laser diode to a disk medium. An
illustration of the optical path is shown in Figure 6. The
laser diode has different divergence angles in the parallel

and perpendicular directions with respect to the junction.
Circularization optics are used after a collimator to make

the beam more uniform. A partially-polarizing beam

splitter is used to direct the reflected light from the disk to
data and servo detectors. The stop is located at the

objective lens; which focuses fight on the disk. Our system

parameters include NA- 0.55, f. = 4.0 mm, and
_. = 780 mm TI_ amplitude distribution in the pupil is

Lorentzian in the direction perpendicular to the junction

and Gaussian in the direction parallel to the junction. The

widths of the amplitude distnSution were adjusted for the

best tradeoff between power throughput and spot size

Figure5. 0.8 wave coma, 0.8

wave astigmatism, and 1.6 waves

spherical at best focus.

(3). The unaberrated FWHM is approximately 0.91_m in
the direction perpendicular to the junction and 0.87;tm in the direction parallel to the junction.
Random amounts of aberration were added to the pupil for each trial, and the proper amount of

piston, tilt, and defocus were added in order to bring the spot into best focus. Standard deviation
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of the wavefront was kept
between the limits: 0 s o

0 10. Random parameters

included spherical, coma,

coma rotation angle,

astigmatism, and astigmatism

rotation angle. The

diffracted spot was
calculated with scalar

diffraction theory. Figures
of merit were calculated for

each trial, and the results

are plotted versus standard
deviation of the wavefront.

We calculate figures of

merit for both the true spot

profile and the knife-edge
scan.

.-f__.
r
i

L&S41¢

[:)lOde
Gollimat0r_ Carcuta_ztr_

l.ons

Figure 6.

Figure 7 displays results for FWHM.
For low values of o, the FWHM in x and y

directions (perpendicular and parallel to the

junction, respectively) are not equal. This is

due to Gaussian/Lorentzian filling of the

aperture. Also, the knife-edge scan is not

equivalent to the true spot profile. This is

because of the line-scan integration. As o is

increased, F'WHM does not increase noticeably.
Near the diffraction limit, o - 0.07, FWHM

starts fluctuating significantly, which indicates a
poor correlationbetween FWHM and o. As o

is increasexlbeyond the d_n limit,the

four different measures are very dependent on

the amount and rotation angle of the
aberration.

The fact that width mewurements are

not very _ to small amount_ of

aberration nllybe understood by examining the
difference _ aberrated and unaberrated

spots. Figure 8 diplayt an aberrated spot with

0.955 waves of spherical and the appropriate
amount of defocuL The difference ;.

displayeck which shows that energy i taken

from the central lobe and placed in the outer

nngs. The cafference function pIa through
zero at the first dark thai, Therefore, the width

of the central lobe is comtrainecL Aml change,

•e-- f --.

SioO D,s_

Pant_/ C_lect,ve
Pol_ztng ue¢_

MO storage device (laser to disk).
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Figure 7. FWHM from the computed spot
and knife.edge scare.
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Figure & Aberration contribution to the spot
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appropriate amount of defocus.
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Figure9. FWI/e2 from the computed spot

and knife-edgescans.
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Figure I0. Comparison of Strehl ratiofrom

computed spot and knife-edgescans.

in width of the central lobe are secondary
effects. Similar results are obtained with other

aberrations.

Figure 9 displays results for FW1/¢ 2.

Differences between spot and knife.edge scan
are observed at low values of o, which are due

to integration of the line scan. Differences also

are observed between x and y profiles, which

are due to Gaussian/Lorentzian tilling of the
aperture. As o increases, FWI/e: generally

increases, but it quickly becomes poorly

correlated with a. The FW1/e z is very sensitive

to the kinds of aberrations present and their
orientations.

Figure 10 displays results for Strehl

ratio. The Strehi ratio for the spot followed
Marechal's relationship (_, that is, SR • I -

(2_/X)zo :. Fluctuations in Strchl ratio for the

spot measurement are very small. Sttehi ratio

for the knife-edge scan in the x direction

fluctuates mmiderably. Strehl ratio for the

ON ,2

..l.....-.......

• OJ_ G,I_ OllO OGO 0,|

Ileee/l_t_t IltaAI41_r4 _e_l_tte_t Ille_mttl

Figure 11. Encircled energy: average of scans

and 0.25tim diameter spot pinhole.

knife-edge_ml in the y direction(not shown) alsofluctuatesconsiderably.A smoother curve is

generated by tald_ the averageofx and y scans. The averagedccreas_ with increasingo, which

indicatesa reasonablefigureof merit.

Figure 11 displaysresultsfor encircledenergy. As with the Strehl ratio results,a

comparativelysmooth curveisgeneratedby takingan averageof thex and y scans.The averagesfor

2ttm, lttm and 0.Sttm effect/ve widths from the knife-edge scans ate shown. The encircled energy

for a 0.25 micron diameter pinhole over the spot is also shown. The noise-like variations in encircled
energy venus o are approximately equivalent for the data shown. The average of the 0.25ttm
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knife-edgescan iscomparable to the average Strehl-ratiodataof Figure 10. This suggeststhatan
adequate integrationrange around the centralpeak isabout I_O% x 0.25/0.9= 28% of the

unaberrated spot FWHM.

Conclusions

We have illustrated several important points about measurement of laser spot quality. First,
results from knife-edge scans and actual spot profiles differ due to the integration of the

differentiated knife-edge signal. Secondly, width measurements are not adequate (by themselves) to

describe spot quality. This is because width of the central lobe is constrained by pupil filling for small
amounts of aberration, and, for large amounts of aberration, width measurements are difficult to

interpret. Thirdly, the mo6t sensitive measure of spot quality for many applications is the Strehl ratio.

The Strehl ratio is difficult to measure directly, but it may be appro_&nated by averaging the encircled

energy found from x and y scans of a knife-edge scanner. The integration range should be no more
than about 28% of the unaberrated spot FWHM.
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Abstract ,, = j_ :

A computer model has been developed that simulates light propagating through an optical

data storage system. This paper will discuss a model of a laser beam that originates at a laser diode,

propagates through an optical system, interacts with a optical disk, reflects back from the optical disk
into the system, and propagates to data and servo detectors.

Introduction

The field of optical data storage technology has rapidly advanced in the recent past. Several

different types of optical disks have been developed, each with different capabilities and different

methods of storing information. One form of optical disk used for data storage is the CD-ROM,
which is a read only device. The write.once read-many (WORM) medium was developed after the

CD-ROM, and it has the increased functionality of allowing the user to write information to the disk.

A drawback of WORM devices is that they are not erasable. Most recently, the erasable optical disk

has been developed, which has the full functionality of magnetic disk media, in that data may be

written, read back, and erased from the disk if desired. This paper will discuss a system model of an

erasable optical disk system. A number of system models analyzing various components of an optical

disk system have already been completed (1)(2_3(3_). In contrast to those models, this model is a

complete, end-to-end system model instead of an analysis that deals with only specific components

of an optical data storage system.

There are several types of erasable optical disks, each with a different technique to write,

read, and erase data. The most common type of erasable media is magneto-optic. The read operation

in magneto-optic media accomplished through polarization modulation. Light incident on the disk is
reflected, and the reflected light has its polarization rotated due to the data pattern on the disk. The

polarization rotation of the reflected light is known as the polar Kerr effect (4). The system model

discussed in this paper will consider the disk to be an erasable, magneto-optic medium.

Modeling the Laser Beam

The source of light in a magneto-optic (M-O) disk system is a laser diode. A physical optics

analysis is accomplished through modeling the amplitude and phase of the laser beam's electric field.

Beam propagation is simulated through the use of Fresnel diffraction calculations (5). In this model,
a scalar diffraction approach is used. A vector diffraction analysis is certainly valid, but it is very

computationally expensive. In the system model, the beam is represented by a matrix of complex
values, where each matrix element represents a different sample point in the wavefront. The complex

values represent the amplitude and phase of the wavefront at a given point. Fresnel diffraction

calculations are computed through the use of Fast Fourier Transforms.

Consideration must be given to the type of beam a laser diode generates. Among others, there

are two characteristics of a typical laser diode used for optical data storage that are discussed. A

diagram for a typical laser diode is shown in Figure 1. The cavity is rectangular in shape, which causes
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the far-field pattern of the

beam to have an elliptical

shape. This necessitates, as

far as optical data storage is

concerned, circularizing

optics in the system.

Secondly, the cavity is index

guided perpendicular to the

diode junction, and gain

guided parallel to the

junction. This has three
effects on the emitted beam:

(1) The far-field intensity

pattern has a Lorentzian

profile in the direction

perpendicular to the
junction (6); (2) The far-

field intensity pattern has a

Gaussian profile in the

direction parallel to the

junction (7); and (3) the

beam contains astigmatism (7).

Genenc laser diode

I

JJl ''
Hgurc 1 Generic Laser Diode

Modeling the Optical System

The laser beam propagates from the diode and eventually is incident on the entrance pupil

of the optical system. A geometrical optics analysis of the system is a valid method of characterizing
the optical system. Ray-trace calculations may be performed in order to quantify aberrations in the

system. Figure 2 shows a portion of a generic M-O optical data storage system. The light from the

diode is collimated, circularized, focused down to a spot on the disk, and the reflected light containing
information is delivered to

data and servo detectors. The

following paragraphs describe

a method of modeling the

entrance pupil to exit pupil

mapping of the optical system.

The wavefront is

propagated to the entrance

pupil of the system with scalar

diffraction. The optie_ system

maps the wavefront incident

on the entrance pupil to the

exit pupil of the system. Then,

the wavefront is propagated to
the disk with scalar diffraction.

This modeling of the pupil to

pupilmapping isaccomplished

ina two pronged approach as

shown inFigure3.

MO storage device (laser to disk)

.-..I,,-_. .-fo-.

o_o.-"
oo-

CoIKma;ing Ci_culan=_ p_
L_ _ O_M

IIIw

Stop D,sk

Figure 2 Schematic of an Optical System for M-O Data

Storage
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To begin, we
compute the ideal

diffraction mapping of the

entrance pupil to the exit

pupil. We calculate a

paraxial system quantifier,
the ABCD matrix. An

ABCD matrix is developed
for all the elements in the

system, and the resulting

system ABCD matrix is

simply the product of all

component matrices: /N

Figure 3 Diagram of Entrance Pupil to Exit Pupil mapping

technique

ABCD_ = ]'_ ABCD,,
n-I

In the above equation, the optical system has i elements. Once the system ABCD matrix has been

found, that information is placed into the Huygens' integral for wave propagation (8). In the

following equation, x_ = entrance pupil plane, x_ = exit pupil plane, and 6_(x0 is the wavefront at the

given plane. Computation of the integral will map the wavefront from entrance to exit pupil, that is,

-llt,l.. "

The Huygens' kernel in one transverse dimension is given by:

The aberrations in the optical system must now be considered. To compute the aberrations,

a ray-trace of the ej_tem is performed. An ideal lens may be placed at the exit pupil, and that lens

will focus the rays to an image plane. At the arbitrary image plane, the two.dimensional transverse
ray fan is calculated. If that ray fan is integrated, the result is the optical path difference (OPD) in

the exit pupil due to the aberrations in the system.

The ideal diffraction imaging wavefront and the OPD in the exit pupil due to aberrations are

combined to give the total exit pupil wavefront. This is simply the addition of the two component

phase fronts. The OPD due to aberrations, plus the ideal diffraction phase front equals the exit pupil

phase front. The amplitude of the beam at the exit pupil is given by the ideal diffraction propagation

of the amplitude of the E-field incident on the entrance pupil.

. ,q',J,_ ¢ _,P%/_-

OF P,¢)'_'-_ Q!.I.A.LITY
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The wavefront that is now at the exit pupil is propagated to the optical disk using scalar
diffraction calculations. The light interacts with the disk, and it is reflected from the disk back into

the optical system. The reflected light propagates to detectors where the data is converted into an

electrical signal.

Modelin_ Disk Interaction

Jones calculus is utilized in the analysis of the disk-laser beam interaction (2). The following

column vector represents an arbitrary E-field, where _ and E r symbolize two orthogonal polarization
components:

and _ are the matrices of complex values that model the wavefront. The light that is incident on

the disk is linearly polarized, and the direction of polarization is defined as the x direction. The

following column vector represents the incident light:

This light interacts with the disk. The disk may be described using the following Jones matrix:

where 1' is the bulk reflectivity of the medium, K is a matrix which contains information about the

tangent of the Kerr angle at sampled positions on the disk, and 8 is the phase shift between the x
and y components on reflection from the medium (2). The reflected light is the product of the disk

matrix and the incident light:

- 1 )k 0 } ++'+

K contains the information about the data marks on the disk. Marks, which correspond to logical ones

have a value equal to +tan(Kerr angle). Spaces between the marks, which correspond to logical

zeros, have a value equal to -tan(Kerr angle). Figure 4 graphically depicts the matrix elements in a

sample K matrix.

The two polarizationcomponents in the reflectedfieldare separatelypropagated back

through the opticalsystem usingof Fresneldiffractioncalculations.The methods describedin the

sectionsabove are used tomodel propagationof the reflectedlightback through the system todata

and servodetectors,which convertthe informationcontainedinthe reflectedbeam intoan electrical

signal.
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Implementation

This model is

implemented on a 386

computer, running at 25 MHz.

The modeling environment is

the MATLAB programming

language. MATI.AB is an
interactive mathematics

programming environment that
allows a user to perform a

variety of calculations, including

those necessary for the scalar
diffraction model of the light

propagating through the system.

--E -aS --_.

Figure 4

--i? --a; -_/.

Example of a K matrix

Conclusion

Light that travels through an optical data storage system can be modeled using the techniques
discussed above. We can treat the modeling of light differently according to the functional subsystems

interacting with the light. As discussed above, these subsystems are the laser diode, the optical system,
and the optical disk. The model of the laser beam in the system is a combined physical optics analysis

and geometrical optics analysis. The model uses Fresnel diffraction calculations and ray-trace
calculations in order to simulate the propagation of the laser beam through the system.
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Abstract ' ' _: " !

We describe a new type of microlens for data storage applications that has improved

off-axis performance. The lens consists of a micro-Fresnel pattern on a curved substrate.

The radius of the substrate is equal to the focal length of the lens. If the pattern and

substrate are thin, the combination satisfies the Abbe sine condition. Therefore, the lens is

free of coma. We analyze a 0.5 numerical aperture, 0.50 mm focal length lens in detail. A

0.16 numerical aperture lens was fabricated holographically, and results are presented.

t

2. Introduction

There are several types of microlenses commonly used in optical data storage systems.

The most common are molded glass and molded plastic lenses. Molded optics weigh less

than conventional multiple-element designs. Typical apertures are 3.5 mm to 4.5 mm in

diameter, and numerical apertures (NAs) range from 0.45 to 0.55. For optical data storage

applications, the smallest molded microlenses commercially available have an entrance pupil

diameter of 3.0 mm (1). There are at least two reasons to use smaller optics. If a smaller

microlens is used as an objective lens, the same number of disks can fit into a smaller stack

height, and volumetric storage density will increase. Secondly, if all hardware dimensions

scale linearly with optics size, a reduction in lens size by some factor will allow a reduction

in moving mass by that factor to the third power, since mass scales with volume. The result

will be an improvement in access time.

A serious problem observed with microlens components is a limited field of view. For

applications like multiple beams and galvanometric tracking servos, the spatial area that

must be in focus on the disk encompasses many track widths. The required focal area does

not change as the objective lens focal length becomes smaller, which implies that the angular

field of view increases, as shown in Figure 1. For example, consider a system that must
focus over +_ 30 tracks with a 0.5 numerical

aperture (NA) lens. A diffraction-limited

lens with a focal length of 4.5 mm requires

a ___0.61" angular field. A lens with a 1.0

mm focal length would require a __.2.8"

angular field. The limiting aberration in

these systems is coma. Coma is also the

limiting aberration in waveguides using

focused grating couplers (2). In this paper,

we outline a technique that eliminates coma

and dramatically improves off-axis

Preprint_om SPIE Proceedings Volume 1499
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performance of these devices. A 160 _m

diameter 0.16 NA microlens has been

fabricated.

3. Microlens properties

There are several microlens techniques

which have been proposed. These include

graded-index lenses (_3), holographic lenses
and zone plates (4), and micro-Fresnel lenses

(MFLs) (5). Each of these techniques has the

potential for very, small apertures (-100 /zm)

and high NA (0.5). Graded-index lenses

depend on the refraction of light rays.

Holographic lenses and zone plates utilize

diffraction properties. In the MFL, the center

J

planar
zonc

plate

f
image

plane

Figure 2.

angle ,-,.

Planar MFL illuminated at

portion acts like a refractive element, and the edges (where the zone spacing is on the order

of a wavelength) act like a diffractive element. The advantage of the Fresnel lens is that it

does not become significantly thicker and heavier as the NA increases. We now examine

the focal properties of very small (< 1 ram) focal length MFLs.

Off-axis performance of planar Fresnel lenses has been described by Young (_6).

Consider the geometry of Figure 2, where a planar MFL is illuminated with a plane wave

at angle at. The radius of the n th zone is given by r n, Coma, astigmatism and field

curvature aberrations are described by: W131 = araJ23..ff, Wz22 = atz_]2_.f, and
2"

W22 o = at _14kf, respectively. These aberrations are plotted as a function of field angle, at,

in Figure 3 for the following parameters: f = 1.0 ram, NA = 0.50 and _, = 0.785/zm. This

lens cannot be used at more than a 0.13" field without coma contributing _./4 departure

(Rayleigh limit) to the ideal wavefront. If the coma could be eliminated, the limiting

aberration is astigmatism, which does not cross the Rayleigh limit until at _ 2.1". A factor

of 16 improvement in the field angle would be realized.

Coma can be eliminated by forcing the MFL to satisfy the classical Abbe sine

condition (7). One way to satisfy the
Abbe sine condition is make the zonal

focal lengths equal when the lens is

used at infinite conjugates. As shown in

Figure 4, a planar MFL converts an

incident plane-wave phase distribution

into a converging spherical wave. The

zonal focal lengths, fz_, increase with

radius. To become compatible with the

Abbe sine condition, the optical power

of the element can be placed on a

spherical surface (8), as shown in

Figure 5. The zonal focal lengths are

now equal, and the Abbe sine condition

is satisfied. A simple extension of

Young's treatment verifies that coma is

i
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Figure 4.

focal lengths, fzn, are not equal.

Planar-substrate MFL. Zonal Figure 5. Curved-substrate MFL.

Zonal focal lengths, f=, are equal.

eliminated. Delano (9) has also shown that coma is zero in this type of design.

In our treatment we neglect effects of the disk cover plate. Spherical aberration

introduced by the cover plate can be corrected by modifying the MFL pattern on either the

fiat or curved-substrate designs. Coma due to the cover plate is small compared to coma

from the flat MFL if a thin cover plate is used.

So far we have discussed properties of MFLs with the exact phase distribution

required to form a converging spherical wave. The index variation is similar to a blazed and

chirped diffraction grating. Blazing increases the diffraction efficiency of the MFL.

Theoretically, 100% diffraction efficiency can be obtained with proper blazing (10). For the

planar geometry of Figure 4, the required phase distribution is

For the curved geometry of Figure 5, the analogous expression to Equation 1 is

,,,(r ) = [2]

It is not necessary to form the exact phase distribution of Equation I or Equation 2 in order

to evaluate the optical performance of the lens. Instead, a rectangular profile can be used

at modulo r phase shifts. The result is a binary-type MFL with a lower diffraction efficiency

but identical optical properties. The binary-type MFLs are desirable in the initial part of

the work because they are easier to fabricate.

4. Experiment

To date, our efforts have focused on making a micro Fresnel lens on a curved

substrate. The necessary substrate must be a thin spherical shell of the proper radius and

high optical quality. We modify microspheres made for laser fusion research, which have

the necessary characteristics. The microspheres are available with radii in the 500 tzm -
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Figure 6. Experimental setup for exposing the hologram.

1000 _zm range. The shells are 1 _m to 3 gm thick. We have measured quality, of two

microspheres using a ZYGO interferometer. Initial tests have shown that the parallelism

between the inner and outer surfaces is better than a fraction of a fringe. The wavefront

quality of the surfaces varies dramatically. One sphere tested with the ZYGO was of

sufficient quality to use as a substrate, and the other was not. We visually inspect the

surface before each attempt at making a lens.

Our construction procedure consists of making a holographic exposure from a

converging beam and a planar wavefront. A modified Mach-Zehnder arrangement was used,

which is similar in principle to one described by Nishihara and Suhara (11). The

experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. A HeCd laser was used to expose the photoresist.

and a HeNe laser was used for alignment. Both lasers were aligned to be coaxial. A shutter

controlled light from the HeCd laser. One arm of the interferometer passed through a

Shack-cube beam splitter that provided the object point for a finite-conjugate objective lens.

The objective lens was focused at the center of curvature of the microsphere. The second

arm of the interferometer was reflected off a turning mirror and a pellicle beam splitter to

provide the plane-wave component for the hologram. Fringes were observed by a CCD

camera behind the microsphere mount. Reflections off the rnicrosphere that passed back

through the Shack cube were used to align the substrate axially and transversely. After

aligning with the HeNe laser, the substrate was translated axially the proper distance to

compensate for focal shift caused by the blue HeCd laser.

Tolerance of the construction process is an important part of this study. We used

CODEV, an optical design program, to study tolerances for f= 0.50 ram, NA = 0.50 and _. =

0.442 _m. Transverse displacement and axial defocus errors during the construction process

V\ t t_5 rE_2._
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error.

Strehl ratio and rms wavefront error for an 1 l_m transverse alignment

were studied. The Strehl ratio and rms waveffont error are displayed in Figure 7 for an

11 _m transverse alignment error. The useful field angle is __.2.6° centered about 1.3 °. The

rms waveffont aberration indicates that there are two fields angles for which aberration is

essentially zero. Figure 8 displays astigmatic line images versus field angle. Since there is

no coma in this system, the line image plot is a good indicator of how the device would

actually perform. There are two points in the field where the astigmatism is zero. This

indicates that the system behaves with binodal astigmatism. The transverse displacement can
be compensated by tilting the lens to the

appropriate bias angle. Strehl ratio and
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Figure 10. SEM photograph of a microlens

exposed on a curved substrate.

Figure 11. Enlargement of the central

portion of Figure 10.

ver.sus axial alignment error is shown in Figure 9. The allowable defocus is in the range of

-,-30 urn, which is quite easy to control.

5. Results

A standard photoresist solution was used to coat a microsphere. The microsphere

was cut in half and mounted on a holder. Figure 10 shows an SEM photograph of a

microlens that has been exposed on the curved surface. Wewere only able to expose a 0.16

NA lens due to a conflict between the finite working distance of the objective lens and the

pellicle beam splitter. Figure 11 shows the same lens under higher magnification. A rough

appearance is observed in the holographic pattern.

We tried to test the optical quality of the microlens, but, due to the large amount of

scatter, strong zero-order beam, and small size, we were not able to get consistent results.

We did test diffraction efficiency and lens NA, which were 11.8% and 0.16, respectively.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that, in order for micro optics to be used effectively in advanced data

storage systems, off-axis aberrations must be considered. One solution for improving off-axis

performance is to curve the substrate of a MFL so that its radius of curvature is equal to

its focal length. This satisfies the Abbe sine condition, and effectively eliminates coma. We

tried a proof-of-principle experiment in which a microsphere substrate was coated with

photoresist and exposed in a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer. We were successful

in exposing a 0.16 NA photoresist pattern. The pattern was mottled, so we were not able

to test the lens quality due to scattering and physical constraints. The holographic method

was instructive, but the NA is limited to rather low values (<0.20). Our group is pursuing

I_tLST_ tL



other methods of writing the patterns, which include electron-beam writing and binary, optics.
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A/_STRACT

A rigorous coupled-wave model is presented, experimentally validated, and_used for

tolerancing surface-relief diffractive elements. Applications of this model in the

design and tolerancing of components for magneto-optical (M-O) data storage heads are
investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface-relief lithographically generated diffractive elements show promise for M-O

data storage head applications due to their polarization selectivity, planar geometry,

high diffraction efficiency, and manufacturability. However, previous application of

surface-relief diffractive elements to M-O storage system• has been limiteO due uo the

lack of a suitable description for their polarization properties.

A model for describing these properties is presented in this paper. A general rigorous

vector coupled-wave model for the calculation of the diffraction efficiency and the

polarization properties of surface-relief grating• is described and validated with

experimental measurements. The accuracy of the model is then analyzed. The

presentation concludes with example• showing how the model can be used in the design

and tolerancing of components for M-O head applications.

2. RIGOROUS COUPLED WAVE MODEL

The formalism used in this model is an extension of Moharam and Gaylord's rigorous

coupled-wave analysis for volume grating diffraction. _': In this treatment, an

arbitrary surface-relief profile i• approximated by slicing the profile into a number

of equal thickness slab•. Coupled-wave equation• are then generated for the field in

each slab and are solved using a •tats-variables method. The complex amplitude• of the

reflected and transmitted diffracted order• are then generated by matching Boundary
conditions.

All field• are treated as vector quantities in this model. A vector approach enables

the calculation of the polariation properties of diffracted beams when cress-coupling

between the polarization state• take• place. This condition exists when the grating

vector i• not in the plane of incidence. Polarization cross-coupling is a vector

effect that cannot be treated using scalar approaches. Vector analysis also allows for

the treatment of arbitrary incident and output polarizations.

The state of incident elliptical polarization is specified by the s and p amplitude

ratio angle (a) (defined in Figure i) and the • and p phase difference (5). :n this

figure, a and b are the major and minor axis lengths for the vibrational ellipse of the

incident electric vector, a, and a: are _he maximum field strengths in the p and s

directions, and _ is the angle of rotation of the major axis of the ellipse from _he
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p axis. An additional angle (X) is used to represent the angular ratio of the ma3or

to minor axes of the ellipse. These parameters are related by the trigonometric
relations3:

cos :6: = san 2:_: s=n :6; = ab
tan 2;=. a.=----? (i)-(2)

sin :6: = sin 2:_I tan :=: - at
sln 2:=1 - a-_. (3)-(4)

tan :X: " b_, (5)

The output polarization parameters determined by the model are the s and p amplitude
ratio angle (a) and the s and p phase difference angle (6) for all reflected and

transmitted orders. From these two parameters, the rotation angle of the polarization

ellipse (_) can be calculated. In the conical diffraction case, the s and p directions

are different for each diffracted order. These directions are defined with respect to

the plane containing the propagation vector for that order and the grating vector.

The model is implemented in MATLAB, an interpreted matrix manipulation language. Runs

are currently made on a 33MHz/386 personal computer and a VAX 8650. Typical run times

are 3 seconds per data point for a single step grating (nt=l and he=9) and 5 m_nutes

per data point for a ten step grating (nt=10 and ns=9).

3. EZPERZMENTAL VALZDAZZON OF TEE NODI_

Model predictions were compared to experimental measurements made in our laboratory and

to the published results of two other research groups. The diffraction effic=ency and

polarization properties of a trapezoidal profile photoresist grating were measured in

our laboratory. This grating was fabricated holographically in Shipley 1811

photoresist. The substrate was a microscope slide. Measurements were made in

reflect&on with an absorbing layer index-matched to the back surface of the substrate

to eliminate Fresnel reflections from that surface. The incident beam was linearly

polarized at a 45 ° angle to the s and p axes. The experimental reflected d_ffraction

efficiency (U) was defined as the measured power diffracted into the ÷ist reflected

order divided by the measured incident power.

The polarization rotation angles @ and X were measured by both a direct and an _nd_rect

method. In the direct method, a linear polarizer was used to measure _. When the

transmission axis of the polarizer was aligned with the major axis of the polarization

ellipse, the maximum power was transmitted. For this condition, _ was t_e angle

between the polarizer transmission axis and the p axis.

X was measured uming a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate. The fast axis of the

quarter-wave p_a_e was aligned with the major axis of the ellipse. This eliminated the

90 ° phase difference between the linear polarization components along the b and a axes,

giving linearly polarized light. The plane defined by the linear polarization was

rotated an angle X from the major axis of the ellipse. This angle was measured using

a linear polarizer as described above.

In the indirect method, the magnitudes of _ and X were calculated from four power

measurements. The measured powers were proport;onal to ia, i:, la_i:, iai:, and hi:.

la, l: and la:lz are proportional to the power transmitted by a linear polarizer aligned

with the p and s axes. Similarly, powers proportional to lal: and Ibl _ are measured for

a polarizer aligned with the major and minor axes. :_I, IXl, :61, and lai

were then calculated using equations (1)-(5).

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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These two methods for characterizing the output elliptical polarization state

complement each other. The transmission axis of a single linear polarizer must be

accurately aligned An the indirect power measurement method. In the direct

measurements, both a linear polarizer and the fast axis of a quarter-wave plate must

be accurately positioned. Thus, the indirect method give l_I and IXI more precisely
than direct measurements. The direct measurement of _ and X gives the sense of

rotation of the angles. This is useful because the sign of 5 is the same as the 8_gn
of X.

The geometrical and physical properties of the grating were determined for input into

the model. The grating period was determined optically to be .429 z .0005 um. This
value was obtained by retroreflecting the ÷let diffracted order onto the incident beam.

The angle of rotation of the grating to achieve this condition (@) gives the grating
period according to:

:s:n---6' (6)

In this relation, A is the grating period and A is the wavelength of the incident

light. This value was then used to calibrate the Scanning Electron Micrograpn (5EM)

(Figure 2). The grating depth was estimated from this photo to be .22 z .01 um. A i0

step approximation to the grating profile was made by averaging the profiles of the six
visible grating ridges and ii coupled waves were retained in the analysis. The index

of refraction of the substrate was measured to be 1.51 using a Brewster's angle

technique, and the published Shipley photoresist index of refraction is 1.64 at .6328
_m.

Figures 3 through 5 compare the experimental and calculated values of diffraction

efficiency, a, and 161 for the +let reflected order diffracted by this grating. To

obtain the best fit to the experimental data, iterations were made over the uncertainty
range of the grating depth and grating profile measurements. Figure 3 shows

diffraction efficiency (7) versus angle of incidence, Figure 4 shows _ist order

polarization ratio angle (a) versus angle of incidence, and Figure 5 shows the phase

difference magnitude (161) versus angle of incidence. Good agreement was obtained for

all parameters.

Our model predictions were compared to published experimental results from a study cf

the antireflection properties of short period gratings. _ In this work, Enger and Case

fabricated gratings etched in fumed quartz substratem with periods short enough to

suprens all propagating diffraction orders. They observed significant phase differences
between the m and p polarizations of the zeroth order transmitted beam. Figure 6 shows

the best fit to their experimental measurements and our model calculations of phase

difference as a function of grating depth for gratings of approximately triangular

profile. The physical parameters of their grating no.8 were used as input for our

model. This grating has a period of .31 _m, the refractive index of the quartz

eubstrate is 1.46, and measurements were made at a wavelength of .6328 _m. An 8 step

profile approximation was used and 9 coupled-waves were retained in the analysis.

Nearly exact agreement was obtained over a 1 _m range of depths.

Finally, a comparison was made to work originally performed by Moharam, et. el. _ and

later by Naked& and Koshiba'. Coupled wave (C-W) and boundary-element (B-E) _heory

were used ree_ctively in these studies to calculate _he transmitted diffraction

efficiency of high aspect ratio photoresist gratings. The diffraction efficiency of

two gratings was measured for s and p polarized light by the original authors. The s
and p component diffraction efficiencies for grating no.8 were calculated using our

model. This grating has a period of .458 wm, a refractive index of 1.64, a depth of

.59 _m, and an undercut profile.

Figure 7 shows the experimental measurements and the calculations of the three models

for the diffraction efficiency of s polarized light as a function of angle of

incidence. Figure 8 is the corresponding plot for p polarization. Our calculations

deviated from the measured data in the manner of the previous studies for s

polarization for angles of incidence between 15" and 25". The B-E model provides the

best fit to the measured data for large angles of incidence. However, our calculations
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tend to agree with experiment better than the previous C-W model predictions. For p
polarization, our model provided a better fit to the experimental data for large angle•
of incidence than either of the two previous model•. However, it exhibited incr•a•ed
deviation• from experiment from 25" to 40".

Because the parameter• input to the previous C-W model are not known, it i• not
possible us determine the cause of the poor agreement between the two model•. The

rigorous coupled-wave formalism used in our model reduce• to the scalar coupled-wave
formalism used in the previous C-W model. Thus, we assume that difference• in _he

predictions of the two models occur because of difference• in the approximation of the
gra_ing profile.

4. ACCURACY OF MODEL PREDICTIONS

Three factors determine the accuracy of the model in predicting experimental
measurement•: The accuracy of mea•uremen_ of the physical properties of the grating,
the precision with which the gra_ing profile i• approximated, and the numerical
precision of the model.

For exact reproduction of the experimental measurements, the grating profile must be

exactly characterized. Some phy•ical parame=ers such an the gra_ing period, the angle
of incidence, and the refractive indice• can be accurately determined. However, the
grating depth and the gra_ing profile are difficult to characterize. Mea•uremen= of

these two parameter• i• limited by _he irregularity of the grating ridge• and by lack
of contrast of the SEM photograph.

The precision of the approximation of the gra_ing profile is determined by the number
of •labs (nt) used in the approximation. The numerical precision of the model is
determined by the number of coupled wave• (n•) retained in the analysis. For perfect
grating characterization, each output parameter converges _o a constant value an n_ and
n• are increased.

The effect• of inaccurate profile determination and insufficient numerical precision
are readily observable from Figures 9 and i0. Figure 9 shows the calculated reflected

+l•t order diffraction efficiency versus no for 5, 8, 10, and 12 approximation• to the
profile of Figure 2 for an incidence angle of 35 e. Figure i0 As a similar plo_ for the
reflected • and p phase difference. In these figure•, the curves for nut8 and nt=12
converge to efficiency values that are larger than those for the nt=5 and nt=10 curves.

If the shapes of the curves changed as nt increased, the precision of the approximation
of the profile would be in question. For this situation, increasing nt would cau.e a
convergence in profile shape. However, the similar shape of the curves indicates that
error in duty cycle measurement £• reopen•ibis for the different efficiencie• at

convergence. This source of error limit• the accuracy of the comparison to experiment
to approximately 5 degrees for the phase difference angle and .5% for the diffraction
efficiency for the grating of Figure 2.

The convergence of the curves in Figures 9 and i0 indicates that the numerical

precision of the prediction• increase• a• ns increase•. The phase difference curves
of Figure I0 can be observed to converge •lower than the diffraction efficiency curve•
of Figure 9. This indicate• that diffraction efficiency i• Sen• sensitive _o the
numerical precleion of the model. Thus, the phase difference i• a better indicator of
the level of model precision.

These figures show tha_ the precision of the profile approximation and the numerical

precision of the model are satisfactory for this grating for coarse prof_e
approximations and a small number of retained orders. This is evident from _he

similarity of the curve shapes and the rapid convergence of each curve. Sufficient
precision for •mall values of no and nt i• computationally advantageous because the

execution time of the model increases rapidly as these parameters increase.
v
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5. APPLICATION TO MANUFACTURING TOLERANCE ANALYSIS

205

This model demonstrates that small errors in the fabrication of surface-relief gratings

(depth, period, etc.) can cause substantial deviations from designed performance.

These deviations are especially important as the grating period decreases and for high
aspect ratio gratings.

The impact of manufacturing errors can be quantified by the comparison of calculated

diffraction efficienciee over a hypothetical range of grating parameter values. Figure

11 shows theoretical first order diffraction efficiency curves for a two step

approximation to a trapezoidal grating for three closely spaced grating periods (i.0,

i.i, and 1.2 _m). This figure shows that a .2 _m change in the gratlng period can cause

as much as a 30% change in the diffraction efficiency. Since an optimistic tolerance

in the fabrication of grating structures using lithographic techniques is of this

order, it can be seen that manufacturing tolerances limit the performance of high

spatial frequency lithographically generated gratings.

6. APPLICATION TO POLARIZING ELEMENT DESIGN

A unique aspect of this model is its three-dimensional efficiency surface generation

module. This module can be used as an aid in designing complex elements. The output

of this module is a three-dimensional plot of diffraction efficiency versus two grating

parameters (i.e., grating period and grating depth, duty cycle and wavelength, etc.).

Using this module, design points can be generated from a wide range of input parameters
in a single run.

An example of the utility of this module is the design of rectangular profile

polarization selective and nonselective elements. Figure 12 shows the diffraction

efficiency for the ist transmitted order as a function of grating depth and period for

s and p polarizations for a square profile grating. Note that point B exhiDits high

s and low p efficiency, giving a design point for a polarization selective element for
leaky beamsplitting applications. Figure 13 is the indicated cross-section of this

surface in the .45 ,m grating period plane. Alternatively, point A shows high s and

p diffraction efficiency into the let transmitted order, forming a polarization

nonselective element. Figure 14 shows the indicated cross-section in the .6 _m grating

period plane.

7. CONCLUSION

A model for cal;ulating the diffraction efficiency and polarization properties of

surface-relief d_ffractive structures has been presented. Three examples of the

validity of this model's predictione have been given. Use of the model for tolerancing

and design of diffractive components has been presented.
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2. Scanning electron mierograph of the
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Practical Design Considerations and Performance Characteristics

of High Numerical Aperture Holographic Lense_ /
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ABSTRACT I: :'" "

The diifraction elficiency of interferomer.ricaiIy formed holographic lenses is influenced

by the recording geometry and properties of the recording material. Variations in efficiency

increase wi_en attempting to make high numerical aperture elements. In this presentation

the factors which influence the diffraction efficiency of high numerical aperture holographic
i,crises are examined.

2

1. Introduction

Many factors influence the diffraction efficiency of holographic lenses. These include

changes in the visibility of interfering fields across the hologram aperture due to intensity

and polarization variations, changes in the average refractive index and thickness of the

recording material between exposure and processing steps, and variation of the interbeam

angle over the aperture of the hologram. Considering high efficiency phase gratings, these

effects pt_ysicaily alter the refractive index modular, ion at different locations across ti_e

aperture.

in order _o analyze the influence of these factors, high numerical aperture (0.54 N.A.)

t_o[ograpi_ic objectives were formed in bleached silver halide emulsions using a reversal

bleach process. The total efficiency of this lens was 43% compared to a planar grating

efficiency of 47% formed with two collimated beams and similar geometrical conditions.

The e/ficiencies of higher diffraction orders for both s- and p- polarized reconstruction

beams are mapped across the aperture, and related to the interbeam angles of the con-

struction beams at different locations. Although several evaluations of high N.A. lenses

have previously been made t-a, these investigations only considered a section of the lens

containing the grating vector (K) which was illuminated with light polarized perpendicular

to this plane. This paper provides experimental results for the efficiency of the grating

with different K vector and reconstruction field polarization orientations.

2. Characterization of Holograms formed in Bleached Silver Halide Emulsions

lto[ograms for this evaluation were formed in Agfa 8E75HD silver halide emulsions ex-

posed with 632.8 nm illumination, and processed with an Ilford reversal chemistry (SP678C

developer/SP679C bleach). This material was chosen because its properties have been well

characterized, and because processing is relatively simple and provides consistent results.

OF PO0_ Qbb, _.'i'_
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Although the eiSciency is Iess than that obtained for dichromated gelatin and some pho-

topolyr_:ers, many of :he same factors aKecting silver halide holograms wiil also appear in
gratings formed in other materials.

The e_ciencv _ a function of exposure for a series of unslanted and slanted planar

gratings processed wi_h the reversal chemistry are shown in Figures 1 and 2. (The dilfrac-

_ion eiEciencv tbr this analysis is equal to the power in a particular order divided by the

inciden_ power, t An interbeamangIeof40 ° was used for both cases, and thesiantedgrat-
ing formed with one Ueam at normal incidence to the emulsion and the second at 40 ° to

Lhe normal in air. (Tt_is geometry corresponds to the interfering rays at the center of the

tocusinfi holographic lezm.) Maximum efficiency for the unstanted grating occurs when the

hologram is illuminated at the construction angle. However, for the slanted grating, the

maximum diffraction e_ciency occurs at a different angle from that used during construc-

tion. Figure 2 shows that their is about a 10% change in absolute diffraction efficiency

(20% relative) near the optimum exposure for this process. This results from changes in

_he emuision thickness which effectively rotates :he grating plane, and a change in the av-

erage refractive index further detanes the grating from peak efficiency at the construction

angle. A reversal bleach removes the exposed silver halide crystals which were converted

to silver during development _. This mechanism reduces both :he emulsion thickness and

average refractive index producing a drop in el_.ciency. This same mechanism however,

atso reduces the negative effects of scatter and noise gratings, and gives reasonably high

diffraction efficiency. Since the thickness and average refractive index change could be

quantified, the reversal bleach process was used for this evaluation, bleasurement of an

emulsion exposed with 115 laJ/cm 2 showed an average refractive index change from 1.64

_o 1.60, and a thickness reduction from 5.0 _m _o 4.5 _.m.

3. Factors Affecting the Efficiency of Focusing HOEs

Consider _he construction geometry for a holographic lens shown in Fig. 3. In this

arrangement an on-axis spherical beam interferes with an off-axis collimated reference

beam. The potarization of the reference field is along the y-axis. The spherical beam

is formed by focusing collimated beam with its field polarized along the y-axis. The

polarization of this beam has a different orientation for each ray illuminating the aperture.

Therefore, as the NA of the element increases there will be a larger difference between

the polarization vectors of the spherical and reference beams. High numerical aperture

elements accentuate this difference and make it necessary to consider vector effects both

during construction and reconstrucion.

The configuration of Figure a provides a rela.tively large interbeam angle over much

of the grating aperture. This reduces the grating period, increases the overall efficiency,

and tends to equalize the efficiency of s- and p- diffracted light s . Another advantage of

this arrangement is that non-diffracted light in the zero order does not overlap with the

focusing beam during reconstruction which would reduce the signal-to-noise level in the

region of focus. In addition, the off-axis geometry can also be used to help circularize the
reconstrttction beam.
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In order to analyze the varying efficiency of this hologram a localized planar grating

approximation is made at discrete points across the aperture '_. At the lens center the

corresponding pianar grating has an interbeam angle of 40 _ with both fields poiarized in

tim 3" di:ectlon. Plots of the experimental diffraction efficiency vs. reconstruction angle

for tile central region of a 0.54 NA focusing element and for a hologram formed witi_

two coi',imated fields are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. These holograms

were made using the same exposing and processing conditions and show reasonabiy good

correspondence in maximum efficiency, however there is an angular displacement indicating

that tt_e probe beam diameter(lmm] may have exceeded the limit for the locai plane grating

approximation.

The efficiency of a volume hologram depends on the visibility of the interfering fields

and the exposure ievel at the film plane. When the emulsion response is linear, this

dependence can be approximated _ by the relation

where .% is a film sensitivity factor, Eo is the average film exposure, and V is the visibiihy

of the interfering fields within the emulsion. The film sensitivity factor will depend on

the particular type of emulsion and processing chemistry. The exposure will vary across

the aperture of the focusing element due to changes in the path lengths between the

center aad edge of the aperture for the expanding spherical beam, and changes in the

fresnei coefficients. These differences affect the beam ratio (R) which in turn influence the

visibility since

2Rt/'co_(f2)
V =

(l R)

with fl the relative orientation of the polarizations of the interfering fields.

Combining these factors and calculating the ratio of the efficiency at the edge of the

hologram aperture relative to the center shows [Fig.6) that the expected fall-off for a 0.55

NA element illuminated with an s-polarized reconstruction beam is about 15,°,0, and 25,0,0

with a p-polarized beam.

As stated earlier, these calculations assume that r/ varies linearly with exposure. This

is a good assumption for dichromated gelatin and many photopolymers, however materials

such as silver halide tend to saturate after reaching a maximum value (Figure 1). This

can be used to advantage by exposing the emulsion beyond the linear range of the film.

Since the efficiency does not change rapidly with exposure in this region, variations of 77

across the aperture can be reduced. (It is assumed that nonlinearities in the refractive

index modulation were small since measurements showed that very little power went into

higher diffraction orders.}

For a highly linear responding material the slope of the efficiency vs exposure can be

reduced by using a thinner emulsion. Exposing the emulsion at level slightly above the

first r/ maxhnum will then keep the total efficiency high over a relatively large exposure

range.

OEK._;;.i.4t a' :3
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Other factors which influence the diffraction efficiency of high numerical aperture HOEs

are differences in emulsion thickness and average refractive index between the exposure and

post process phase of hologram recording. The effects of these variations on the diffraction

=ificiencv for the sianted planar grating described earlier corresponding to the local grating

at ;he cer, ter of the focusing HOE were determined using coupled wave anaiysis s and are

iiiustrated in Figures 7 and 8. As indicated a change in emulsion thickness produces

signirica:',: displacement and reduction in the efficiency, however a change in the average

refractive index of 0.06 results in only a small displacement of the curve (i.e. 2°). Values for

the average refractive index and thickness change for emulsions processed with the reversal

bleach presented in the previous section indicate that the change in average refractive index

is ao_ significant, however the thickness change will produce a major shift in the eff, ciency

performance.

The numerical values in Figure 3 show the normalized coordinates in the x direction

and the corresponding interbeam angles &O, ntee for a 0.55 NA lens. These angles can

then be used to compute the appropriate grating vector and diffraction efficiency for local

planar gratings. For emulsions on the order of 5 _m thick, average refractive index of 1.6,

and index modulation of 0.05, the volume grating conditions will not be satisfied across

the aperture. This will give rise to higher d fraction orders which extract power from the

desired order.

4. Fabrication and Evaluation of High N.A. Holographic Lenses

Holographic lenses were formed with a spherical beam produced with a 0.55 N.A.

long working distance microscope objective and a collimated reference beam at 40 ° to

L.he satiate normal of the emulsion. A beam ratio of 1 at the center of the exposed area

was ot_tained by placing a mask with a small diameter aperture in the film plane and

then measuring the power in each beam. The film was then exposed with 115 ,zJ/cm 2 of

632.8nm iilumination from a HeNe laser as mentioned in Section l, and processed with

a stanctard [it ord reversal chemistry. This exposure level was beyond tl_e linear range of

_he film/process combination (Figure 1), and was expected to improve uniformity in the

efficiency over the aperture of the HOE.

After processing the hologram was illuminated with the conjugate of the planar refer-

ence beam. A mask with a 1 mm aperture was mounted on an x-y translational stage to

probe the efficiency at different locations in the aperture. Both s- and p- polarized light

was used to illuminate discrete positions along the x- and y-axes of the hologram. The

results of these measurements are shown in Figures 9-12. The smallest interbeam angle

exists at the x = -1.0 positions on the x-axis efficiency plots. The +l and -1 diffraction

orders are equal at this coordinate indicating that the grating acts like a thin sinusoidal

grating. There are several weaker diffraction orders (Ro, T(-2), and R(-1) ) not shown on

these figures for clarity which account for an additional 15% of the incident illumination at

the x = -t position. In each case the efficiency of the primary order also decreases near the

edge of _he aperture with the largest interbeam angle. It is not exactly clear if this drop is

a result of a decrease in exposure or is due to an overcoupling effect. From Figures 1 and 2

it can be seen that a slanted grating does not saturate in the same manner as an unslanted
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one. Titis effect "_-,;:Ld !_e accentuated near the edge of the itologram aperture where the

int:erbean: angie in air is close to ,'3 :. Gb'en these iimitations however, the totals- and p-

etficiencies over ti;e complete aperture were 43.1 and "" -,c_-_._,,c respectively. A corresponding
planar gratin_ !ormed with a normMtv incident beam and a second beam at 40: to the

emulsion normal i_ad an s-polarized reconstrtiction beame_ciency of 4,.c. Using this as a

reference for the maximum el_ciencv obtainable with this film and process chemistry, the

focusing element e_ciencv is approximately 92c.2 of the possible planar grating erhciency.
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Figure z. Diffraction efficiency vs. exposure for Agfa 8E75HD emulsions processed with

Ilford SP678C developer and SP679C reversal bleach. Grating planes are normal to the

emulsion surface, and was formed with two collimated beams having a -t0 ° interbeam angle
in air.
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Figure _. Diffraction efficiency vs. exposure for a planar grating formed in Agfa 8EThHD

emulsions processed with Ilford SP678C developer and SP679C bleach. The slanted grating
was formed with one beam normal to the emulsion surface and the second at 40 ° to the

normal in air. The upper curve shows maximum efficiency obtained by rotating the grating,

and the second is reconstructed at the formation angle.
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and an off-axis collimated reference wave. Also shown are different, interbeam angles (in
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Figure 7. Diffraction efficiency vs. reconstruction angle for a planar grating formed and

reconstructed with the same average refractive index, and with a change of 0.06 in index.
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Figure 8. Diffraction efficiency vs. reconstruction angle for a planar grating formed and

reconstructed with the same average refractive index, and with a change of 0.06 in index.
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structed with s-polarized light.
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Figure 10. Measured diffraction efficiency across the x-axis of a 0.54 N.A. HOE recon-

structed with p-polarized light.
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Effects of beam focusing on the e |Ciency of planar

waveguide grating couplers

Lifeng Li and Mool C. Gupta
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I. Introduction

Diffraction gratings play an important role in inte-
grated optics: the3" are used to couple light into wave-
guides: to focus, deflect, and split beams; and to filter
light spectrally ias in distributed feedback [asersJ. _:
Grating couplers are not only durable, they can be
fabricated through planar photolithographic tech-

niques.
A distinctive feature of a periodic grating coupler is

that its coupling efficiency is high only if the incident
beam falls within a narrow range of coupling angles.

In many cases this feature can be used to some advan-
tage. For some applications, however, it is desirable to
render the coupling efficiency less sensitive to the cou-

pling angle. One way to achieve this is by focusing the
incident beam. A focused beam can be considered a

bundle of rays with a range of angular components.
When this angular range covers the optimum coupling

angle, a portion of the bundle will be coupled into the
waveguide and the remainder will not. Thus, the
curve of coupling efficiency vs coupling angle will be
broadened, but its peak height will be lowered.

Even though grating couplers are widely used in
integrated optics, and even though the theory of grat-
ing couplers is well understood, to our knowledge little
detailed study has been done on the angular depen-
dence of the coupling efficiency for focused beams. In
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this paper we report the results of our the,)retica[ and
experimental investigation into the variation with o,u-

piing angle of the coupling efficiency for an integrated
optical grating coupler. Various focused beam condi-
tions were explored in our investigation. The imp,_r-
rant question we address is how great an an._u!ar
broadening can be achieved for a given Iuss ,,[ peak

efficiency.

II. Theory

The analysis of a grating coupler requires two calcu-
lations: i l) the calculation of the effective index and

leakage factor of the corrugated waveguide, and _2 _t he
calculation of the coupling efficiency. For the first
calculation we use Maystre's integral method.; For
the second calculation we use the method developed by
Neviere et al. 5-s This method consists of three steps.
First, an incident beam of finite width is represented

by a superposition of plane waves. Second. the re-
sponse of the grating coupler for a plane wave in the
vicinity of the waveguide resonance is represented by a

complex pole. Third, the total response of the coupler
to the finite beam is given by the superposition of its
response to plane waves. Neviere et al.- considered
only the case in which the incident angle is phase
matched with the grating coupler, and the incident
beam has no phase variation other than that of a plane
wavefront. In our work we considered the general

case. By allowing an arbitrary incident angle and
arbitrary phase variation, we studied the angular de-
pendence and defocus dependence of the device's cou-
pling characteristics. Throughout this paper we as-
sume that l >> t/a', where l is the grating length and a

is the leakage factor defined below. This condition is
well satisfied by the grating couplers used in our ex-

periment.
Following the analysis in Refs. 7 and 8. one can
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derive the t',Hk,_tn_ expression for the coupling etfi-

ciencv for a l,_ssiess. infinitely long grating coupler:

'._here _ :. _hr p,,siti_,n ah)n_ the grating and _ is
measured al, m_ the n,,rmal to the waveguide: _. = "2=
_. _v_th \ th_'._a_iru_h in a vacuum: n is the refractive
index _,f the incipient medium: CI_I = [ t'_r TE. and
(, _ J= _ _for TM. _i(h _the dielectric constant, and C.

is ('q ',iin the incident medium: _ = k..\'.,_, with .\'__ the
effective index of the guided mode: K = 2,'r'd. with d

the grating period: rn is t he diffraction order which gets
c_)upled into the waveguide: c-: is the rnth order field
amplitude excited by an incident plane wave on reso-
nance; and q(x) gives the incident beam profile, nor-
malized such that f !qiZdt = 1. with t perpendicular to
the beam axis.

The variables defined above are properties of the
grating coupler and of the incident beam. The inter-
action between the coupler and the incident beam is
described completely by the function r(x), which can
be stated in three equivalent forms:

1

where p_) is the Fourier transform of q(x); _,_ = nk.
sin _,, is the center spatial frequency of p(_C); 8. is the
incident angle: _ = nk,) sin0_ + in' is the complex pole
of the waveguide grating structure; OR is the resonance

coupling angle: a' is the leakage factor; and H(x - x') =
1 ifx - x" > 0 and H(x - x') = 0 ifx - x' < 0. Equation
(2) is probably the most useful for a numerical compu-
tation of r(x}, but Eqs. (3) and (4) are more useful for

an intuitive understanding of the dependence of r(x)
on the incident angle or beam size (angular width) of
the incident beam. We define several terms to simpli-
fy our discussion. 0 -= _,_ - OR, the angular detuning.
We define the full width at half maximum of the ,7vs O

curve, the apparent acceptance angle (or, simply, the
acceptance angle) of the grating coupler, and denote

this b.v __,. Clearly, AO_ depends both on the grating
coupler and on the incident beam. It can be shown _

that. as the incident beam becomes a plane wave, A0_
tends to its lowest value A0, = 2 Im[ap]/(nko cos0n),
which is the full width at half-maximum of the Lorent-

zian profile _l,I c + a,, - ap)l:. We call hO, the intrinsic
acceptance angle of the grating coupler.

The angular dependence of r_(x) is contained in the

function r(x). When 0 = 0, r(x) as given by Eq. (4) is a
convolution of the incident beam profile and an expo-
nential decay function. When 0 _ 0, an oscillatory
function is superimposed on the exponential decay
function: therefore, the coupling efficiency decreases.
In Eq. (31, rix} is given bv an overlapping integral of

Fig. 1.

I

,' ]/

0o 0_ 0

(a)

:o. Z/
/ ,

, .v /

Oo O. _)l

(b)

Tw,) l[mitin_ cases h,r the ,_er!ap _nte_r_i .<:',rr: ', _"i

_a_ A"<< A_ and ,b_ A_ >> A"

P(D and I/(E + a,_ - a:_) expii_x_. When _9 = 0 the
peaks of the two functions coincide, and the maximu m

coupling efficiency is achieved. A nonzero detunir.z
implies a shift in the two peaks and a decrease _n
efficiency. When 0 changes, the two curves m_ve

relative to each other. If the angular width of incident
beam A0 is <<A0,, the Lorentzian is probed by the
incident beam: if A0 is >>A0, the incident beam is
probed by the Lorentzian iFig. 1). In other words, the

apparent acceptance angle approaches the intrinsic
acceptance angle as ',0 tends to zero. and it approaches
A0 as the latter becomes >>A0:.

Now let us consider a Gaussian beam, as depicted in
Fig. 2. Once the wavelength and polarization are
known, a Gaussian beam is specified completely by its
beam waist _ or its angular width A0. These two
quantities are related by A0 = tan-_t,k/_r_:,L). For our

purposes it is more convenient to use the angular
width. To specify the position of a Gaussian beam

relative to a grating coupler we need three parameters:
incident angle _, lateral offset x., and defocus z ,. The
lateral offset is defined as the distance between the

beam axis and the edge of the grating. The defocus is
defined as the distance between the beam's center on

the grating to the beam waist, as shown in Fig. 2. We
consider only the angular dependence, and we set z =
0. We consider the influence of defocus on the cou-
pling efficiency at a later time.

III. Experimental Procedures

The optical waveguide was prepared by e-beam de-
position __° of a Coming 7059 glass film onto a quartz
substrate with refractive index 1.46. The thin film
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was 0.6 am thick, its refractive index was 1.50, and its

optical loss was 1 dB/cm. The waveguide cover is air.
For TE polarization this waveguide supports only the
lowest order guided mode. A surface relief grating was
etched into the film at the air-film interface. The

grating was fabricated by the holographic technique.
A 0.22-_m thick photoresist IShipley 1400 series) thin
film was spin coated onto the quartz substrate. The
resist was exposed with interference fringes 0.38 _m
apart _using a He-Cd laser with a wavelength of 0.4416
am). The exposed grating pattern was then devel-
oped. with an in sit,, monitoring technique, tt The
relief pattern was transferred to the 7059 glass wave-
guide by reactive ion beam etching with a C_,Fs gas.
The ion beam etch rate for the film was found to be 15

nmJmin at an ion beam current density of i mA/cm -_.
The shape of the grating rulings was rectangular.
From a comparison of the measured and theoretically
calculated diffraction efficiencies at several incident

angles, we estimated that the grating groove had a
depth of 0. l 7 ,_m. Two gratings, each 5 mm long, were
etched _2 cm apart on a single sample, one grating to
be used as the input coupler and the other as the
output coupler.

The angular measurements were taken by mounting
the grating coupler on a rotation stage with a 0.001 °
resolution. Intensities of the transmitted, reflected,

and throughput beams were measured with silicon
detectors. The detector for the reflected signal had a
large receiving area. so that the reflected beam would
remain on the detector during the entire measurement
process. The coupling efficiency measurements were
performed with a polarized He-Ne laser with a Gauss-
Jan beam profile. The laser beam was expanded and
nearly collimated, so that its angular halfwidth was
0.0085 °, corresponding to a 2.7-ram diam beam waist.
To obtain other angular widths, convex lenses of vari-

ous focal lengths were inserted after the beam expan-
der. For all the measurements reported here. the in-
put grating coupler was positioned at the beam wa>t
and the laser beam was TE polarized with respect to,
the grating coupler.

Each focused beam experiment proceeded as f,_l-
lows: First. the optimum coupling condition was l,,-
cated iteratively by adjusting the lateral offset and the
coupling angle, so that the sum of the transmitted and
reflected intensities was minimized. Once the ,)pvi-
mum condition was obtained, the lateral offset was
fixed for the remainder of the measurement, and the

coupling angle was referred to as the zero angular

detuning. At the beginning of the measurement se-
quence, the grating was rotated to a negative detuning
value at which the coupling efficiency was sufficiently
low. The grating was then rotated, in small incre-
ments, in the positive direction until the coupling effi-
ciency was sufficiently low at a positive detuning value.
The transmitted and reflected light intensities were
measured at each angular position, from which the
coupling efficiency was calculated.

IV. Results

In Fig. 3, four theoretical curves for coupling effi-
ciency vs angular detuning are plotted. For each curve
the angular width of the incident beam is indicated.

Experimental data for variations in the coupling
efficiency with coupling angle for four focused beam
conditions are shown in Figs. 4-7. The percentage
transmission, reflection, and throughput data were ob-
tained. The throughput, that is, the light outcoupled
by the second grating, is given in arbitrary units but is
directly proportional to the coupling efficiency. The
experimental coupling efficiencies were calculated by

subtracting the percentage transmission and reflect ion
from one hundred. We expect these coupling efficien-
cy values to be somewhat higher than the actual values,
because absorption and scattering are not taken into
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Fig. 6. Experimental data of la_ percentage tran_mlssiun, ret]ec

tion. and coupling efficiency, and _b* outcoupled power x s an_r_'.ar

detuning for a Gaussian beam of O 1:3° angular widen

account. However. for a study of the angular depen-
dence of the coupling efficiency, this definition suf-
fices.

The experimental valuesofthe transmission,reflec-

tion,and coupling efficiencyfora Gaussian beam with

a 0.0085° angular width are shown in Fig.4. These

values indicate an increase in the transmitted signal

and a decrease in the reflectedsignalas the incident

angle isdetuned. In addition,the angular position
between the transmissionminimum and the reflection

maximum isshifted. The acceptance angle,measured

from the efficiencycurve, is 0.029*. Although the

peak value of the experimental curve isgreaterthan

the theoreticalvalue given in Fig. 3,the acceptance

angles measured from both curves agree well.

The experimental data and the theoreticalefficien-

cy curves for Gaussian beams with angular widths of

0.058* and 0.13 ° are shown in Figs. 5 and 6(a). respec-
tively. The shapes of these curves are similar to tha_
of the curve shown in Fig. 4. Note that, although the
peak efficiency values are comparable with that in Fig.
4, the apparent acceptance angles have increased to
0.085* and 0.15", respectively. There is good agree-
ment between the experimental and theoreticaL
curves. The variation in the coupling efficiency" with

coupling angle, as measured with the outcoupled beam
from the second grating, is illustrated in Fig. 6, b).
The measured throughput signal curve agrees weLl
with the measured efficiency curve, but the through-
put signal has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio.

The experimental transmission, reflection, and cou-
pling efficiency data for a Gaussian beam with a 0.48 °
angular width are shown in Fig. 7(a). For this case, the
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acceptance angle rises to 0.57 ° and the peak efficiency
falls to 1 lc'c. The apparent acceptance angle is about
twenty times and the peak efficiency about two-thirds
that for the beam of 0.0085 ° angular width. The rise

in efficiency around -0.4 ° detuning arises from sub-
strate mode coupling. A simple calculation shows
that. for the grating coupler used in the measurements,
the onset coupling angle for the substrate mode is
about -0.4 ° from the optimum coupling angle for the
guided mode. Thus, as the coupling angle is detuned

in the negative direction, a portion of the input beam is
coupled into the substrate. Because of the way we
define coupling efficiency, this substrate coupling ef-
fect appears in the efficiency curve. No such effect is
seen in the beam outcoupled by the second grating [see

T
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-20
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Fig. _', Experimental and theoretical aLceptance an_e -,!,,_:-.-

and solid line) and coupling ett'i<_encv ,trlan_ie,_ and ,,,:_z I._-:',..,

line) _s Gauss_an beam angular width

Fig. 7(b)]. Likewise, this effect did not appear in our
earlier experiments because the acceptance angles
were well under 0.4 ° . It is not known why the shoulder
on the left of the theoretical efficiency curve does nut

appear on the experimental curve. Despite the differ-
ence in the shapes of the experimental and theoretical
efficiency curves, the acceptance angles measured
from these two curves are nearly equal.

V. Discu_ion and Conclusions

The experimental results and theoretical calcula-
tions for the four focused beams are presented in Fig. _.
The horizontal axis is taken as the angular halfwidth of
the incident Gaussian beam at l/e-'. All the curves and

data points share this axis. Curve 1 represents the
theoretical coupling efficiency and curve 2 the theoret-
ical apparent acceptance angle; the triangles and
squares are the respective experimental points. The
arrow indicates the position of the intrinsic acceptance
angle _8, of the grating coupler on the vertical axis.
Curve 3 shows the calculated relationship between the
full width at half-maximum and the halfwidth at l e:
maximum for a Gaussian beam. As indicated in Sec.

II, as the angular width of the incident beam decreases.
the apparent acceptance angle of the grating coupler
approaches the intrinsic acceptance angle. Further-
more, as the angular width of the incident beam in-
creases, the apparent acceptance angle approaches the
width of the incident beam. Also, at the maximum

coupling efficiency, the apparent acceptance angle is
about twice the width of the incident beam. Except

for two efficiency data points, the experimental data
and the theoreticalcurves are ingood agreement.

Note that,inFig.8,the coupling efficiencyisplotted
on a linearscale, while the acceptance angle isplotted

on a logarithmicscale. Itcan be seen that.fora small
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of et'ficwncv, the acceptance angle can be e_l_ _/I_DTRL _of Kodak for providin_ financial supp,>rt dqr-

several times by usin._ a more tightly focused beam. ing his visit there. This research is supp_,rted h_
F_r exampie, t_ achieve the 42_'c maximum coupling
efficiency. _me must use a Gaussian beam with a 0.03 °

an_ular hal[width, for which the apparent acceptance
an_ieLs _,i.it6 °, [foneisc_mtentwitha30_coupling
etfic:encv __2._ less than the maximum value) and

_v>he> t_d_<hte the acceptance angle, one can do so by
t_,cm-ln_ _he Lnc:dent beam to an angular halfwidth of
ti[ _

The a.-ym!,_,,_it beha_ i,,r of curve 2 at the lower end
.u_._est_ that _i_e intrinsic acceptance angle can be
pr,>bed by a sufficiently collimated beam. Because
the intrinsic acceptance angle is directly proportional
to the leakage factor for the grating coupler, one could
easily measure the leakage factor.

Summarizinm we have conducted a theoretical and
experimental study of the angular dependence of the
cuupling efficiency for a planar waveguide grating cou-
pler. Our results show that. by appropriately focusing
the incident Gaussian beam. the acceptance angle of
the coupler can be greatly increased with only a small
decrease in the maximum coupling efficiency. We
also show good agreement between theoretical calcula-
tions and experimental measurements. This study
allows one to estimate the acceptance angle and cou-
pling efficiency for a grating coupler with a focused
incident beam. These findings are useful in applica-
tions where the angular tolerance of waveguide cou-
p[ing is an important issue.
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ABSTRACT

FhLs Daper discusses a I_tter model and si_nai processing tecn-

Lques for Iara recowrv in P_dse Width Moduiatlon i PWM} optL-

d recordm_ in PWM. information is stored througn modulatm_

<zes of sequentlai marks alternating in ma_;netlc polarization or

;l :naterzai structure. ,JiLter. defined as the deviation from tile

,rl<mal mark size In the time domain, will resuit In error detec-

:,on if it _s excessively large, fins paper taices a new approach

m data recovery nv first using a high speea counter clock to con-

v,,rt tmle-marks to amplitude-marks, and uses s_gnai processm_:

techniques to minzm_ze )liter accorcting to the Hirer model. The

._t;nai processing tecnnlques inciude motor speed and intersvmDol

uterference equailzatmn, mfferent_ai and additive detectmn, aim

_!_'erentiai and additive modulation

1 Introduction

Optical data storage ts built upon many disctphnes. I"hrough

the apphcatlons of these discJptines, storage densities and access

speeds llave been improved sigmficantly [1]. [a addition to the

results that have provided shorter wavelength laser diodes, lighter

,H)ttcal heads, and better understanding of media, the use of signal

processing techniques _s also important m extracting information

from nmsy sie;nais. As a result, this paper will study how data can

_e modulated, equalized, detected, and demodulated to achieve

higher density storage.

Background

Since the magneto-optical (M-O) and phase change media have

,rely two different polarizations or states, information can be stored

only throu_:n modulating marks alternating in poiarizatton or state•

Irl this paper, pulse width modulation I PWM} is considered where

marks of vartabte size according to the input signai are recorded•

[n detecting a readback signal, the peak detection technique Is

,-ommoniy used (2}[31 That m, a signal of peaks at mark bound-

arms is first generated by a differentiator if necessary. To recover

tile original stgnat, a time window is used to decide whether a

peak falls into it or not. The time window _s generally derived

from the readback signal by a phase lock loop (PLL/ [4].

Approach of This Paper

In this paper, a different approach is taken m recovering the

original signal. First, mark boundaries are detected by methods
such as the peak detectmn method described above. In the sec-

ond step, instead of using the time window method, a high speed

counter clock Is used to quant_ze the mark size between two adja-

cent mark boundaries, as depicted in Figure 1. The counter output

generates an integer number proportional to the time mark. In

other words, this quantizatton step transforms the readback sJ_;-

nat from time marks to amplitude marks, and signal processing

techniques are subsequently used.

./'

¢.

There are two important ldVJ_ntazes ,,,I r;,:5 ,u;,'_:lt]zarlGi1 tD-

preach. [Tirst, it converts a rime-marK _ll{_&l to ,'LR _nlpllL'; --

mark signal. As a re.suit of th:s conversion. :tree ,domain n::ns, :

]ittert is at the same time converted to _mautude _]tJm&tn _;,3.,e.

which allows us to performs_nal processm_ ca :i_,e _m>ttu,_e :,>-

mare. Another advantalce of this approaciz _s tt F,ro_des a *iexmie

and integrated impiementatton of _arlous e_manzatlon.._e','.'t_on.

p,nd demodulation algorithms Hlis wlii 0ecome riear :n ri:e sut>

_equent discussion.

One disadvantage of this approach _s the adde,J auanuzatLon

error In the quantlzatlon steD. }{owever _t-the ciocK ,s t'_t _:llou_n.

this quanttzation error Is ne_cilglble. For ,_xampie :(_]:e ,:_o,'ss

period is one nsec and mar_. s_zes are mu_t_r_les ,_I i d :_sec " vge

[lave a signal to noise ratio _.',',g = : i '.:,_: _ _) = Z,,, :i8 , :'c.r

_-aicuiat]on. see [.5} for example).

Jitter, defined 2 as the total deviation away from tile or_cma_

mark size by all possible causes. _s the time domain nmse. stmuar

to the amplitude noise m an amplitude modulated stgnai. Fhere

are various sources that contribute to the totai jitter. [Ills paper

witl establish a jitter model that transJates nit iitter sources mid

the total jitter, ann study how the j_tter can _e reduced by _tgnal

proceesmg.

cC.___ c_.t_ _ _._,,ae, --

1 '1
Fmen _1{ 0111_1_ OUlDUl

Figure 1: Quantlzatlon of Time Marks to Amnhtude Marks

2 Jitter Model

This section describes a jitter model based on which equal-

ization, detection, and modulation techniques are described in

the following sections. Although the model is not vet compietely

v_rified experimentally, it is formulated according to recent exper-

iment and simulation studies i6]-[8].

I [t" we ,usume the disk linear velocity is 4 m/see, t_s 100 nsec time umt

corr'enlponds to 400 nm mark uruc. For a system using i2,7) i'_.LL code. the

mmimtm_ mark size iS 1.2 _am. ff we compare this with ,_ typical dJffrn, ctlon

limit &t 1 am, this tO0 rtsee m & relulonable _u_uamptlon.

2111 optic -1 recording, since there _ many sources causm_ m_rit size de-

viation, jitter it $ defined differently. Foe example, m pease detection, the

dev,&tion o[ & m_rk boundary IS c&_led pe&_ shift C31, and jitter IS one of tile

c_m_l due to random noise, in this paper, for simplicity, jitter IS the tot al

result el ,.n deviation causes, and each cause wall be descrtbeci in deta_t in the

jitter model.
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2.1 %_ Process Jitter Model

in the write process mocluiated input ,lain to :_ ,nsk dr_e Ls

tnasequenceoltlmemarKs: .,,._1,._:,.:.¢._, , anere i", IStllC

rime duration of mark _ \Ve can Gefine t. = v--,,-i_,=;., ", to be [ile
5t0.rtlnZ Lime of mark ;

'&hen the input sl_n_.l is recorq,_4 onto _. disk tlle Sf),':ttial mark

_['" i[ "_ written corresDonGinE to t;:r_e In'IrK a,F :.a

[;"_ = .... -") - "" - 7",Stk 2 l,2-

:[ :lie disK IS rOtatill_ _.: _. h )lllln&l l;lioxt" 'toP, Slant %PtOCII'_ r Dii_. _.j ,

veioclty litter x._,. [_l ;;re equation. J]" [s the litter at the i*_ft

iiand side of the mark, _" is at the r/¢ht hand sid_ and _'_ :_'-.÷1

positive if it makes W, smalier, Figure 'd

' t i '-J
i

,_ Case of NO Jinie

fl{{ure 2 Mark Size and .\ssoclate, i ]_ll,,r

ill Eq. Ii i i each ¢i" ts due to tilree different litter sources

c, = x _. _- e_'. + ,':.} i2.2',

where

, _:: Jitter due to random noise such as electronic noise and mag-

netic medium property fluctuation or defects. This first type

of jitter ,s called no_se jitter and often sampty called jitter

This jitter has no correlation with the input signal and is

independent of adjacent jitter of the same kind.

_= : Jitter due to laser Dower and ,'or beam width fluctuation, or
_2w'

other similar mechanisms rhis kind of.litter is called bit

shift .litter. This Direr is shifted in different direction at the

rising and failing eciges of a mark m erase-and-write optical

recording systems, where marks are written" or burned

only with even indexes. That is. the utter sequence (,_:__,
_u

_'}., _'a.:+; i will be alternatlnz in sign The magnitude o1"

_hls litter m zenerai should be slowly varying and h_ strong
correlation v,'ith ad.lacent ones.

_ • Jitter due to lntersvmbol interference ([Sl). This litter is a3 ; " - .

function f[ .... 7":_ i, _, T_ ÷1 .... ) of adjacent tune marks
This function can be linear or non-linear of time mark sizes

7",'s. Physically. when a mark is being written, the longer
the mark. the more heat is accumulated on the media, which

results in this marc size dependent litter.

2.2 Read Process Jitter Model

In the read process, the spatial mark size that is being read

back can be simuarly expressed as:

;_,"= __ - r -, ,_;+,. (eai

where each jitter component has its similar counterpart described

in the write process. Specifically.

N
, :; , else jitter due _.o ranclom receiver noise

L: .: Peak shift jitter que to iaser beam wldt:l :iuc: ;_'_n l',l ';:,

read process

"_ :: ISI jitter in the read process. Physicai W tr',ts ISI liter is 4ue

to the convolution of the laser beam width ',_tl;I "t '.vrllt,Nl

mark size. rile time mar:< read out wni ,:er,<l_ -.r: :tie lrlJrK

s_ze recorded

Inctudinz the motor speed litter, w- _'_a_,, 7" = !','7" _. -

_l]-i-_{U,';/t;-)(l -iAL]-/t;;} Therelore _r,_:i: L,:- 2 i w.i
2 3i, we have:

_: =(iT )T; '-< '7. "-[ -'r - K-- '-- "-

where IAvfv)=f-A!,7tt;)_-!AE.t'_;,; ann " : : " -,'_ =

_ .... ; *6,,,,a,,_ -v_ ........ _, o: _ = a_; .+_.:, an_: ,q , = ,,_- ÷,,;.

For convenience, we call 6_ , the noise jittcr,a_ : _he pit siuf*, jltt,:}

and an, the ISl jitter.

3 Equalization Techniques

The objective of e_uaiizatlon discussed m :m_ _,-tion t>

restore trie original mark size T, from f,"

ti), Write Velocity Jitter Correction

The term _AI'_, in Eq. (2.1) is the jitter caused by velocity

fluctuation and is proportional to T_. In ume-wlndow-based peak

detection systems where mark sizes are not quantlzed this F,-

proportional jitter is not important since _t can be compensated

easily by a pha._ lock toop (PLL) in tile read process, llow-

ever, when time marks are quantized and converted into ampii-
tude marks, it is more dil_cult to use a PLL, [n the following we

explain how velocity fluctuation can be compensated h_ usm_ :r_e

servo voltage in the disk drive.

A circuit that. removes motor speed jitter is depicted Hi Fig

3. In the figure, a voltage signal v(t) that is proporuonal to the

linear velocity of the disk with respect to die laser head is sent

to an integrator. If the integrator ts reset to zero at time t,. flu_"

voltage output g_ (t_+i) of the integrator equals die spatial mark

W: at time ti+i, and the comparator output chan_es from "0" _<;

"'!" This transition wilt reset the integrator, cilanL, e ti_e JK Fill,-

Flop state from on to off. and turn off tile in.set d_o,ie Sinldar

operation repeats from timel:÷i to t;+_

Cl'li_ $111oII nll_l io_llVII) i

I Lliil O,OOe !

Ottt_ut -I • _ Wi,,,Ol

l W] Oltl_il "0" Imo_ _ol ioulll

Figure 3: Circuit for Write Process Compensation
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*', [T['l _h[S ,',zi[_-ID_ns_Llotl. IU_ iIlarK _lze .,,rt[i,'{1 L:,*, cr=l,'_

IVY" = _V. -,Q -,"

:iii. Read Process Equalization

_.'!.e equailzatlon ltl the re!Telver co[isisIs o[ '[WC) gtcl/S .t., -I:'.'D*_ rl

•n }-<_lre 4 The first step _s to reduce tile tSI litt,:r ",. ['..

',va_ :o r_'rluce [b[ Is to subtract each F: !,.v an amount ..0t ": ! ;-

[5I ,'*qRCtiO[1 ?{ _.FiIIOt _e exactly Oqll,:_.l to t'_ , li,'ifTlrls ,_ _._,° :'_e

[-," t:',stead o1" [. [o estimate the [SI i:tter Better estmmtlon can

!;e obtained bv usm_ decision feedback equalization i DFE't

N-giectm_ the second order effect _3 : -":_: _ and comp, mmc

gqs i2 I ;Ind 3 i'_ we have

2

B=I

The second ste D Is to correct the motor speed !itter in the read

process. To accomphsh this. we also use the motor serve vottaze

_ignal to estimate the quantity at.;/I,_., based on which, we hive:

?

_r"

After these two steps, jitter that is ieft includes only _': : and

___: ['lie first one _s pureiy random and ff_ no corretatmn w_th

._djacent ones• The second one is slowly varying and alternatmz

m sl(n as a function of .I. instead of equaiizinz this secoml lit-

ter directly, the following detection techniques are use_ to make

:orrect detection insensitive to this jitter.

i c.... I I °'"

Figure 4: Block Diagram m Receiver Equalization ann D,?Iectton

4 Detection Techniques

The first method to recover the original mark size F. :'rein

r-r 2
,a is called the Differential Interleaving Detectson t D[D] [f we

r2
subtract [:+_ from T_ _, the difference =s:

AT: .... a ,-,.,._ , 14, l . . .= _q -q+_) =.iW)(T_-_÷_)--ff_fl,,-<,:+;-,',_.I*a,
!4.l)

where the term: 0_; -&..,+a- 6._ ;+l -r _i2,+3 _s of second order

md maybe neglected because of the strong posture corrmation

between _i=.,, 6_a+_ ) and (tar+t, 6_a+a).

AT, in Eq. (4.1) ha* only the random jitter. Comparing this

w_th gq. (3.31. this technique has a 3db power penalty. However,

we may use maxtmum likelihood sequence detect=on tMLSD) to

detect each aT: in a sequence of (.... ",'1":__. -kf'_, AT:.,,, • i

to avotd this penalty. With this differentia[ interleaving metllod.

ff the first two maxk sizes /'1 and T_ are predefined, subsequent

T_ 's can all be obtained from the differential terms.

231

[:1 [he case trlat Ihe [', '_ -ire :g_odul&[.<_l t_ .... 1_£ L •;i, :[::"

i-_¢a, stra_ntt•orwara detection may na_," ul ,,trot :_rnr'_za:;

;roolem To solve this, a post-modulat_on toe'.nod :a,,etl D,ff,

,ntla[ [nterieavm( .\lodutatlon_D[M),:an [,- ts,,,1 _s,]escrt'_ed

'_lo next section.

['he second method to rr'cover the .>rtama, mark sizes reccr :,

.-. :allen the Additive [nterleavlnz De:ectma , .\IDi Th;s mr,::.

;irst adds the two adjacent mark s_zes read ['!;_t ;s:

a_f 2 ':
-7. = T5 -V._j :_ i._7.! _', _:._. " .... ,.

{k

_galn. the term 02 _ - ,'..2: +2 tS of second order -tml n,,_iected.

From the detected {.. E=_,-i..:i -.:_ . "::e 7.

,:an all be recovered ff the first ['t ta preaerinea ['h_s metno

has the same errorpropa=;atlon problem,as DID !f.vntton mar_

we modulated accorchng to -7-, msteacl of .'-. "Learor, mm

completely removed, and this post-moquiatmn is ,*_tled ..\.idltt',

Interleaving Modulatmn (AIM/.

5 Modulation Techniques

For & given modulation coae that translates an Input messa_

tlltO a sequence of mark sizes .'_j the ob)ectl_e ;eI The pos[mo:

ulat, ion DIM or AIM is to translate S, into ,% .3 ,.nat at ::;

detection e, ther &T_ or --7", can be used directly to recover :r,

original S_ without any error propagatmn. ',Vithout loss of ,;ener

ality, V, = k;_ is a._umed tn the following discussion.

{i). Differential Interleaving Modulation

For a given modulation code. assume each mark generate.

satisfies the following condition:

o< S_,. < ,_ _<S.... ,,-5.t

For DIM. we first define the initial values /-, and _'_, and sub.

sequent _'s after T I and _2 are obtained as follows:

{ T_ +S:, _fT.--S, < •F..,o=T_+== _*s,-r,,,=._-r.,,,.,-i, tfZ,-,f_ >,%_.,

,52

whereO < T,.n,n <. _ < T.na, for each.1

To make the modulation rule self-consmtent when T: = T,_

and S, = S,,_o=, from the second part of Eq. (52}. we need:

S_., + T,,,,_ - 1 < T,,,,= or T.,o= - T._,. <_ S._,, - _ ,.53',

:,-a). By subtracting T_ on both sides of Eq. (5.2L we i_ave:

{ b_, tfT, +S, _<T.,=

We note that if T: 4- S_ < T,,_, is true in recording. -,A_ =

T_+a-T_ = Sa > S,n,n, and if T: +Sj > T,,_a= is true m recording.

by Eq. (5.3), -AT_ = T_._- T_ = S, -T,_,, ,-T_,, - I _< 0.
Therefore:

s,, ,f -_XT: > S..,.

As a result, the differential pre-demoduiatlon rule is:

3
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.. : -3.:" : -...k,'" _ _".,=.... I

and the on_,lnat S. can t_e recovered o?, s_mme um_sm)iu detectiou

',rom :"" Here we see (lie ccndition In Eo : "_,], ;also pro_ I_h_S rq ,

-rror (1erection ,:a0amhty when t) < - ",T," < ,"._=m aLap[.,,'ns

iiJ. Additive Interieavinz.Modulation

\_-;tl[ll,' tlP' ":_.,'R _Iit _'_;&[L,3n "7,C,' :_.I1 i •,:_' : ,-[ \I_,[ "-, i

_.,_ ',,,,,:s;unecol.atti<n ;_1 L; ",_: [M' AIM :ule >,lescrm, a

tins dennmon ma_;es sure i) -2 ;;_,. 7:, ma_;e stare /'-, <-

• ,n_z. *',e Iteed the fodowm¢ two additional coF, dtttoIlS. 3ubstttut-

:n_ Y. = ,_._,_ anal S, = -_"mar il_ tne nrst _art of Eq _.3:3_ _,'

:1 ee_J

_.nar -- -.n,. _- _._,n = Omar _ "mar I'_) t)!

3ubstltutm¢ , ,.", - ,", , _ith -1 tn the seconca Dart of Eq ,3 .5, _,,

need

_n addition, to _;now wrletner >, - 7 > '_, r ." - ' . ts lr_;,'

i rI recorutn_ to 8,qect tlae ncht e_]uatlon I'rc',!! [:_l % %, ;or d,al a

recovery we should Fl0.%e ano[.iter gon(lltlOll ['o1" _n,. 81;,_. _',naa"

Note that when _', - T, < 0 _s true. we na_e: mlltlT", - _.: _ =

minl S_ --_maz _"7"m,.- -_._,.) : *"._a__"[m,_, anclwhen _":- 7.,

,9 ts true. maxt I', -T...:, = mare?,, = T,.._; = ..',.,,: -r-"[',n_,,

Therefore conmtlon _56_si_ouid be modified a.s

As a resuit, w_th the two conditions _.'_ 7] and i5_1. we can i_a_e

_he following AIM democluiatmn rule

c - ,1'" ---,'r'-.. _ ",'...,,. _t"-75 _ .<. .... _ ]%.....

,:,3 9_

),_am ff S .... _- T_,. < _--77 < 7: .... - 7".,_. crrms can i.-

,ietected

Simulation Examples

TitlS section examines how data recovery is unproved iw u%-

n,, the slcnal processnl_, tecllnlques discussed earJier [o have a

quantitative performance evaiuatton, we use tile mark error rate

i MERI a.s tne criterion, which is detined as tne ratio of the number

o( m_sdetecteo marks to the total number of input marks.

In the following subsections, we first describe tliree different

sets of the statistical parameters that are used m the computer

s_muiauon programs These three sets are used to describe tt_ree

iH[erent l_tterscenarms Next. we describe fivedtll'erent detec(mn

meti_ods based on which MER is calculated In slmulatmn, eaci_

MER is obtained at a given signal to norse rat_o _5NR). where

5NR _s defined as.

l'nit Mark Size !AT)_;
S,VR =_

RMS Jitter ote -- . -- . -
'v "_a,,r meal_ _7_eee,t,e.

where &T is the unit of nine, From this definmon, we see that

5SR here omy includes no,se jitter At the end we will discuss

the s_muiatmn results

4p/_nd_ N ..1 " btatzstzcal Parameters

[tl simulation. Ume mark sizes are i..kT wi_ere ',7 ,.,]_,_s,m r

be 100 nsec, and zls uniformly distrmuted between ,_ _t:,i ._ 'SLm-

tiar to the f2,7) code but not exacti3) The d_sk hnear,,<oc_r,, :.

_et at 4.0 m/sec in the _oth wnte and read process. Fors_:nnuc_'_,,

tile veiocltv Jucutlon tn the write process ts a.ssun_eq :, >,_ 7,.:-

ira aiI simulation cases _or assum,nz d,e velocav ,'r'rr_" :_i,-:,n ,:an _,

done perfectly'). Three different sets ol parameters ,ire >ciec:<:l t >

cover the following scenarms:

Z. All velocity jitter, bit shift jitter, and ISI ;u'_' .t_niti-
cant.

In ttus scenario, read veloc,ty ductuation ranee it ._,_t _ r>,. ,_ ;

hi/see, or 10% of the mean velocity Velocity _s n_,amta_n,-o ro r,-

slowly varying w_thm aume mar_ period

Bit shift jitter {,x_/t is set to have a mean silJt ..i?,0 nm t

represent approximately 20% of the laser beam w_dth , a-,sumtn_'

the diffraction limit ts i _m), and the fluctuation of :_a,." smft as

+60 am. or approximately ±6% of the laser beam wt,tti: The k,a!

shift jitter _s also maintained to be siowly varymr, an a :m_e m'c_,

period•

ISl .jitter is assumed to be essentlall.v a hnear (ilnc! ::_1_o( !;;,

time mark written The proportlonai constant _s tt,-><m ,

i_e 00,3 in tills scenarm The detection oerlormauo, :. -rt,:,,_tt :

i"t_ure 5.

2. Only bit shift jitter is significant.

In this scenario, velocity .jitter _s set to zero• anq tile 15I litter

_S reduced from 0.05 in scenar,o I to 0.02. Other narameters are

the same as those in scenario i. The detectmn permrmance _s

shown in Figure 6.

3, Only ISI is significant.

In this scenario, velocity jitter _s set to zero. and _ne !_lt smf'.

3liter is reduced from ±60 nm m scenario i to =i0 ran. or =i <:

of the laser beam width. Other parameters are mamt.amed to _.-

tile same as in scenario l. The detection performance ts shown _u

Figure 7

6.2 Detection Methods

Five detection methods are used m simulatmn Ihc_ :u-

I. Basic Detection.

The basic detection method _s based on threshold ,ictect_or:

and uses no equalization other than compensating; the averat_e t_tt

shift term _'_. That is. tbr each detected mark size, T[, we subtract

2_/V, ifj is even and add the same amount ifj is odd

2. Basic Detection plus ISI Equalization.

[n addition to the average bit shift compensatmn, this second

detectmn method equalizes the IS[ jitter

3. Basic Detection plus lSI and Velocity Equalization.

In addition to the basic detect,on and ISI equalization tins

detecuon method equalizes velocity fluctuation,

4. Differential Detection plus ISI and Velocity Equaliza-
tion.

This detection method equalizes ISI and velocity ttuctuatm,,

but tt does not cancel bit shift j,tter in the rud,mentary way of

method 1. Instead. ,t uses the better differential detection method
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IDID} to cancel the jitter

5. Additive Detection plus ISI and Velocity Equlization.

This detection method is almost the same as the lmst metnc, d

except _t uses additive detection rather _han clifferentlal detect)o.

described m section 4

6.3 Discussion

From the results, we may make the following observations.

I. The basle detection method is not an effective detection

method if the noise jitter is dominated by other jitter. As

shown in Figures 5 to 7. MER can not be effectively im-

proved by increasing SNR. This indicates the importance of

equalization.

2. Methods 2 and a perform almost the same if vetocity ttuc-

tuatlon does not ex,st. These two methods perform equaliy

as well as the DID and AID methods when gausslan noise

dominates !SNR < 12) leven better than DID).

:_ Differential detection performs better than the first three

detection methods, and ts approximately 3 db poorer than

additive deteetmn. This is what we predicted before. But

interestingly, when SNR is greater than 25 db, DID reaches

an error tloor if bit shift jitter ,s sigmficant (see Figures

5,6). We do not see the similar floor when only ISI jitter ,s

important (Figure 7). This error floor is likely due to the

second order jitter effect that we have neglected, and this

effect does not. appear tn the case of AID. VChen noise jitter

dominates (SNR < 12 in Figures 5-7), DID is not better

than the other method* because of the extra 3db penalty.

4. Additive detection performs better in all cases, especlall.v

when all sources of jitter are important or when bit shift

jitter ts not negligible (see Figures 5-7)

7 Conclusions

This paper has introduced a jitter model and a quantlzatlon

approach, based on which signal processing techniques m equal-

izatlon, detection, and modulation were used to obtain better cla'a

recovery From the simulation examples diustrated we [ouncl that

additive detection plus velocity and ISI equa_lza_mns r>erform,-q

Oest. Its smaiier SNR to obta,n the same mar_ error rate uut)H,..

smaller sizes can be recovered and consequent U, a i_t_c,r (1,:n_t_,

can be achieved.
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corrugation gratings on dielectric waveguides" Proceedings for the 4th International Conference on
Ultrastructure Processing of Ceramics, Glasses, and Composites, Wiley and Sons, New York, 1990.

G. W. Dale, H. H. Fox, B. J. J. Zelinski, and L. A. Weller-Brophy," Sol-Gel synthesis of thin

films for use as planar waveguides," Proceedings for the 4th International Conference on Ultrastructure
Processing of Ceramics, Glasses, and Composites, Wiley and Sons, New York, 1990.

L. Weisenbach, T. L. Davis, B. J. J. Zelinski, R. L. Roncone, and L. A. Weller-Brophy,

"Processing of Si0z-Ti0, Thin Film Waveguides," The Materials Research Society Symposium
Proceedings, 180, 377-382 (1990)

L. A. WeUer-Brophy, B. J. J. Zelinski, and D. P. Birnie III, Materials challenges in integrated
optical recording heads," MRS Bulletin, pp. 25-30 (April 1990).

Brian J. J. Zelinski

"Sol-Gel Synthesis of Thin Films for use as Planar Waveguides", G.W. Dale, H.H. Fox, Brian J.J.

Zelinski and Laura Weller-Brophy, presented at the Fourth International Conference on

Ultrastructure Processing of Ceramics, Glasses and Composites, Tucson, AZ, February, 1989.

"Sol-Gel Synthesis of Planar Optical Waveguides and Integrated Components", Ronald L.

Roncone, Laura Weller-Brophy and Brian J.J. Zelinski, presented at the Fourth International

Conference on Ultrastructure Processing of Ceramics, Glasses and Composites, Tucson, AZ,
February, 1989.

"The Influence of Pre-processing upon Embossed Grating Depth and Shape," Ronald L.

Roncone, Laura A. Weller-Brophy, Brian J.J. Zelinski, presented at the Better Ceramics Through
Chemistry IV symposium of the Materials Research Society Spring Meeting, San Francisco,

California, April, 1990.

"Shrinkage Behavior of SiOz-TiOz Thin Film Waveguides, Lori Weisenbach, Teri Davis, Brian

J.J. Zelinski, Ronald L. Roncone and Laura A. Weller-Brophy, presented at the Better Ceramics

Through Chemistry IV symposium of the Materials Research Society Spring Meeting, San Francisco,

California, April, 1990.

"TEM Investigation of Sol-Gel Coatings," L. Weisenbach, D.L. Klein, B.D. Fabes and Brian

J.J. Zelinski, presented at the Better Ceramics Through Chemistry IV symposium of the Materials

Research Society Spring Meeting, San Francisco, California, April, 1990.

"Third Harmonic Generation Measurements of Nonlinearities in SiOz-TiOz Sol-Gel Films,"

W.E. Torruellas, L.A. Weller-Brophy, R. Zanoni, G.I. Stegeman, Z. Osborne, B.J.J. Zelinski,

presented at NLO'90, Hawaii, July, 1990.

"Materials Challenges in Integrated Optical Recording Heads," L.A. Weller-Brophy, B.J.J.

Zelinski, D. Birnie III, MRS Bulletin, 15, 25-30, 1990.
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"Processing Behavior of SiO,.-TiO, Thin Film Waveguides," L. Weisenbach, T.L. Davis, Brian

J.J. Zelinski, R.L. Roncone and L.A. Weller-Brophy, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc., 180, 1990.

"Sol-Gel Synthesis of Thin Films for use as Planar Waveguides", G.W. Dale, H.H. Fox, Brian

J.J. Zelinski and Laura Weller-Brophy, Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc., 18_...0,1990.

"Sol-Gel Synthesis of Planar Optical Waveguides and Integrated Components", Ronald L.

Roncone, Laura Weller-Brophy and Brian J.J. Zelinski, accepted for publication in the proceedings
of the Fourth International Conference on Ultrastructure Processing of Ceramics, Glasses and

Composites, Tucson, AZ, February, 1989.

UNPUBLISHED ORAL PRESENTATIONS

U. J. Gibson

"An XPS Study of Reactions and Diffusion Behavior of Several Thin Overlayers on TbFeCo',

International Metallurgical Coatings Conference, Spring 1989, San Diego, CA.

Modification of Zirconium Fluoride Thin Films for Integrated Optical Devices", Optical

Society of America, Fall 1989, Orlando, FL.

"Reactive IAD of ZrOF for GRIN Integrated Optics", Ceramics and Advanced Materials,

Joint Meeting of the New Mexico Section of the American Ceramic Society and the New Mexico

Section of the Materials Research Society, October 5, 1990, Sante Fe, New Mexico.

Ray K_t_ (ECE)

Kostuk, R.K., "Effects of Bleach Constituents on the Performance of Silver-halide

Holograms," Proc. oi'1990 SPIE Meeting on Optics, Electro-optics and Laser Application in Science and

Engineering, Los Angeles, CA, January 1990.

Kostuk, R.K., "Practical design considerations and performance characteristics of high

numerical aperture holographic lenses," SPIE Electronic Imaging Science and Technology, 24 Feb.-1
Mar. 1991, San Jose, CA.
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George Lawrence

G. Lawrence, "Combining Geometrical and Diffraction Theory in Optical Calculations,"
Invited Paper, WE1, OSA Annual Meeting, Oct., 1989.

G. Lawrence, "Compensation of aberrations due to wavelength shift in waveguide grating

couplers by gradient-index methods", TuLL3, Opt. Soc. of Am. annual meeting, Oct. 1989.

Kenneth D. Cornett, George Lawrence, Ursula J. Gibson, "Fabrication of Large
Gradient-Index Profiles in Thin Film Waveguides", FS1, Opt. Soc. of Am. annual meeting, Oct. 1989.

John A. Leavitt

J. A. Leavitt, " MeV Ion Beam Analysis," National Technical University Research Seminar
video tape, Oct. 27, 1987, available from Microcampus, University of Arizona.

J. A. Leavitt, L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., J. G. Oder, P. Stoss, M. D. Ashbaugh, and B.

Dezfouly-Arjomandy, "Cross Sections for 170 ° Backscattering of 4He from C, N, O, F, Mg, Al, and
Si for 4He Energies between 1.8 and 5.0 MeV," BAPS 33, 1730 (1988).

J. A. Leavitt, L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., "High Energy and Heavy Ion Backscattering," Workshop on
High Energy and Heavy Ion Beams in Materials Analysis, Albuquerque, NM, June 14-17, 1989, one
hour invited talk.

J. M. Molarius, E. Kolawa, K. Moishita, J. L. Tandon, J. A. Leavitt, and M.-A. Micolet,

"Encapulants for Thermal Annealing of GaAs," Spring 1989 Meeting of the Electrochemical Society,
Los Angles, CA, May 7-12, 1989.

J. A. Leavitt and L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., "Non-Rutherford 4He Cross Sections for Ion Beam

Analysis," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 35, 1695 (1990).

J. m. Leavitt, L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., M. D. Ashbaugh, B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy, and Z. Lin, "MeV

Ion Beam Analysis with 'He Beams," Materials Characterization Symposium, Tucson, AZ, March
12-13, 1990.

L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., J. m. Leavitt, B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy, Z. Lin, and M. D. Ashbaugh,
Materials Characterization Symposium, Tucson, AZ, March 12-13, 1990.

B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy, Z. Lin, J. A. Leavitt, and L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., "Depth Profiling
Hydrogen in Materials with MeV _N Beams," Materials Characterization Symposium, Tucson, AZ,
March 12-13, 1990.

Z. Lin, L. C. Mclntyre, Jr., M. D. Ashbaugh, B. Dezfouly-Arjomandy, and J. A. Leavitt,

"Calculation of Non-Rutherford Cross Sections for Backscattering of 'He from _60 for 'He Energies
from 1.5 to 5.0 MeV," March 12-13, 1990.
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M. Mansuripur

M. Mansunpur, "Optical disk data storage," invited talk at the monthly meeting of the New

England Section of the Optical Society of America, Lexington, Massachusetts, September 1987.

M. Mansuripur, "New developments in magneto-optics research," invited talk at the Research
Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company, October 1987.

M. Mansunpur, "Optical disk data storage," invited talk at the New England Section of the
IEEE Magnetics Society, Lexington, Massachusetts, December 1987.

M. Mansuripur, "Erasable optical disk data storage," invited talk at the Research Division,

Raytheon Corp., Lexington, Massachusetts, February 1988.

M. Mansunpur, "Optical disk data storage," invited talk at the Illinois Institute of Technology,

Chicago, Illinois, November 1987.

M. Mansuripur and R. Giles, "Magnetization reversal dynamics in RE-TM alloys," invited talk

at the IBM Almaden Research Center, San Jose, California, January 1988.

M. Mansuripur, "Magnetization reversal dynamics in the media of optical recording," invited

talk at Komag Corp., Milpitas, California, January 1988.

M. Mansuripur, "Magnetization reversal dynamics in magneto-optic media," (invited) presented

at the meeting of the American Physical Society, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 1988.

M. Mansuripur and R. Giles, "Demagnetizing field computation for dynamic simulation of the

magnitization reversal process" (contributed), presented at the 4th joint MMM-lntermag Conference,

Vancouver, Canada, July 1988.

M. Mansuripur, "Erasable magneto-optical disk data storage," invited talk at the symposium

on Space Flight Data Storage Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 1988.

M. Mansuripur, "Analysis of demagnetizing field, domain wall structure and zigzag boundaries

by the Fourier transform technique" (invited), presented at the 2nd Topical Workshop on

Magneto-Optical Recording Technology, Hidden Valley resort, Somerset, PA, October 10-12, 1988.

M. Mamuripur, "Modeling media and systems of optical data storage," invited talk at the

storage research centers faculty meeting at IBM's General Products Division, San Jose, California,
Dec. 7-9, 1988.

M. Mansuripur, "Analysis of demagnetizing field by the Fourier transform technique," invited

talk at the IBM's T.J. Watson Research Laboratory, Yorktown Heights, NY, December 1988.

M. Mansuripur, "Overview of magneto-optical data storage" (invited) workshop on
micromagnetics for magnetic recording, Center for Magnetic Recording Research (CMRR),

University of California at San Diego, Feb. 8-10, 1989.
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M. Mansuripur, "Computation of fields and forces in magnetic force microscopy"
(contributed), presented at the lntermag '89 Conference, Washington, D.C., March 1989.

M. Mansuripur, "Amorphous rare earth-transition metal alloys for erasable optical data
storage," invited talk at the 8th Annual Symposium of the Arizona Chapter of American Vacuum
Society, Tucson, Arizona, April 6-7, 1989.

M. Mansuripur, "Erasable Optical Data Storage: Challenges and Opportunities," invited talk
at the magnetic recording seminar series, IBM General Products Division, San Jose, California,
November 1989.

M. Mansuripur, "Erasable optical data storage," presented at the Hewlett-Packard
Laboratories, Palo Alto, California, November 1989.

M. Mansuripur and R. Giles, "Simulation of magnetization reversal dynamics on the

Connection Machine" (invited), presented at the 34th Annual Conference on Magnetism and
Magnetic Materials (MMM), Boston, Massachusetts, November 1989.

R. Hajjar, F. Zhou, and M. Mansuripur, "Magneto-optical measurement of anisotropy energy
constants on amorphous RE-TM alloys," (contributed), presented at the 34th Annual Conference on

Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (MMM), Boston, Massachusetts, November 1989.

R. Giles, R. Kotiuga, F. Humphrey and M. Mansuripur, "Parallel micromagnetic simulations
on the Connection Machine" (contributed), presented at the 4th SIAM Conference on Parallel

Processing for Scientific Computing, Chicago, Illinois, December 1989.

M. Mansuripur, "Computer modeling of magnetization reversal dynamics in magnetic and
magneto-optical media", presented at Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands,

January 1990.

M. Mansuripur, "Progress in modeling of optical data storage media and systems," invited talk
at the storage research centers faculty meeting at IBM's General Products Division, San Jose,

California, January 11-12, 1990.

M. Mamuripur, "computer modeling of optical storage media and systems" invited

presentation at the OSA/SPIF./LEOS topical meeting on Optical Data Storage, Vancouver, Canada,
March 1990.

R. Keys, D. Miller, J. W. Goodman, J. Malinson and M. Mansuripur (panelists), "Issues in
Optical Technologies: Switching, Logic, and Storage"; evening panel discussion held at the

Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLEO), Anaheim, California, May 1990.

B. Bernacki and M. Mansuripur, "Observation of domain wall behavior in the presence of

submicrometer defects and substrate structures in the media of magneto-optical recording",

(contributed), presented at the Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLEO), Anaheim,
California, May 1990.
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M. Mansuripur, "Critical issues in optical recording", (invited), Sixth Interdisciplinary Laser

Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, September 16-19, 1990.

M. Mansuripur, "Physics of magneto-optical recording and readout processes," (invited),

presented at the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Joint OSA/LEOS Session on

Optical Storage, Boston, Massachusetts, November 1990.

M. Mansuripur and R. Giles, "Dynamics of magnetization reversal in amorphous films of

RE-TM alloys," (invited), to be presented at the Magneto-Optical Recording International Symposium

(MORIS), Japan (1991).

B. E. Bernacki and M. Mansuripur, "Characterization of magneto-optical recording media in

terms of domain boundary jaggedness," (contributed), presented at the 35th Annual Conference on

Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (MMM), San Diego, California, Oct. 29-Nov.1, 1990.

M. Mansuripur and R. Giles, "Characterization, modeling and dynamic simulation of the

micromagnetic behavior in the media of erasable optical data storage", invited talk at the IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York, November 1990.

INVENTION DISCLOSURES

George N. I.awrenee

G. Lawrence, "Sub-scale, visible holographic fabrication of waveguide grating," Invention

Disclosure, University of Arizona, 1988.

G. Lawrence, "Concentric waveguide focusing grating," Invention Disclosure, University of

Arizona, 1988.

G. Lawrence, "Self-focusing, line narrowed, waveguide grating optical head," Invention

Disclosure, University of Arizona, 1988.

G. Lawrence, "Holographic construction optics for waveguide grating," Invention Disclosure,

University of Arizona, 1988.

G. Lawrence and S-H Hwang, "Waveguide grating with broad spectral response using gradient

effective index," Invention Disclosure, University of Arizona, 1988.
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Pierre Meystre

Direct Overwrite by Adiabatic Following (1990)

A-20

Tom D. Milster

L. A. Weller-Brophy and T.

magnetooptic data storage," UA1016
D. Milster, "Multi-layer integrated read/write head for

PATENTS

B. Fitingof and M. Mansuripur, "Method and Apparatus for Implementing Post-Modulation
Error Correction Coding Scheme", application pending.

M. Mansuripur, "Direct Overwrite on Magneto-Optical Media Using Circularly Polarized
Microwaves", application pending.

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

1985- 1990

BALASUBRAMANIAN, KUNJITHAPATHAM, 1988. Dissertation. Director: Macleod

Structural I_ and Anisotro_ in Optical Filters and Thin Films; Applications to
Optical Storage Media

BUSECK, DAVID A., 1987. Thesis. Director: Koliopo_.. _s

Simultaneous Acquisition Phase-Siu'fling Interferometry

BUSHROE, FREDERICK N., 1989. Thesis. Director: Burke

An Opacal Head for a Magneto-Optic Disk Test System

COHEN, DONALD KENNETH, 1987. Dissertation Director:. Wyant

anabeis of Methodsfor Oetea/_ Focus _/,I Ot,acatData StorageSystems

CORNETF, KENNETH D_, 1990. Dissertation. Director: Gibson

Optical, Chemical and Protective Properties of 'I'nin F'flms Produced by Ion-Assisted

Deposition-
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CRONKrlE, PATRICK J., 1988. Thesis. Director: Lawrence

Design Method for F_g Grating C_o_ler Using Holographic Optical Elementa

DEETER, MERRXIT NORTON, 1988. Dissertation. Director: Sarid

A1,/dauiamoi'theSmithMadd ofMagnetoopticatEffecUtoInveat%atk,mofMagneacand
Ua_ _ Meaa

DEVORE, SCOTT L, 1988.Dissertation.Director:Wyant

ECKHARDT, STEPHEN KARL, 1990.Dissertation.Director:Burke

BeamPro_gaaonandSm'p-Var=ntOpaca

GARDNER, TIMOTHY STUART, 1989.M.S. without thesis.Director:Burke

GUNNARSSON, GUNNAR HANS, 1987.Thesis.Director:Koliopoulos

MultilevelReadout far CD-ROM Storage

IAMS, DOUGLAS ALLAN, 1988.Thesis.Director:Sarid

Magnetic Yuzmpi_ Using Otntcal Detection Methods

INGLE, JEFFERY T., 1989. Thesis. Director: Sarid

Applic.atims of Sc.annbtg Force M'unmsct_ to Magnetic and Elecoonic Media

KELLEY, MURRAY" F., 1989. Thesis. Director: Gibson

Scmang _nnetingM'_ Chara_tion ofN'_ ThinFirmNudaationandGrowth

LL UFENG, 1988.Dissertation.Director:.Stegeman

Application of'Di_ Grating Theory to Analy_ and Fabrication of Waveguide Grat_gs

O'(X)NNOR, ARTHUR BRUCE, 1989. Thesis. Director: Kostuk

Polarization _ ol l-l't_Numerical Apemm_ HolographicOptical Elements

PHYSICS D_AR_:

DON PERSON, 1988. No Thesis. No Dissertation. Director: Falco

BIJAN DEZFOULY-ARJOMANDY, 1990. Dissertation. Director: Leavitt

Hlnlmgen Depth ]Profiling Using the 6.385 MEV Resonance in the tI-I_N, ay)nC Nuclear
Reaction

ANTHONY P. TAYIJDR, 1988. Thesis. Director: Gl_on
Terbium Iron Cobalt Difi_ion Barrier Studies
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CHEMISTRY:

STORK, KURT FORREST, 1990. Thesis. Director: Armstrong

Surface _ of _ and Water on Tuan/um-b_onb/meta///c

A-22

v






